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A November 26, 1922, newspaper aimounced the acquisi-
tion of a State Normal School in Morehead, Kentucky. 
Judge Allie W. Young was greatly respon-
sible for securing the college for Morehead. 
Morehead State College 
History 
Governor Morrow, addressing the General Assembly in 
1920, painted a dark picture of educational conditions in 
Kentucky. The governor recommended that a survey commis-
sion, composed of educational experts, be established in order 
to find the hindrance to Progressive Education. 
In response to the governor's recommendation the General 
Assembly authorized the appointment of the Educational .sur-
vey Commission. Months later the report of the Commission 
indicated that the training level of the State's elementary 
teachers was extremely low. To alleviate this problem the Com-
mission proposed that two additional normal schools be estab-
lished, one to be located in the eastern part of the state and 
one in the western part. 
The State Normal School Commission was created by 
the General Assembly as a result on March 8, 1922, and it 
was empowered to establish two Normal Schools for the 
training of elementary teachers. The Commission investigated 
various sites and considered the claims of several communities 
before selecting Morehead as the location for the school in 
Eastern Kentucky. Decisive action was taken in a ·meeting 
held in Lexington on November 25, 1922. The first few 
ballots stood 4 to 4 and the deadlock between Morehead and 
Paintsville showed little 'possibility of being broken. W. S. 
Wallen of Prestonsburg, who had been holding out for Paints-
ville in the previous balloting, cast the deciding vote on the 
sixth ballot giving the school to Morehead by a majority of 
5 to 3. Senator Allie W. Young played a major role in the secur-
ing of the college for Morehead and served as a member of the 
Board of Regents from 1924-28. 
The 'first classes in the Normal School were taught by this 
grpup of professors. 
The exact location of the new institution was on the site 
previously occupied by the Morehead Normal School which 
had operated from 1887-1922. Under the direction of the 
State Board of Education, plans for the opening of the new 
school began with the appointment of Dr. Frank C. Button 
as President. 
Under his direction the Morehead State Normal School 
began its first term on September 24, 1923, with a student 
body of 137 and a staff of 10 persons. During the school year 
1923-24, five additions were made to the faculty. The total 
enrollment for this year consisted of 21 college students and 
217 in the normal or high school division. 
The school was operating on a budget of $30,000 in 
1924 and on April 15, in a meeting of the Board of Regents, 
the President of Morehead State Normal School announced 
the need for additional -funds to operate during the remainder 
of the fiscal year. 
Judge Allie W. Young volunteered in the form of a 
motion that the Treasurer of the school be authorized to bor-
row from him (Young) any sum not to exceed $10,000, with-
out interest, for the purpose of paying the running expenses 
of the school for the remainder of the year. The plan was 
approved unanimously. 
The name of the institution-Morehead Normal School-
was changed by legislative action to More4ead Normal School 
and Teachers College in 1926 and the right to grant the 
Bachelor's degree was given. The first graduates of the- four-
year college program received their degrees in 1927. 
A part of Morehead's history is Miss 
Anna Carter, who has served as sec-
retary to every president of M.S.C. 
An early scene along the boulevard. 
Dr. Frank C. Button, first president 





The Administration Building and Allie Young Hall were 
completed in 1926. 
Fields Hall was constructed in 1928. 
Completed in 1931, was the Johnson Camden 
Library. 
• • • history 
The physical plant of the old Morehead Normal School 
consisted of one antiquated brick building, three structures of 
frame construction, a classroom building and two dormitories. 
As rapidly as possible these buildings were dismantled, re-
moved and replaced by modern facilities. The Administrati~n 
Building and Ailie Young Hall were completed in 1926. The 
year 1928 brought the erection of Fields and Thompson Halls 
to the fast growing campus and in 1929 Button Auditorium 
was constructed 
The official name of the college was changed in 1930 
to Morehead State Teachers College. The primary aim of the 
college was to prepare teachers for the public schools. In this 
same year the President's Home was completed and the fol-
lowing year Jayne Memorial Stadium, Breckinridge Training 
School and the Senff Natatorium were constructed. The next 
1931; Lappin Hall, 1932; the Home Management House, 
1933; the Power Plant, 1937; the Machine Shop, 1949; and, 
Baird Music Hall, 1953. 
An unusual experience in the life of the college occurred 
during the years 1942-44. The second World War brought 
extreme decreases III the college enrollment and many staff 
members and students entered the military services. Morehead 
was selected to sponsor one of the special training schqpls 
operated by the armed services during the war period in 
1942. A class "A" Electrical School was in operation from 
June 1942 to August 1944. During this period 3,438 second 
class seamen were sent to the campus for a period of instruc-
tion of 16 weeks. Those completing the training were given 
the rate of Electricians Mate, Third Class. 
The official name of the college was again changed in 
1948 to Morehead State College. At this time MSC was given 
the authority to grant the Master of Arts in Education degree. 
Dr. Adron Doran was appointed as the seventh President 
of Morehead State College in 1954. Before coming to More-
head, Dr. Doran was Director of the Division of Teacher 
Education of the Kentucky Department of Education. In his 
inaugural speech on October 22, 1954, Dr. Doran said, "In 
considering this institution of higher education in particular, 
its past, its present, and future, I am reminded of a poem: 
" God has provided a wonderful place 
Called the land of Mginning again, 
Where all our mistakes, our heartaches 
And our poor selfish griefs 
May be dropped like a shabby old coat 
At the door, 
And never put on again." 
"We look upon Morehead as that 'place' and this day as a 
part of the period of 'beginning again'." In his goals for 
Morehead State College Dr. Doran said, "We at Morehead 
State College shall endeavor to provide a place for the de-
velopment of acceptable traits of character by the students 
as well as skills and the accumulation of knowledge." 
The enrollment at this time was 698, but under his leader-
ship the college has experienced remarkable growth. The 
student body numbered 1,150 students in 1956 and 46 faculty 
members. 
A $13,000,000 construction program got underway in 
1956 when ground was broken for the Fieldhouse and the 
Doran Student House. Completed in 1960 were the $1,000,000 
North Men's Hall and the $950,000,Lakewood Terrace. 
Science Hall was completed in 1932. In 1959 its name 
Was cchanged to Lappin Hall in honor of Dean War-
ren . Lappin. 
Senff Natatorium, was one of the first col-
lege indoor swimming pools in the state. 
In 1954 Dr. Adron Doran be-
came the seventh president of 
Morehead State College. 
Completed in 1926, the Administration 
Building was one of the first structures built 
on campus. 
LQoking ahead, focusing on higher horizons, has 
been the successful formula for the astonishing prog-
ress at Morehead State College. The school's "Break-
through" may well be noted from the preceding pages 
in contrast to those that follow. 
Also completed III 1926 was the beautiful Allie Young 
Hall. 
Beautiful 400·bed North Men's Hall was com-
pleted in 1960. 
Only four years ago this valley laid covered with the 
growth of nature and since that time has come alive 
with the growth of the college. 
Being blessed with natural and feminine 
beauty, the campus has been called one 
of the most friendly in the nation. 
Modern beauty at Lakewood Terrace blends well with the natural surroundings of the hills. 
1922-
1962 
In 1956 the Doran Student House was completed. 
• • • history 
During the school year 1961-62, five major buildings 
involving over $4,000,000 were under construction. President 
Adron Doran announced the construction of a $1,425,000 
four-story classroom building and a 106-room annex to East 
Men's Hall. Other buildings begun during the 1961-62 school 
year were the $1,050,000 Home Economics and Industrial 
Arts Building, a $725,000 four-story, 200-bed residence hall 
for men and a $1,102,000 six-story women's residence hall 
housing 300 coeds. 
Also under construction during this period were two 
faculty duplexes, a dramatic arts laboratory addition to Button 
Auditorium and a 20-unit addition to Lakewood Terrace. 
The tremendous construction program was made neces-
sary by the 400 per cent increase in enrollment since 1954--
making Morehead State College the fastest growing institution 
of higher learning in the state during that period. During 
the period $9,863,000 was spent in construction of buildings 
to meet the tremendous growth of the college. 
Other projects on the architects' drawing board in 1961-
62 were: an addition to Baird Music Building; a new ad-
ministration building; more dormitories; additional SCIence 
laboratories and an off campus athletic plant. 
The educational program of Morehead State College 
has advanced to new heights. In 1961 a program offering 24 
hours of graduate work beyond the Master's Degree was begun 
which enables educators to reach the Rank I status in the 
Kentucky salary schedule. 
In order to meet the increased enrollment, which climbed 
to an all-time high of 2,854 students, 31 new faculty members 
we~e employed, bringing the total faculty to over 130 members. 
The $13,000,000 construction program of 1956 was 
completed with the erection of the fieldhouse. 
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In 1959 construction began on the $1,000,-
000 North Men's Hall and $950,000 Lake-
wood Terrace. 
A Look at the Future of 
Morehead State College 
The increased enrollment and gigantic growth of M.S.C. 
since 1954 has shown that dynamic leadership can bring a 
college to the educational front. Morehead State College, since 
its establishment forty years ago, has become an educational 
institution of superior quality. The "Progressive Spirit" 
abounding on campus has brought a breakthrough in facilities 
and instruction. Outstanding civic, educational and govern-
mental leaders have lauded Morehead State College for "pav-
ing the way" to better education in the Commonwealth-a' pace 
which is geared toward future service and dedication to the 
youth of the Morehead region, Commonwealth and Nation. 
An experimental design in campus residence halls will give some 300 
M.S.C. coeds two-room suites with separate sleeping and living study 
quarters. The building is due for completion in 1963. 
~round was broken in 1961 for the Home Economics and Industrial Arts Build-
Ing which is due for completion in late 1962. 
The great increase in the size of the 
faculty brought the erection of 
campus residence duplexes. 
Also under construction during the 1961-62 
school year was a new men's dormitory. 
Morehead's construction pro g ram 
reached its peak in 1962 with the an-
nouncement of the construction of a new 
ultra-modern Administration Building. 
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BERT T. COMBS 
GOVERNOR 
BOARD OF REGENTS 
Seated: Dr. W. H. Cartmell, 
Vice Chairman, Maysville; 
Mr. W. P. Butler, Chairman, 
Frankfort; Mr. B. F. Reed, 
Drift. 
Standing: Dr. J. T. Hyden, 
Martin; Mr. Charles Gill~y, 
Winchester; Mr. Alex Cham-
berlain, Louisville; M. r. 
Bruce Walters, Pikeville. 
DR. ADRON DORAN 
PRESIDENT 
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Dr. and Mrs. Doran looked over the modern lan-
guage facilities of the new classroom building with 
Latin teacher, Ethel Moore. 
John Whisman and Stanley Hayes, two dis-
tinguished leaders in the Area Redevelopment 
program met with Dr. Doran to discuss plans 
for Eastern Kentucky. 
President and Mrs. Doran honored Albert Stewart upon the 
publication of his book of poetry. 
President and Mrs. Doran 
Are Active in State 
and Regional Affairs. 
President Doran and the First Lady were joined at the 
Kentucky Breakfast during the NEA conference at At-
lantic City, N. J., by Dr. Clairce Klien, former NEA 
president, and Dr. Lyman Ginger, Dean of the U of K 
College of Education. 
Mrs. Adron Doran, lovely and popular wife of the MSC 
President, is an unopposed candidate for President of 
the Kentucky Federation of Women's Clubs_ She is 
now serving as second vice president of the KFWC_ 
SHADES OF J.F.K.-President Kennedy isn't the only public figure 
with a rocking chair in his office. Dr. Doran saw the chair in the 
office of Governor Bert T. Combs, liked it and the Governor reo 
sponded by selling the chair to him. The president placed the chair 
in his office and it was reported that Governor Combs ordered a 
new one. 
Dr. Adron Doran welcomed members of the Joint Alumni 
Council of Kentucky to the Morehead campus. 
The president and his namesake David Doran en· 
joy an evening of basketball. 
Three of the persons who played leading 
roles in bringing about the ground break· 
ing for St. Claire Hospital were Most 
Reverend Richard Ackerman, Dr. Claire 
Louise Caudill and President Adron 
Doran. 
Mrs. Doran adds zest and cheerfulness to basketball 
games as she plays organ melodies. 19 
20 
DR. WARREN C. LAPPIN 
Dean of Instruction 
ROGER L. WILSON 




Associate Dean of Students 





Director of Public Relations 
MONROE WICKER 
Director of School Services 
BILLY JOE HALL 
Director of Alumni Affairs 
W. H. RICE 





E. C DETHERAGE 
Post Office Manager 
ROBERT STOKES 




Members of the Committee on Student Life are: Alex Mac-
Donald, Steve Barnett, Polly Tucker, Harry Mayhew, George 
Kerr, and Dick Robinson. Gary North and Buford Crager 
were not present. 
The Committee on Student Life 
The Committee is responsible for planning and co-ordinat-
ing student activities on the campus. It is also responsible 
for the moral and spiritual life on campus. 
24 
Administrative 
The Committee on Library 
The Committee has responsibility for broad 
policies concerning the library, and also assumes 
responsibility for continuous improvement of li-
brary service. Members on the committee repre-
senting the student body are: Jim Norsworthy, 
and Terry Wicker. Don Combs was not present. 
The Committee On 
Curriculum and Instruction 
The Committee is charged with the responsibility 
of continuous review and evaluation of all curricula 
and instructional practices in the college and training 
school; approval of new courses; and consideration 
in the broad area of program development. 
Representing the student body on the committee are: 
Emma Lou Gullett, Barbara Anglin, Jim Davis, and Bob 
Fraley. Wanda Peace was not present. 
Committees 
The Committee on Athletics 
The Committee has the responsibility for 
continuously appraising the entire inter-col-
legiate athletic program of the college and 
the related policies. 
Dick Robinson and Troy Wheeler represent the students on the Ad-
ministrative Council. 
The Administrative Council 
The Council is responsible for over-all policy considerations and 
acts on such matters as the college calendar, budget policies, welfare 
of faculty and students and other pertinent questions brought to their 
attention. 
Representing the students on the Committee on Athletics 
are Norman Pokley and Jim Morgan. 
The Committee on Public Affairs 
The Committee deliberates on ways and means of interpret-
ing the college to high school seniors. It also considers the 
type and number of publications in the form of bulletins and 
brochures which the college publishes and distributes. 
Student members of the Committee are Harry Mayhew 
and Harry Weber. 
25 
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Dr. C. Nelson Grote 
Chairman 
Henry Haggan 









Division of Applied Arts 
Dr. Hollie Sharpe 

























J. T. Mays 






Bobbye Joan Wilson 
Commerce 
Instructor 
























































Dr. Zadia Herrold 
Chairman 













Health, Physical Education, 
and Athletics 
Earl Bentley 






Head Football Coach 
Instructor 
Robert Laughlin 
Head Basketball Coach 
Director of Athletics 
Associate Professor 











Assistant Football Coach 
Assistant Professor 
Nan Ward 
Health and Physical 
Education 
Assistant Professor 




















Latin and English 
Assistant Professor 






















































Dr. Crayton Jackson 






Science and Mathematics 






























Dr. Clifford Rader 
Chairman 
Dale Breaden 















Division of Social Studies 
Dr. Henry Carey 
Head, Department of 
Economics and Sociology 
Professor 
Dr. Wilhelm Exe!birt 
History 
Professor 
Dr. Rex G. 
Henrickson 
Economics and Sociology 
Associate Professor 
Dr. Roscoe Play forth 
Economics and Sociology 
Associate Professor 
Dr. Franklin Mangrum 




Head, Department of 
Geography 
Associate Professor 
Dr. Nolan Fowler 
History 
Professor 










Dr. Harry Ward 







Dr. Lawrence Stewart 
Chairman 
Dr. Edmond Cross 
Director of Student Teaching 
Associate Professor 
Dr. ZeU Walter 






































































Sarah Ann Cook 
Library 
ASSISTANT·· LIBRARIANS 
Christine Caudill Dorothy Conley 







North Men's Hall 
Gary North 
East Men's Hall Annex 
George Luckey 
East Men's Hall 
Mary Watson 
Allie Young Hall 
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George P. Garey-Cafeteria Director 
Dorothy De Hart-Supervisor of the Dining Room 
Josephine Adkins-Secretary 
Cafeteria Staff 
Cook, Bertha Hardin, fries chicken for the noon meal. 
First row: Gertrude Fouch, Dephia Caudill, Ella Tolliver, Alice Scott, Lillian Prewitt, Gloria Branaham, A9a Moore, Shirley Howard, and Ersel Butler. 
Second row: Berthal Hardin, Sue Oney, Maude Clay, Lillian Pelfrey, Josephine Brown, Vada Blair, Anna Lee Morrison, Opal Adkins, Josephine Adkins, 
and George P. Garey. Third row: James Oney, Ethel Warren, Betty Mabry, Jean Barker, Marie Gulley, Evelyn Amburgey, Beaulah Davis, Gladys 
Powell, Dorothy De Hart, and Paul Mynhier. Fourth row: Carl Caudill, Minnie Wells, Iva Evans, Pruda Ward, Minnie Layne, Sue Keeton, Billy Poston, 






























































Health, PE, and Athletics 
Sarah Kerr 
Secretary 













































Dr. Palmer L. Hall 
Director of Graduate Studies 
Raymond Collier, Jr. 
Principalship 
Vanceburg, Kentucky 




Morehead offers two general programs of graduate study. 
The first of these, leading to the degree of Master of Arts 
in Education, is designed to provide a fifth year of training 
for teachers in the elementary and secondary schools, super-
visors, guidance counselors, and administrators. The second, 
consisting of twenty-four hours of work beyond the master's 
degree, is offered to accommodate those students who wish to 
qualify for Rank I under the Kentucky Foundation Program. 
Pictured on these pages are the full time graduate stu-
dents and graduate assistants who expect to receive their M.A. 
Degree from Morehead. 









James Buford Crager 
Secondary Education 
Prestonsburg, Kentucky 












Harry C. Mayhew 
Secondary Education 
Paintsville, Kentucky 















Gary B. North 
Guidance.Counseling 
Paintsville, Kentucky 






TROY WHEELER _______________ _____ President 
RALPH CARDER ____________ Vice President 
JIM SCOBEE ____________________________ __ Secretary 
ROBERT FRALEY ____________________ Treasurer 
Bobby L. Adams 
Music and History, AB 
Wingo, Kentucky 
Barbara E. Anglin 
Commerce, BS 
Frankfort, Kentucky 
John E. Adams 
Political Science, AB 
Augusta, Kentucky 
Jimmie D. Allen 
Geography, AB 
Inez, Kentucky 
Nola D. Allen 
Elementary Education, AB 
Risner, Kentucky 
Garland Arnett 
Political Science and 
History, AB 
Salyersville, Kentuckv 
Brenda E. Adkins 
Elementary Education, AB 
West Liberty, Kentucky 
Betty S. Amburgey 
Elementary Education, AB 
Mt. Olivet, Kentucky 
Betty L. Amos 
Music, AB 
Grayson, Kentucky 
Mildred L. Arnett 
Geography, AB 
Salyersville, Kentucky 
Kenneth R. Akers 







Elementary Education, AB 
Salyersville, Kentucky 
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Industrial Arts, AB, BS 
Morehead, Kentucky 
Area in Commerce, BS 
Greenup, Kentucky 
Wanda F. Barker 
Elementary Education, AB 
Morehead, Kentucky 
Helen C. Barnett 
Elementary Education, AB 
Hillsboro, Kentucky 
Ottielenna T. Baldwin 
Home Economics, BS 
Cromona, Kentucky 
Marshall D. Banks 
Physical Education, AB 
Ashland, Kentucky 
Ronald G. Barker 
Area in Music, AB 
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 
Thelma J. Barker 
Elementary Education, AB 
Catlettsburg, Kentucky 
William A. Barone 
Music, AB 




Kerma L. Beaven Esther M. Benack 
Music, AB 
Clairton, Pennsylvania 
Music and Commerce, AB 
Hazard, Kentucky Clairton, Pennsylvania 
Leo H. Bradley 
Physical Education and 
History, AB 
Mt. Orab, Ohio 
Max Benton 
Mathematics and, 
Physical Education, AB 
Dayton, Ohio 
Patricia L. Boggs 
Elementary Education, AB 
Olive Hill, Kentucky 




Elementary Education, AB 
Watts, Kentucky 
Rose M. Benton 
Physical Education, AB 
New Richmond, Ohio 
Mary H. Birch 
Home Economics, BS 
Hebron, Kentucky 
Helen L. Branson 
Elementary Education, AB 
Quicksand, Kentucky 
Watson M. Brown 
Mathematics and Accounting, BS 
Smithsboro, Kentucky 
Ralph D. Buckley 
Social Science, AB 
Louisville, Kentucky 
Sue E. Burchett 
Home Economics, BS 
Gulnare, Kentucky 
Dennie Burton, J r. 
Physical Education, AB 
Hazard, Kentucky 
Ned H. Bush 








Theodore C. Byman 
Industrial Arts and 
History, AB 
Loveland, Ohio 
Ralph 1. Carder 
Max B. Calhoun 
Physical Education, AB 
Leburn, Kentucky 
Physical Education and Commerce, AB 
Bonnyman, Kentucky 
Homer C. Castle 
Mathematics, Sociology and 
Economics, AB 
Maysville, Kentucky 




Vivian K. Caudill 
History and Political 
Science, AB 
Ashland, Kentucky 
Clyde J. Caligiuri 
Area in Music, AB 
Clairton, Pennsylvania 
Cornelius D. Caudill 
Mollie K. Campbell 
Area in Home 
Economics, BS 
Maysville, Kentucky 
Chemistry, Biology, and Geography, BS 
Morehead, Kentucky 
Jacqueline Caudill 
Area in Science, BS 
Morehead, Kentucky 




Patricia 1. Clay 
Elementary Education, AB 
Morehead, Kentucky 
Tom P. Clayton 
Business Administration, BS 
Morehead, Kentucky 
Lily J. Collins 
English and History, AB 
Whitesburg, Kentucky 
Lewis Clements 
Area in Music, AB 
El Paso, Texas 
Garlena R. Coleman 
Area in Social 
Science, AB 
Pikeville, Kentucky 
Henry B. Collins 
Industrial Arts, BS 
West Liberty, Kentucky 
Naomi Collins 
Elementary Education, AB 
Wrigley, Kentucky 
Requa J. Cline 
Area in Home Economics 
Elementary Education, BS 
Morehead, Kentucky 
Louie G. Coffee 
Mathematics, AB 
Russell, Kentucky 
Marion E. Cole 
Area in Social 
Science, AB 
Sergent, Kentucky 
Cora F. Combs 
Elementary Education, AB 
Hazard, Kentucky 
James R. Coffee 
Area in Social 
Science, AB 
Burdine, Kentucky 
Don W. Combs 
Speech and Dramatics, AB 
Mousie, Kentucky 
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Joseph A. Dallas 
Music, AB 
Franklin B. Craig 
Physical Education, BS 
Grayson, Kentucky 
Laura L. Crawford 
Speech, Drama and 
Karl L. Combs 
Social Science, AB 
Quincy, Kentucky 
Louis W. Cowen 
Music, AB 
McKees Rocks, Pennsylvania 
Shelvy J. Craft 




James P. Davis 
Irene Conley 
Area in Commerce, BS 
Hillsboro, Kentucky 
Temple L. Cope 
Physical Education, AB 
Frenchburg, Kentucky 
Charles D. Crouch 
History, AB 
Owingsville, Kentucky 




William E. Davidson 
General Business and 
Economics, AB 
Middletown, Ohio 
Business Administration, BS 
Ashland, Kentucky 
William F. Davis 
History and English, AB 
Carter City, Kentucky 
Brode Cornett 
Industrial Arts, BS 
Morehead, Kentucky 
Wanda J . Day 
Social Science, AB 
Haldeman, Kentucky 
Edward R. Debaene 
Economics and 
Sociology, AB 
Betty S. DeBord 
Home Economics, BS 
East Point, Kentucky 
Douglas R. Dees 
Geography, AB 
Cincinnati, Ohio 
Mt. Clemens, Michigan 
Louraine D. Duvall 
Elementary Education, AB 
Sandy Hook, Kentucky 
James P. Edwards, Jr. 
Business Administration, BS 
Ashland, Kentucky 
Sandra M. Elam 
Biology and Chemistry, BS 
Morehead, Kentucky 
Sara M. DeHart 
Art, AB 
Olive Hill , Kentucky 







Earl W. Doddridge 
Elementary Education, AB 
Vandalia, Ohio 
Richard 1. Dorton 
Pre-medical, BS 
West Union, Ohio 
William E. Fawns 
Business 
Administration, BS 
Grange City, Kentucky 




Ronnie D. Fern 
Commerce, AB 
Cowan, Kentucky 
Robert D. Fraley 
Area in Business 
Administration, BS 
Morehead, Kentucky 
Thomas J. Fields 
Area in Social 
Science, AB 
Bulan, Kentucky 
Roy M. Foster 





Fred L. Francis 
Physical Education and 
Social Studies, AB 
Cleveland, Ohio 
Jack Fletcher 




Janice M. Floyd 
History, English, and 
French, AB 
Maysville, Kentucky 
Area in Home Economics, BS 
Seitz, Kentucky 
Owens H. Foster 
Physical Education and General Business, AB 
Sharpsburg, Kentucky 




Martha L. Frye 
English and History, AB 
South Portsmouth, Ohio 
Louise T. Fryman 
Commerce, Sociology, and 
Economics, AB 
Cynthiana, Kentucky 
Judith L. Graham 
Elementary Education, AB 
Olive Hill, Kentucky 
Chris S. Gallaher 
Area in Music Theory 
and Composition, AB 
Ashland, Kentucky 
Warren A. Gast 
Biology, BS 
Louisville, Kentucky 
Joyce M. Gish 
Area in Music, AB 
Maysville, Kentucky 
Clyde B. Green 
Area in Business 
Administration, BS 
Morehead, Kentucky 
John L. Galloway 
Physical Education and 
History, AB 
Paris, Kentucky 
Robert C. Gish 
Commerce, BS 
Cromona, Kentucky 
Charles A. Gordon 
Area in Biology, BS 
Paris, Kentucky 
Emma Lou Gullett 
Area in Commerce, BS 
Morehead, Kentucky 
Nancy L. Gardner 
Elementary Education, AB. 
West Liberty, Kentucky 
William E. Haines 





and Industrial Arts, BS 
Jackhorn, Kentucky 
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David E. Hall J. B. Hall Benjamin F . Hall 
Chemistry and 
Mathematics, BS 
Hi Hat, Kentucky 
Elementary Education, AB 
Melvin, Kentucky 
Speech and Drama, AB 
Morehead, Kentucky 
Winston Hamilton 
Biology and History, BS 
Mt. Sterling, Kentucky 
Jim Hammond 
Business Administration, BS 
Berea, Kentucky 
James A. Harris 
General Business and 
Geography, AB 
Flemingsburg, Kentucky 
Jack R. Hall 
Industrial Arts, BS 
Ermine, Kentucky 
Linda L. Hall 
French, AB 
Morehead, Kentucky 
Janice M. Harris 
Accounting, Sociology 
and Economics, BS 
Olive Hill, Kentucky 
Phyllis W. Hamilton 
Elementary Education, AB 
Hazel Green, Kentucky 
Tom W. Hamilton 
Physical Education and 
Industrial Arts, AB 
Charlestown, Indiana 




Matt D. Hayes 
English, AB 
Ashland, Kentucky 
Clyde Honaker, Jr. 
Physical Education, AB 
Owingsville, Kentucky 
Gary N. Hooper 
Speech, Dramatic Arts, 
and English, AB 
Daytona Beach, Florida 
Morgan 1. Hedrick 
English and History, AB 
Owingsville, Kentucky 
Kirby E. Hoffman 
Industrial Arts and 
Geography, AB 
Wayland, Kentucky 
David 1. Holton 
Industrial Arts and 
Physical Education, AB 
Valley Station, Kentucky 
Kay A. Irvin 
Rodney 1. Hester 
Industrial Arts, AB 
Jeffersontown, Kentucky 
Clifton B. Hieronymus, Jr. 
Chemistry and Biology, BS 
Lexington, Kentucky 
Ellis K. Hopkins 
Social Science, AB 
Phyllis, Kentucky 
George R. Howard 
Commerce, BS 
Garrison, Kentucky 




Donna C. Hughes 




Area in Commerce, BS 
Jackson, Kentucky 
Donley M. Hill 





Olen D. Jackson 
Physical Education, AB 
Manchester, Ohio 
Ronald M. Kegley 
Accounting, BS 
Vanceburg, Kentucky 
Ronald L. Jennings 
Area in Science, BS 
Paintsville, Kentucky 
Richard J. Kandik 
Biology and History, BS 
Toledo, Ohio 
Barbara A. Kazee 
Elementary Education, AB 
Ashland, Kentucky 
Carole E. Kelly 
Elementary Education, AB 
Sandy Hook, Kentucky 
John J. Jester 
History and English,.AB 
Large, Pennsylvania 
Marjorie A. Kegley 
Ishmael W. Johnson 
Speech and English, AB 
Ashland, Kentucky 
Geography and Physical Education, AB 
Upper Tygart, Kentucky 
Rodney R. Kegley 
Geography and Industrial Arts, BS 
Ault, Kentucky 
Eva M. Kelly 
Area in Commerce, BS 
Shelbyville, Kentucky 




Gary B. Kinman 
Social Science, AB 
Burlington, Kentucky 
Georgia Mae Lewis 
English and French; AB 
Stanville, Kentucky 
Letitia A. Knoeller 
History, AB 
Middletown, Kentucky 
Judith E. Lee 




South ShO're, Kentucky 
Rebekah A. Lewis 
Home Economics, BS 
Hazard, Kentucky 






Ronald K. Lea 
Area in Social Science, BS 
Brooksville, Kentucky 
Mary A. Lindon 
Commerce, BS 
Belkna p, -Kentucky 
Janice R. Lambert 
Area in Music, AB 
Ashland, Kentucky 
Nancy R. Litteral 






William S. McMichael · 
History and Physical 
Education, AB 
Louisville, Kentucky 
John W. McNabb 
Area in Science, BS 
Louisa, Kentucky 
Patty 1. Litton 
Home Economics, BS 
Sandy Hook, Kentucky 
David S. McHold 
Mathematics, AB 
Takoma Park, Maryland 
Georgia A. Mcintyre 




Biology and Speech, AB 
Paducah, Kentucky 
Minerva M. Lovely 
Elementary Education, AB 
Jackson, Kentucky 
Harold McNamara 
Elementary Education, AB 
Newark, New Jersey 
Peggy P. McNew 
Mathematics and Geography, AB 
Paintsville, Kentucky 




Area in Social Science, AB 
Coal Grove, Ohio 
John B. Malone 
Elementary Education, AB 
Trinity, Kentucky 
Bobby G. Lucas 
Physical Education and 
Geography, AB 
Argillite, Kentucky 




Steve B. Marrs 
Music, AB 
South Whitley, Indiana 
Betty Y. Marshall 
English, AB 
Flatwoods, Kentucky 
Barry Dean Martin 
Geography, Sociology 
and Economics, BS 
McDowell, Kentucky 
J ewell Moore 
Area in Commerce, BS 
McDowell, Kentucky 
Lois A. Moore 
English, AB 
Mt. Sterling, Kentucky 
Edward Morgan, Jr. 
History and English, AB 
McKeesport, Pennsylvania 
Charles Melton 
Elementary Education, AB 
Washington C. H., Ohio 
Dudly A. Melton 
Area in Art, AB 
Mt. Sterling, Kentucky 
James M. Morgan 
Area in Music, AB 
McKeesport, Pennsylvania 
Gary L. Miller 
Physical Education , AB 
Olive Hill, Kentucky 
Sandra A. Miller 
Elementary Education, AB 
Ashland, Kentucky 
Allie S. Morris 
Home Economics, BS 
Hazel Green, Kentucky 




William H. Musick 
Area in Business 
Administration, BS 
Shelbiana, Kentucky 
Raymond J. O'Keefe 
Physical Education and 
Geography, AB 
Westbury, New York 




Juanita P. Nunley 
Elementary Education, AB 
Ashland, Kentucky 
Sandra J. Nyilas 
Area in Business 
Administration, BS 
McKeesport, Pennsylvania 
Duana R. Olson 
Physical Education and 
Biology, AB 
Ashland, Kentucky 
C. A. Noble 
Physical Education, AB 
Hazard, Kentucky 
James A. Norsworthy, Jf. 
History, AB 
West Liberty, Kentucky 
Bette L. North 
Geography, AB 
Tutor Key, Kentucky 
Doris A. Oney 
Commerce, BS 
Olive Hill, Kentucky 
Edward H. Noe 
Industrial Arts, AB 
Mt. Clemens, Michigan 
Clyde W. Osborne 
Economics, AB 
West Liberty, Kentucky 
Kenneth R. Osborne 
Physical Education and 
Industrial Arts, AB 
Louisa, Kentucky 
Pamelia P. Osborne 
Elementary Education, AB 
West Liberty, Kentucky 
Wanda H. Peace 
Political Science and History, AB 
Louisville, Kentucky 
James R. Perry 
Physical Education, AB 
West Liberty, Kentucky 
Linda G. Pierce 
Elementary Education, AB 
New Castle, Indiana 







John W. Picklesimer 
Mathematics and History, AB 
Pikeville, Kentucky 
Mary A. Picklesimer 
Elementary Education, AB 
Prestonsburg, Kentucky 
Harry M. Plummer, Jr. 
Biology and Chemistry, BS 
Vanceburg, Kentucky 
Wanda J. Patton 








Shirley A. Raikes 
Elementary Education, AB 
Morehead, Kentucky 
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Delores L. Rawlings 
Elementary Education, AB 
Sharpsburg, Kentucky 
Betty J. Renfroe Charles Richardson 
Area in Social Science, AB 
Danville, Kentucky 
English and History, AB 
Flatwoods, Kentucky 
Shirley E. Robertson 
Elementary Education, AB 
Hazard, Kentucky 
Richard C. Robinson 
Mathematics and Accounting, BS 
Inez, Kentucky 
Richard L. Robinson 
Biology and Physical 
Education, AB 
Waynesville, Ohio 
Mary L. Ricketts 
English, AB 
Mt. Sterling, Kentucky 
Alma L. Roberson 
General Business and Physical 
Education, AB 
Woodsbend, Kentucky 
Thomas S. Robinson 
Industrial Arts and 
Physical Education, AB 
Waynesville., Ohio 
Jon R. Roberts 
Physical Education, BS 
Ashland, Kentucky 
Nancy L. Roberts 
Home Economics, BS 
Mt. Sterling, Kentucky 
Alma F. Rose 
Elementary Education, AB 
West Liberty, Kentucky 
Dixie A. Rose 
Biology and Commerce, BS 
Jackson, Kentucky 
Walter H. Schutte 
Physical Education, AB 
Chamblee, Georgia 
Jim Scobee 
General Business and 
Physical Education, AB 
Mt. Sterling, Kentucky 
Elmen E. Rose 
Political Science, AB 
Olive Hill, Kentucky 
Thomas G. Salyer 
Area in Music, AB 
Salyersville, Kentucky 
Joseph A. Scherer 
Music and English, AB 
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 
Lula Rowe 
Home Economics, AB 
Hendricks, Kentucky 
Eldon Secrest 
Physical Education, AB 
Tollesboro, Kentucky 
Bonnie D. Shapland 





Wallace L. Slater 
Industrial Arts, AB 
Williamson, West Virginia 
Joel C. Slaughter 
Biology, BS 
Gilbertsville, New York 




Allan B. Smith 
Industrial Arts and 
General Business, AB 
Mt. Sterling, Kentucky 
Linda A. Rye 






Lena D. Smith Ocial S. Smith 
Elementary Education, AB 
Vanceburg, Kentucky 
Elementary Education, AB 
Evanston, Kentucky 
Joseph Stearns 
Barbara P. Sorrell 
Elementary Education, AB 
Pomeroy ton, Kentucky 
Willard M. Sparks 
Mathematics and Physics, BS 
Flemingsburg, Kentucky 
Political Science, Speech 
and Drama, AB 
Burkesville, Kentucky 





Charles B. Smoot 
Commerce, BS 
Coral Gables, Florida 
Gladys S. Stacy 
Elementary Education, AB 
Ary, Kentucky 
Iris J. Stafford 
Speech and Dramatics, AB 
Paintsville, Kentucky 








Political Science, AB 
Ankara, Turkey 
Tommy M. Swain 
Physical Education, AB 
Bushnell, Florida 
Brenda Swingley 
Physical Education, AB 
New Vienna, Ohio 
Teddy G. Taylor 
Geography and Accounting, AB 
Seaman, Ohio 
Billy R. Thomas 
Area in Commerce, BS 
Whitesburg, Kentucky 
Hermione V. Thomas 
Elementary Education, AB 
Ashland, Kentucky 




Janet S. Tackett 
Elementary Education, AB 
Olive Hill, Kentucky 
Thomas J. Tackett 
History and Geography, AB 
Prestonsburg, Kentucky 
Gloria M. Taylor 





Elementary Education, AB 
Jackson, Kentucky 
Roger L. Tackett 
Chemistry, BS 
Hi Hat, Kentucky 




Betty M. Todd 
Area in Home 
Economics, BS 
Morehead, Kentucky 
Larry D. Waggoner 





Physical Education, AB 
Flemingsburg, Kentucky 
James E. Tolliver 





Berniece R. Virgin 
Elementary Education, AB 
Grayson, Kentucky 
Albert B. Truitt 
Social Studies, AB 
Raceland, Kentucky 
Faye T. Weckel 
David D. Tucker 
Industrial Arts and 
Mathematics, BS 
Morehead, Kentucky 
Area in Social Science, AB 
Ashland, Kentucky 
Mary W. Weinstein 
Music, AB 
Cynthiana, Kentucky 
Franklin H. Weir 
Sociolog.y, AB . 
Louisville, Kentucky 
Billy Westerfield 






Troy W. Wheeler 
Physical Education and 
Commerce, AB 
Paintsville, Kentucky 
Patricia C. Tucker 
Area in Home 
Economics, BS 
Morehead, Kentucky 
John E. White 
Biology and Chemistry, 
BS 
Thomas C. White 
Physical Education and 
Industrial Arts, AB 
. Syracuse, New York 
Robin J. Whitehouse 
Physical Education and 
Home Economics, BS 
Louisville, Kentucky 
Rachel T. Whitney 
Elementary Education, AB 
Louisville, Kentucky 
Durwood V. Whitt 
Industrial Arts and 
Geography, BS 
Eaton, Ohio Beauty, Kentucky 
Joseph D. Wonn 
Music, AB 
Ashland, Kentucky 
Robert H. Williamson 
Geography and History, AB 
Kermit, West Virginia 
Bonnie S. Wilson 
Area in Art, AB 
Wellington, Kentucky 







Jack R. Williams 
Elementary Education, AB 
Peebles, Ohio 
Linda O. Yarrington 
Area in Science, BS 
Ashland, Kentucky 
Lee A. Williams 
Elementary Education, AB 
Ashland, Kentucky 
Ted M. Williams, Jr. 
Elementary Education, AB 
Covington, Kentucky 
Carole S. Yetter 
Secretarial Science and 
Music, AB 
Louisa, Kentucky 
Edson J . YeUer 














Junior Executive Council 
The Junior Executive Council was organized for the purpose of 
enlarging the participation in the government and activities of the class. 
The council consists of the chairmen of the various committees. 
First row : (L·R) Karen Hutchinson, Louise Fryman, Anthony Sapp, Paul West, Janice Perry, Joyce Callihan. Second row: (L·R) 
Charlene Aidkin, Charles Bailey, Dean Smathers, Tom Ellis, Lloyd Myers, Darrel Carte, Carolyn Atkinson, Nancy Vance. 
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Thurman Adair ________________________________________________ Delbarton, West Virginia 
Charlene R. Adkins ____ ________________________________________________ Branch Hill, Ohio 
Charlene H. Aitkin _______________________________________ _______ Flemingsburg, Kentucky 
Barbara A. Allen ________________________________________________________________ Inez, Kentucky 
Milford R. Allen ____________________________________ McDowell, Kentucky 
Willard Allen ________________________________________________________ ________ Jackson, Kentucky 
Juniors 
Carolyn A. Applegate ____ ___ :_____________________ Maysville, Kentucky 
Carolyn A. Atkinson ________ :_________________________ Flemingsburg, Kentucky 
Larry E. Auerswald ___ _________________________________ ____ North Vernon, Indiana 
Charles J. Baily ___ + _______________________________________________ May's Lick, Kentucky 
Donald D. Baldridge ________ ________________________________ Prestonsburg, Kentucky 
Lexter Baldridge _____________________________________________ ___________ ________ Inez, Kentucky 
Anna M. Barber ________________________________ _____________ _______ Olive Hill, Kentucky 
John C. Barber ____________________________________________________ Owingsville, Kentucky 
William B. Barbour ________________ ____________ _________ ______ _____ Maysville, Kentucky 
Ronald E. Barker ____________________________________________________________ __ __ Crestline, Ohio 
Stephen S. Barnett __ ____ ______________________________________ Maysville, Kentucky 
Patricia A. Bartlett _________________________________________________ __ Lexington, Kentucky 
Don L. Behm ________________________________________________________________________ Seaman, Ohio 
Shirley A. Bishop ____________________________________________ Rocky Point, New York 
John H. Bloethe _________________________________________________ Cincinnati, Ohio 
Bruce G. Boleyn ____________________________________________________________ Garrett, Kentucky 
Delores H. Boleyn ____________________________________________________ __ __ Garrett, Kentucky 
William Bolinger ____________________________________________________________________ Dayton, Ohio 
Juniors 
Vera A. Boncarosky ______________________ _____________________ Donora, Pennsylvania 
Woodford Bowen ________________________________________ ____ Pine Top, Kentucky 
Donna R. Branham _____________________________________________________ Langley, Kentucky 
Delphalene Brewer ____________________________________________________________ Inez, Kentucky 
Gaston Z. Brown, Jr. ________________________________________ ____ Gray, West Virginia 
Kay A. Brown _____ ________________________________________ ___ _________________ Hillsboro, Ohio 
Robert Brown ________ ____ _____________ __ _____________________________________ Ashland, Kentucky 
Thomas B. Browne ________________________________________________________ Portsmouth, Ohio 
Keith A. Brooks __________________ ______________________________________ Charlestown, Indiana 
Fred A. Burns, J r. ______ __________________________ ____________________ Millersburg, Kentucky 
Gary R. Burton ________________________________________________________ Maysville, Kentucky 
Alma A. Bush ____________ ______ ______________________________________________ Augusta, Kentucky 
Nancy L. Bustetter ________________________________________________________ Ashland, Kentucky 
Wilma L. Butler ____________________ ____________________________________ Morehead, Kentucky 
Jack B. Calhoun ____ __ ______________________________________________________ Grayson, Kentucky 
Joyce Callihan ____________________________________________________________ Raceland, Kentucky 
Barbara G. Calvert ____________________________________________________ Morehead, Kentucky 
Judith W. Cannon ____ ________________________________ North Middletown, Kentucky 
Juniors 
Albert Ca pehart ______________________________________________ _____ Kenova, West Virginia 
Darrell Carte ____________________________________________________________ Flatwoods, Kentucky 
Gordon E. Cassity ________________________________________________________ Ashland, Kentucky 
Freda Catron ________________________________ ________________________________ Stanton, Kentucky 
James S. Caudel ____________________________________________________ Owingsville, Kentucky 
Clara M. Chandler ________________________________________________________ Manchester, Ohio 
George C. Clarke _____________________ ____________________________ Hindman, Kentucky 
Patricia A. - Cochrane ________________________ ____________________ ________ Hunter, Kentucky 
Victor H. Cole ____________________________________ ____________________________ Blue Creek, Ohio 
Gaylord Combs ________________________________________________________ Charlestown, Indiana 
James A. Combs ________ ___________________________________________________ Middletown, Ohio 
Janice N. Coomer _______________________________________________________ Ludlow, Kentucky 
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Robert Cooper -------_____________________________________________________ Morehead, Kentucky 
Ward 1. Corum ----____________________________________________________ Louisville, Kentucky 
Carolyn S. Cox ________ ________________________________________________ Morehead, Kentucky 
Shelba J. Cox ----____________________________________________________________ ____ Inez, Kentucky 
James O. Cracraft -----_______________ ________________ ________________ Mt. Olivet, Kentucky 
Chole A. Crouch ------------__________________________ ______________________ Bethel, Kentucky 
Juniors 
Glenn C. Dalgleish ___ ______________________________________ __________ Buffalo, New York 
Robert A. Daniels ________________________ ____________________________ Van Lear, Kentucky 
Carolyn S. Davidson ____________________________________________________ Ashland, Kentucky 
Scott Davidson __________________ __________________________________________ Raceland, Kentucky 
David P. Davis ____________________________________________________________ Middletown, Ohio 
James A. Davis ____________________________________________________________ Grayson, Kentucky 
Bobby Deaton ____________ _________ _______________________________________________ Canoe, Kentucky 
Margaret Debord -- ______________________________ ________________________ Morehead, Kentucky 
Ernest B. DeCourley ________________________________ ____________ Adamsville, Tennessee 
Dale B. Dehart ____________________________________________________ West Liberty, Kentucky 
David J. Derrick ________________________________________________________________ Hamilton, Ohio 
Charles 0, Dotson ___ ___ __________________________________________ Prestonsburg, Kentucl(y 
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Nelson E. Doyle _______________________________________________________ Maysville, Kentucky 
Dale A. Dummitt ____________________________________________________ Camp Dix, Kentucky 
Kiser Elam __ _____________________________________________________ .____________ Malone, Kentucky 
Arye Ellington _________ ______________ .________________________________ Salt Lick, Kentucky 
Charlotte Ellington _________________________ .____ ._________________ Anchorage, Kentucky 
Ben R. Ellis _________________________________________ .________________ __________________ Amelia, Ohio 
Juniors 
Jack Ellis _____________________ . ___________________ _____________________ W~st Union, Ohio 
Jeannie Ellis ______ __ ____________________________________________________ New Richmond, Ohio 
Thomas Ellis, Jr. ___________________________________ .___ ___ __________________ ________ Amelia, Ohio 
Mary Sue Evans ____________________________________________________________ Malone, Kentucky 
Sharon C. Fannin __________________________________ ______________ West Liberty, Kentucky 
Harold J. Fawns _____________________________________ _______________ Grange City, Kentucky 
Raymond T . Feeney ________________________________________________ Uniondale, New York 
Tommie G. Fern _____ _______________________________________________________ Cowan, Kentucky 
Robert G. Finn ____ ____________________________________________________ Lexington, Kentucky 
Thomas C. Fullington ________________________________________________________ Paris, Kentucky 
Edward M. Gabbard ____________________________________________________ Frankfort, Kentucky 
Anna J. Gayhart _________________________ . _______________________ . __________ Evanston, Kentucky 
Carol A. Georges ___ _____ .___________________________________________________ Clarksville, Ohio 
James Gevedon ___ .________________________________________________ West Liberty, Kentucky 
Harold M. Gibbs ___ .____________________________________ ____________ Charlestown, Indiana 
Juniors 
Glenn F. Gleim ________ . __ . ________________________________________________ .. ____ __ Minford, Ohio 
Ada Jane G raham __________________________________________________ __ Hillsboro, Kentucky 
Martha C. Gray ________________________________________________ Flemingsburg, Kentucky 
Connie L. Greer __________________________________________________________ __ Jenkins, Kentucky 
Ray H. Grider __________ __ ___________ ____ __________ __ West Liberty, Kentucky 
Donald L. Griffin ________________ ____________________________ Flemingsburg, Kentucky 
James S. Griffin ____________________________ ____ ___ _________________ __ Middletown, Kentucky 
¥~~n V .LH~:ier~~~ ___ :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::--Ft~--Th!!~:~eK:'nt~;~~ 
Donald G. Hacker _______ _____________________________ South Portsmouth, Kentucky 
Joan Halcomb ____________ ____________________ ___________ ______ ___________________ Cody, Kentucky 
Grace A. Hall ____ ________________ ________ ________________________________ Clearfield, Kentucky 
Patricia J. Hall __ ____________________________________ .. ________________________________ Beaver, Ohio 
Sandra Hall ______ ____________________ _______________________________ _______ McDowell, Kentucky 
Kenneth E. Hamilton __________________________________________________ Virgie, Kentucky 
Barbara C. Hamlin ____________________________________________________ Tollesboro, Kentucky 
Richard J . Hamm _________________ _______________________________ Hanover, Pennsylvania 
Alice Lucille Haney ____________________________ _____________ _______ ________ Carter, Kentucky 
Juniors 
Joseph Harrison ______________________________________________________ Vanceburg, Kentucky 
Jerome J. Hartlage ____________________________________________________ ____ Portsmouth, Ohio 
Gary P. Hayes ________________________________________________________ Hazard, Kentucky 
Paul R. Heid ________________________________________________________ ____ Louisville, Kentucky 
Frances Helphinstine ________________ ____________________________ Wallingford, Kentucky 
Gene W. Hemminger ________________________________________ Clairton, Pennsylvania 
Anna G. Henry ________________________________________________ West Liberty, Kentucky 
Don M. Henry ________ ______________________________________________________ __ Lees Creek, Ohio 
William R. Herald ____________________________________________ Prestonsburg, Kentucky 
Donna L. Hettinger ___________________________________________ _____ Jeffersonville, Indiana 
Cecil H. Hewlett ________________________________________________ ________ Fallsburg, Kentucky 
Nancy L. Hinton ____________________________________________________ Flemingsburg, Kentucky 
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Barbara J. Hoggatt ________ __________________________________________ __ _______ Rossburg, Ohio 
Ann Rose Hogge ________ ________________________________________________ ____ Load, Kentucky 
Phyllis A. Holbrook ____________________________________________ Mt. Sterling, Kentucky 
Thomas Holowitz ________________________________________ New Kensington, Pennsylvania 
Evelyn Hopkins ______________________________________________________ Salyersville, Kentucky 
Nancy L. Horst ________________________________________________ Westbury L. I., New York 
Juniors 
Sylvia J. Horton ____ ________________________________________________________________ Loveland, Ohio 
Beverly Howard __________________________________________________ __________ Royalton, Kentucky 
David R. Howard ________________________________________________ Sandy Hook, Kentucky 
Marjorie M. Howard ________________________________________ West Liberty, Kentucky 
Morine Howard ________________ ____________________________________________ Madison, Indiana 
Charles D. Huber __________________________________________________ Washington, Kentucky 
Robert H urt ________________________________________________________________ Buchanan, Ken tucky 
Karen S. Hutchinson ______________________________________________ Louisa, Kentucky 
Nowlin Irvin ____________________________________________________________ Olive Hill, Kentucky 
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Stuart H. Kaminsky ________________________________________ Dover Plains, New York 
Delores J. Keene -_______________________________________________________ Pikeville, Kentucky 
Paul D. Keesee ---__________________________________________________________ Latham, Ohio 
Harry G. Kegley ----_____________________________________________ East Portsmouth, Ohio 
Everett W. Kennan ---_________________________________________________ Maysville, Kentucky 
Jane E. Kenrick ---_________________________________________________________ Waynesville, Ohio 
Juniors 
Patsy A. Kincer ____________________________________________________________ Millstone, Kentucky 
Virginia L. Klaren ____________________________________________________ Lexington, Kentucky 
Evelyn L. Kurth ____ ____________________________________________________ St. Clairsville, Ohio 
Daisy M. Lancaster ____________________________________________________ Maysville, Kentucky 
Betty J 0 Lewis --------____________________________________________________ Stanville, Kentucky 
Wanda L. Lewis ---------_______________________________________________ Morehead, Kentucky 
Wanda L. Lindon ________________________________________________________ Campton, Kentucky 
Mary Ann Linville ________________________________________________ Elliottville, Kentucky 
Donna J. Lohmeier __________________________________________ Ludlow, Kentucky 
Janice F. Long _____________________________________ North Middletown, Kentucky 
Mary H. Long ____________________________________________________________ Decatur, Ohio 
Charles E. Lyon ________________________________________________________________ Louisa, Kentucky 
Rodney T. Lyons _____ ______ _______________ ______________________________ Owingsville, Kentucky 
Sharon L. McClanahan _______________ _______________ ______________ Worthington , Kentucky 
Raymond E. McClellan ____ __________________________ ______________ Lexington , Kentucky 
Esta S. McKenzie -------_________________________________________________ Paintsville, Kentucky 
Virginia L. Mabry ___ ________ ___ _______ __________________ ________ Olive Hill, Kentucky 
Alexandra V. MacDonald ____________ __ ____ ___ _______________ New York, New York 
Juniors 
Suellen Major _____________________ ______ ______________________ __ South Shore, Kentucky 
John L. Mann ___________ __________________________ __________ Greenup, Kentucky 
Warner K. Manning ____ ________________ _______ ___________ _____ Flemingsburg, Kentucky 
Vinetta Martin ----- ---___ ________________________ _______________ ______ __ ___ __ ,_ Drift, Kentucky 
Lee Roy Massey ______ _____ ___________ _____________ ___ ____________ ___ Middletown, K entucky 
Johnny R. Mawk _________________________________ __________________ Blountsville, Indiana 
Ben T. Metcalfe __ _______ ___________________________ ______ ______________ Augusta, Kentucky 
Kermit E. Miller ---___________________ ______________ ____________________ Ashland, Kentucky 
Leonard W. Mitchell -- ________________________ __ ________________________ Maysville, Kentucky 
M. Charlene Mitchell _____________________ ______________________ _____________ Allen, Kentucky 
Juanita Moore ----________ ____________________________________________________ Garrett, Kentucky 
Judi th A. Moore ________________________________ ________ _________________ _____ Bellevue, K entucky 
Wendell F. Moore ________________________________________________________ Warfield, Kentucky 
Lee M. Mueller _____________________ _______________________________________________ Inez, Kentucky 
Mildred A. Mullins _____ ___________________________________________________ Martin, Kentucky 
Wilma J . Mullins ____________________________________________________________ Price, Kentucky 
Darrell L. Murphy ____________________________________________________________ Ezel, Kentucky 
Lloyd Leon Myers ________________________________________________________________ ____ Patriot, Ohio o· 
I 
~:-------------------------------------------------------- Juniors 
Carolyn N. Naugle ____________________________________________________ Maysville, Kentucky 
Frank H. Neher ________________________________________________________ Greenwich, Connecticut 
Robert Neu ____________________________________________________________________ Hamersville, Ohio 
Mike G. Nikolich ________________________________________________ Clairton, Pennsylvania 
James Noyes ____________________________________________________________________ Bainbridge, Ohio 
Leonard J. Obergfell ________________________________________________ Syracuse, New York 
Thomas M. O'Rourke ________________________________________________ Buffalo, New York 
J ames E. Pack __________________ __________________________________ South Shore, Kentucky 
Donald Paddock _____________________________________ __ _____________________ Clyde, New York 
Sharon L. Pennington ________________________________________________ Morehead, Kentucky 
Janice L. P erry ______________________________ ______________________ West Liberty, Kentucky 
Phillip M. Perry ________________________________________________________ Covington, Kentucky 
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Norman J. Pokley ________________ ___ _____________________________________ Warren, Michigan 
Judith A. Pond _____________________________________________________________________ Sabina, Ohio 
Marcella K. Porter ____________________ __ __________________________________ Morehead, Kentucky 
Judith A. Price ---------_________________________________________________ Wayland, Kentucky 
Fern M. Puckett ____________________________________________________ Mt. Sterling, Kentucky 
Jack L. Rader -------------____________________________________ _________ __ ___ Cleveland, Ohio 
Juniors 
Herbert Ramey _____ _____________________________ __________________________ Farmers, Kentucky 
Shirley C. Ratcliff _______________________________ ______ _______________ Salyersville, Kentucky 
Charles E. Ratliff ________________________________________________ South Shore, Kentucky 
Maurice D. Reaves ____________________________________________ ____________ Harlan, Kentucky 
William L. Redmond ____________________ ____________________________ Lenoir City, Tennessee 
Roger A. Reece ________________________________________________________________ Larwill, Indiana 
Marilyn E. Rice ________________ ________ ________________________ Catlettsburg, Kentucky 
Paul F. Rice ___________________________________________________________ Catlettsburg, Kentucky 
Margarett E. Richmond ____________________________________ Kermit, West Virginia 
Glenn W. Roberson ________________________________________________________ Maysville, Kentucky 
Jim A. Roberts ________________________________________________ __________ Erlanger, Kentucky 
Priscilla A. Rose ____________________________________________ ____ West Liberty, Kentucky 
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Robert L. Rose ________ West Liberty, Kentucky 
Billy B. Ross ________________________ Hazard, Kentucky 
Ann Roulston ____________________ Keeseville, New York 
Ronald G. Rucker ________ Flemingsburg, Kentucky 
Janet S. Rudd ___________ _____ _______ _______________________________________ Lee City, Kentucky 
William D. Rudd __ _______________________________ __ _________________ Lee City, Kentucky 
Carol Russell _______________________ _______ ____________________________________ Hazard, Kentucky 
Juniors 
Mildred S. Ryle ____________________ :__________________________________ Burlington, Kentucky 
Anthony L. Sapp ____________________________________ ________________ May's Lick, Kentucky 
Delores A. Saunders ____________________________________________ May's Lick, Kentucky 
Paul Saunders ________ ____________________________________________ Cold Spring, Kentucky 
Jo Ann Setser __________________________________________________________________ Allen, Kentucky 
John A. Scalise _____________ ___________________________________________ Clairton, Pennsylvania 
Steve Schafer ____________________________________________________ Mt. Sterling, Kentucky 
Ann D. Schaffner ____________________________________________________________________ Delta, Ohio 
J on Schaffner ____ ______ __________________________________ ____________________________ Fayette, Ohio 
John T. Shook ________________________ Burdine, Kentucky 
Rosemary B. Shook ________________ Jenkins, Kentucky 
Kenneth L. Shultz __________________ Aberdeen, Ohio 
Donald F. Shumaker _________________ __ _______ Delta, Ohio 
Alvin Simon ____________ Brooklyn Park, Maryland 
Barbara S. Sivis ________ Mt. Sterling, Kentucky 
Dennis Skaggs ________________________ Roscoe, Kentucky 
Judy F. Slone ____________________ Wayland, Kentucky 
Dean T. Smathers ----____________________________ ____________________ Mt. Olivet, Kentucky 
Narcissuss D. Smith ____ __ ______________________________________________ Hazard, Kentucky 
Thomas D. Smith ____________________ _______________________________ Feds Creek, Kentucky 
Juniors 
Iris Sowards ______________________________ ______________________________________ Springfield, Ohio 
Joan K. Sperry _________________________________________________ ___ South Shore, Kentucky 
Bonnie H. Spencer ____________________________________________________ Maytown, Kentucky 
Ralph Spicer ___________________ _________________ ________________________________ Canoe, Kentucky 
Ruie L. Spurlock ____________________ ___________________________ _______ Salyersville, Kentucky 
Kenneth N. Staton _____________________________________________ Poverty Gap, Kentucky 
Sue M. Staton ________________________________________________________ Sandy Hook, Kentucky 
Judith E. Stark -___________________________________________________________________ Dayton, Ohio 
Jack B. Stephens ________________________________________________________ Grayson, Kentucky 
Billy Stewart ________________ Sharpsburg, Kentucky 
Buddie Stidom ________________ Morehead, Kentucky 
Marietta Sturgell ____________ Paintsville, Kentucky 
Michael J . Svec ________ McKeesport, Pennsylvania 
Linda L. Swearingen ________ West Union, Ohio 
Sharon E. Tarter ________________________ Dayton, Ohio 
Mitchell H. Thomas _______ Ypsilanti, Michigan 
Beverly C. Thompson ____ Louisville, Kentucky 
Robb W. Thompson ________________________________________ Morristown, New Jersey 
Sonja S. Thompson ________ ___ _____________________________ ________________ Belfry, Kentucky 
William D. Thompson ______________________________________________________ Stockdale, Ohio 
Juniors 
John E. Turner __________________________________________________________ Covington, Kentucky 
Lois C. Turner ________________________________________________________ Paintsville, Kentucky 
Billy W. Tuttle ____________________________________________________________ Minnie, Kentucky 
I Tom D. Valz ________________________________________________________________ Newport, Kentucky Nancy H. Vance ________________________________________________ Williamstown, Kentucky 
John S. Van Hoose ________________________________________________ Paintsville, Kentucky 
Sandra L. Van Hoose ________ Paintsville, Kentucky 
Nelda G. Vest ________________ Millstone, Kentucky 
Colin D. Virgin ________________ Oldtown, Kentucky 
Myrtle A. Walker ________________ Louisa, Kentucky 
Bertie A. Wallin ________________ Hillsboro, Kentucky 
Jacqueline R. Walters __ Catlettsburg, Kentucky 
Sid Walters ____________________ Salyersville, Kentucky 
Bobbie F. Webb ________________ Hazard, Kentucky 
Herman J. W ebb ____ ____ ________ ______________________ ____________ __________ Russell, Kentucky 
Lloyd D. Wells __________________ __________________________________ Mount Olivet, Kentucky 
David W. West ___________________________________ ______ ___ ________ South Shore, Kentucky 
Juniors 
Paul J. West __ __ ____________________________ ____________ ________ ______ Haleyville, Alabama 
Charles F. Wetzel ____________________________________________________ Van Lear, Kentucky 
Kay F. Wheeler _ __________ ____ ___ _____________________________________ Raceland, Kentucky 
Sue A. Whitaker __________________ ______ ____________________ ______ Hueysville, Kentucky 
Juanita H. White __ __________ ______ __ ____________ ________________________ Morehead, Kentucky 
Barbara J. Whitt ---------__ ________ ____________________________ ________________ __ __ Eaton, Ohio 
Martha J. Whitt ________________ Morehead, Kentucky 
Gyles Williams _______________ ____ Mayking, Kentucky 
Walter E. Williams ____ __ Springfield, Ohio 
Jan R. Wills ________________ Brooksville, Kentucky 
Charles E. Womack ________ __ Grayson, Kentucky 
William L. Worthington II Maysville, Ky. 
Gwenda L. Wright ____________________ Neon, Kentucky 












Ruby K. Adams _____________________________ ____ ____ __ Oil Springs, Kentucky 
Connie Adkins ___ _____________ __ __________________ ____ _______ __ __ ___ Garrett, Kentucky 
Donna K. Alexander ___ _________________ __ South Shore, Kentucky 
Carol F. Allen _________ __ _______________ ______________ _____________ Campton, Kentucky 
Carroll B. Amyx __ _______________ __ ____________ __ Campton, Kentucky 
Gene Archambeault _________________ __ Fitchburg, Massachusetts 
Alicia F. Bailey ___________________________________________________ Georgetown, Kentucky 
Sharon L. Bailey ____ ___________ ________ ______ __ _______________ Preston, Kentucky 
Kay E. Baker ______________________________________________ __ Falls Church, Virginia 
Madonna K. Baker _________ ___ _____________ ___________ Grayson, Kentucky 
Boone B. Baldwin ________________________________________________________ Paris, Kentucky 
Clifton Barger ________________________________________________________ Wrigley, Kentucky 
Deanna F. Barker _____________________________________ _______ Olive Hill, Kentucky 
Diann K. Barker ____________ ____ ___ ___________________________ __ Olive Hill, Kentucky 
Mary S. Barlow ____________________________________ ____________ Cynthiana, Kentucky 
Sophomores 
Karl Jean Bays ___________ Prestonsburg, Kentucky 
Ronnie D. Beasley ___________________________ ________________________ Manchester, Ohio 
Sonja A. Beaven __ __________________________________ __________________ Hazard, Kentucky 
Richard D. Belaire _______________________________________________ _ 
William C. Bellew ______________________ __________________ _ 




Joyce C. Bingham ______________________________ _____________________ Cliff, Kentucky 
Emma L. Blackburn ___ _____________________ ________________________ Heenon, Kentucky 
Denton Blair, J r. __ _____________________ ________________________ Morehead, Kentucky 
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Jack E. Blakenship ________________________________________________ Russell, Kentucky 
Elmer Blevins, Jr. ____________________________________________________ New Boston, Ohio 
John H. Bohl ____________________________________________________________ Blanchester, Ohio 
Joseph S. Bohlinger ____________________________________________ Newport, Kentucky 
Larry E. Botts ____________________________________________________ Morehead, Kentucky 
Grayson R. Boyd ____________________________________________________ Morehead, Kentucky 
David F. Boyer ________________________________________________________ Wheelersburg, Ohio 
Gary P. Bradford ________________________________________ ____________ Ashland, Kentucky 
Edgal Bradley ________________________________________________________________ Estill, Kentucky 
Darlene Brady _____________________________________________________ Newport, Ktmtucky 
Patricia Brady ____________________________________________________ Duquesne, Pennsylvania 
Patsy Brawner ____________________________________________________ Frankfort, Kentucky 
J . P. Branham ____________________________________________________ Louisville, Kentucky 
Robert L. Breitenbach ______________________________________________________ Waverly, Ohio 
Howard M. Briggs ____________________________________________ Flemingsburg, Kentucky 
Sophomores 
Rodney L. Brookshire ________________________ ____________________ Carlisle, Kentucky 
Barbara Brown ____________________________________________________ Morehead, Kentucky 
Don H. Brown __________________________________________________________ Ashland, Kentucky 
Jonathan D. Brown _______________________________________________ Eastport, New York 
Kelly M. Brown ____________________________________________________ Pikeville, Kentucky 
Larry E. Brown ________________________________________________ Sandy Hook, Kentucky 
Ann Browning _________________________________________________ Mt. Olivet, Kentucky 
Raymond T. Budd ___________________________________ Belle Vernon, Pennsylvania 
James C. Burton ________ ______________________________________ . _____ Ashland, Kentucky 
.1 
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Patricia A. Burton ____________________________________________________ Waynesville, Ohio 
Sharon A. Bush ____________________________________________________ Paintsville, Kentucky 
Clara Calhoun ____________________________________________________________ Leburn, Kentucky 
William T. Calvert ________________________________________________ Newcombe, Kentucky 
Mary E. Campbell ___________________________________________________________ Ripley, Ohio 
Robert D. Campbell ________ ____________________________________________________ Ripley, Ohio 
Etna A. Cannon ___________________________________________________ ________ Bethel, Kentucky 
Carolyn K. Carnes ______________________________________________________ Williamsburg, Ohio 
Robert L. Carpenter ________________________________ Flemingsburg, Kentucky 
Willa G. Carr ______________________________________________________ Flatwoods, Kentucky 
Louis Carri ________________________________________________ Scotch Plains, New Jersey 
Theresa C. Carte ____________________________________ ____________ Flatwoods, Kentucky 
Vaughn M. Carter ________________________________ ________________ Frenchburg, Kentucky 
Marcella Caudill ____________________ ________________________________ Morehead, Kentucky 
Riley E. Caudill ____________________________________________ ____________ Jeremiah, Kentucky 
Sophomores 
Rua Caudill ____________ ________________________________________________ Millstone, Kentucky 
Ida R. Chaffin ________________________________________________________ __ Louisa, Kentucky 
Beverly G. Chapman ________________________________________________ Raceland, Kentucky 
Rita A. Chapman ____________________ ________________________________ Quincy, Kentucky 
Sue E. Clark ____________________________________________________________ Ashland, Kentucky 
Charles C. Clair ______________________________________________ ________ Jackson, Kentucky 
David Claybrooke ____________________________________________________ Maysville, Kentucky 
Marlene C. Clevenger ____________________________ ____________ West Liberty, Kentucky 
Jack Cline ________________________________________________________ West Liberty, Kentucky 
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John L. Cline ____________________________________________________________ Lovely, Kentucky 
Roy W. Cline _______________________________________________________ Morehead, Kentucky 
Johnnie H. Collins ________ ____________________________ ________________ Nippa, Kentucky 
Mary V. Collins ___________________________________________ West Liberty, Kentucky 
Richard T. Collins ________________________________________________________ Hazard, Kentucky 
Janet S. Combs ____________________________________________ Jeffersonville, Kentucky 
Gloria A. Compton ________________________________________ Muses Milles, Kentucky 
Jim J. Condon ________________________________________________________ Maysville, Kentucky 
Elizabeth D. Conley ________________________________ ____________ Greenup, Kentucky 
Sophomores 
Leon T. Conway ____________________________________________________ Louisville, Kentucky 
Richard W. Coon ________________________________________________ Syracuse, New York 
James K. Copenhaver ____________________________________________ Wytheville, Virginia 
James E. Copley, Jr. ________________________________________________ Portsmouth, Ohio 
Jerry L. Copley ____________________________________________________________ Portsmouth, Ohio 
Judy Corum _________ _________________________________________ __________ Louisville, Kentucky 
Carole A. Cottrell ________________________________ ___________________________ Bidwell, Ohio 
Michael R. Coughlin ________________________________________ Westbury, New York 
Richard H. Counts ____________________________________________ Olive Hill, Kentucky 
William Coutros ____________________________________________ ______ Baltimore, Maryland 
Jack Cox ____________________________________________________ ________________ __ Wayne, Michigan 
James R. Cox _____ _______ ____ __________________________________ ______ Elliottville, Kentucky 
Bobby Crager ___________________________________________________ Prestonsburg, Kentucky 
John P. Crawford ________________________________________________ Burkesville, Kentucky 
Wilma J . Crawford ________________________________________________ Morehead, Kentucky 
John D. Daniel ________ ____________________________________________ Paintsville, Kentucky 
Virginia Dalton ________________________________________________________________ Inez, Kentucky 
Diane Davidson ________ ______________________________________________ Raceland, Kentucky 
Gerald S. Davis ___________________________________________________________ Manchester, Ohio 
Hazel K. Davis ________________________________________________________ Morehead, Kentucky 
John H. Davis ____________________________________________________________ ____ Warren, Ohio 
Martha S. Davis ____________________________________________ ________ Paintsville, Kentucky 
Rosewood Davis ________________________________________________ Olive Hill, Kentucky 
Joyce D. Day _____________________________________________________ Morehead, Kentucky 
Sophomores 
Ronald L. DeHart __________________________________________________ Morehead, Kentucky 
Raymond P. Desjardins ____ ______________ __________________ Campton, Kentucky 
Roger D. Dixon ________________________________________________ Paintsville, Kentucky 
Donald E. Dombroskas ____________________________ New Britain, Connecticut 
Virginia D. Dorton ______________________________________________ West Union, Ohio 
John C. Drake __________________________________ ______ ________________ Bloomfield, Kentucky 
Walter J. Dygus ___________ _________________________________ New Britain, Connecticut 
Douglas K. Edgar ____________ ____ ________ ________________ East Meadow, New York 
Carl M, Elam ________________________________________________________ __ Morehead, Kentucky 
Harold Ellis ____________________________________________________________ Frankfort, Kentucky 
John Ellison ____________________________________________________________ Union City, Ohio 
Charles R. Elswich ____________________________________________________ Pikeville, Kentucky 
Cecil E. Farley ________________________________________________ Delbarton, West Virginia 
Rose T. Farley _______________________________________________ Delbarton, West Virginia 
Mary G. Feeback ______________________________________________________ Carlisle, Kentucky 
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J oyce Ferguson ________________________ _________________________ Sandy Hook, Kentucky 
James M. Fletcher ____________________________________________________ Caney, Kentucky 
Stephen Fodo ____________________________________________________ Duquesne, Pennsylvania 
Sandra A. Forbes ________________________________________________ ________ Ashland , Kentucky 
Bill R. Fraley ____________________________________________________ Prestonsburg, Kentucky 
Scotty C. Fugate ____________________________________________________________ Ezel, Kentucky 
Sue M. Galbreath ________________________________ North Middletown, Kentucky 
Maxine Gayhart ____________________________________________________ Evanston, Kentucky 
Myra B. Gibson ____________________________________________________ Langley, Kentucky 
Clifford S. Goldsmith ____________________________________________ Flushing, New York 
Mary S. Goldy ____________________________________________________ Salt Lick, Kentucky 
Joe W. Gray ________________________________________ ________________________________ Ripley, Ohio 
Virginia Gray ___________________________ _____________________ Flemingsburg, Kentucky 
Harold Greenstone ________________________________ ____________ Waynesboro, Virginia 
Robert Gregg ________ ____________________________________________________________ Loveland, Ohio 
II 
Sophomores 
Francis J . Gregris ____________________________________________ Duquesne, Pennsylvania 
Clark J. Grey ________________________________________________________ Syosset, New York 
Romie R. Griffey ________________________________________________ Olive Hill, Kentucky 
Charles D. Griffin ______________________________________ Flemingsburg, Kentucky 
Carol A. Grigsby ________________________________________________________________ Dayton, Ohio 
Jimmie R. Gross _________________________________ ___________________________ Harlan, Kentucky 
Ronald D. Gullet ____________________________________________ ________ Salyersville, Kentucky 
Richard H. Haines ________________________________________ Falls Church, Virginia 
Buddy Hall ____________________________________________________________ Maysville, Kentucky 
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Carole Hall ----------------------______________________________________ Morehead, Kentucky 
John C. Hall -------------___________________________________________ McRoberts, Kentucky 
Rodney S. Hall ----------_________________________________________________ Galex, Virginia 
La Vaughn Hamblin ____________________________________________________ Neon, Kentucky 
Felix M. Hamilton _________________________________________________________ ... Piketon, Ohio 
Barbara Haney ____________________________________________________ Stacy Fork, Kentucky 
Raymond Haney _______________________________________________________________ Inez, Kentucky 
Billy B. Hardin ____________________________________________________ Sharpsburg, Kentucky 
Dallas Hargis ___________________________________________________ c___ Salt Lick, Kentucky 
John R. Hargis ________________________________________________________ Elliottville, Kentucky 
Marilyn Harr ________________________________________________________ Olive Hill, Kentucky 
Gary D. Hart ______________________________________________________________ .. Corbin, Kentucky 
Niokia S. Hatfield -------_________________________________________ McAndrews, Kentucky 
Anna C. Hawkins ------------________________________________________________ Hillsboro, Ohio 
Don W. Hedges ------______________________________________________ Mt. Olivet, Kentucky 
Sophomores 
Sarah S. Heisey ________________________________________________________________________ Xenia, Ohio 
David E. Henderson ________________________________________________ Arlington, Virginia 
Vic Henderson ________________________________________________________ Ashland, Kentucky 
Judy 1. Henke -------------___________________________________________ Maysville, Kentucky 
William P. Herbert --______________________________________________ Maysville, Kentucky 
Harley T. Herrin -------_____________________________________________________ Jesup, Georgi& 
Loyce R. Hicks ________________________________________________________ Hippo, Kentucky 
Harold W. Hill ____________________________________________________________ Seaman, Ohio 
David E. Himes ____________________________________________________________ Aberdeen, Ohio 
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Carol L. Hockley ________________________________________________________ Grayson, Kentucky 
Leland H. Hogge ____________________________________________________ Cranston, Kentucky 
Wanda S. Holbrook __________________________________________________ __ Stark, Kentucky 
Virgina A. Holmes ____________________________ ________________________ Walkerton, Indiana 
J anet L. Holt ________________________________________________________________ Lovely, Kentucky 
Peggy A. Honaker _____ __________ _________________ ________________ Owingsville, Kentucky 
Robert E. ~fonsted ____________________________________________________ ________ Dayton, Ohio 
Robert R. Hoover ________________________________________________ ____________ Ashville, Ohio 
Robert D. Hopkins ____________ ____________________________ ________ Matthew, Kentucky 
Sophomores 
Russell K. Hord ____________________________________________________ Tollesboro, Kentucky 
Isaac C. Horseman ________________________________________________ Lexington, Kentucky 
Janice E. Houck ____________________________________________________ Russell, Kentucky 
Robert W. Howard ____________________________________________ Louisville, Kentucky 
Susan K. Howard ____________________________________ ________________________ Lebanon, Ohio 
Sandra Howell ________________________________________________________ Haleyville, Alabama 
James E. Hudson ________________________________________________ Louisville, Kentucky 
Roy Hughes ________________________________________________________ Mattydale, New York 
Terri L. Hughes ____________________________________________________ Tollesboro, Kentucky 
Harry Y. Hunt ________________________________________________________ Louisville, Kentucky 
Victor C. Hunt ____________________________________ ____________________ Shively, Kentucky 
Lois Hutchinson ____________________________________________ West Liberty, Kentucky 
David E. Hutko ____________________________________________________________ Utica, Michigan 
Barbara Ison ____________________________________________________________ Jackson, Kentucky 
Cora A. J ames __________________________________ ______________________________ York, Kentucky 
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Daney C. J ames ____ ____________________________________ ________________ Morehead, Kentucky 
Sarah E. J ames ___________________________ ________________ _____________ Jenkins, Kentuck y 
Martha F. J aQuay ________________________________________________________ Gallipolis, Ohio 
Bobby D. J ohnson -----------______________ ___________________________ Grayson, Kentucky 
Maggie M. J ohnson ________________________________________________________ Bethel, Kentucky 
Roger K. J ohnson __________________ _________________________________ Virgie, Kentucky 
John L. J ones __________________________________________________________________ W a verl y, Ohio 
Kenny R. J ones ____________________________________________________ Morehead, Kentucky 
Ronald D. Jones ________________________________________________ McDowell, Kentucky 
Sophomores 
John M. J ohnston ___________________________________________________ Caney, Kentucky 
Carol A. Kearns ________________________________________________________ Louisa, Kentucky 
Edward P. Keslar ________________________________________ Dravosburg, Pennsylvania 
Julie A. Kinney ________________________________________________________ Milford, Kentucky 
John J. Kinsler ____________________________________________________ Maysville, Kentucky 
James A. Knight ________________________________________ ________ Paintsville, Kentucky 
Robert W. Knox ________________________________________________ New Richmond, Ohio 
Roberta F. Knox __________________________________________________ Morehead, Kentucky 
Laradean Kohls _______________________________________________ Alexandria, Kentucky 
John J. Kokorchen ____________________________________________ Manville, New Jersey 
Joe H. Kovacic _______________________________________________ Mt. Sterling, Kentucky 
Paul C. Kroth ______________________________________________________ " _____ Dayton, Kentucky 
Martha J. Lacy __________________________________________________ Morehead, Kentucky 
Martin Lafferty ________________________________________________ Wheelwright, Kentucky 
Fiona J. Lambert ___________________________________________________ Corbin, Kentucky 
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Jack M. Landow ____________________________________________________ Stanford, Connecticut 
Betty J . Lathram ------------________________________________ Flemingsburg, Kentucky 
Jackie D. Lavender ___________________________________________ Prestonsburg, Kentucky 
Judith M. Laver ___________________________________________ Clairton, Pennsylvania 
David Layne ____________________________ ________________________________ Middletown, Ohio 
Hershel Ledford ________________________________________________________ Oneida, Kentucky 
Ardys A. Leftwich _________ _____________ ______________________________________ Ironton, Ohio 
Christine M. Lepper ____ ________________________________________ Newport, Kentucky 
Kenneth R. Leupp ________________________________ New Hyde Park, New York 
Janet K . Lewis ______________________________________________________ Morehead, Kentucky 
Martha J . Lewis ____________________________________________________ Grayson, Kentucky 
Terry Lightfoot _______________________________________________________ Dayton, Kentucky 
Urban J. Link ____________________ ________________________________ ____ Louisville, Kentucky 
Carolyn E. Little ____________________________________________ Pomeroy ton, Kentucky 
Jimmy V. Little ____________________________________________________ Hartley, Kentucky 
Sophomores 
Janet P. Litton __ ______________________________________________________ Morehead, Kentucky 
Raymond Lloyd ----________________________________________________ Louisville, Kentucky 
Pearl S. Lucas ________________________________________________ ____________ Rush, Kentucky 
Ronald G. Lykins __________________________________________________ __ Blue Creek, Ohio 
James W. Lyon ____ ____________________________________________ Salyersville, Kentucky 
Frederick B. McCullough ______________________________________ Ashland, Kentucky 
Thomas G. McGlone _______________________________________ __________ Portsmouth, Ohio 
James L. McGuire ____________________________________________ ____ Louisville, Kentucky 
Myra E. McIntosh ________________________________________________ Ravenna, Kentucky 
Patricia J. McKinney ----____________________________________ Brooksville, Kentucky 
Myrtle L. McManama ________________________________________________ Louisa, Kentucky 
V. Kenneth Maggard ___________________________________ : ________ Cromona, Kentu cky 
Donald R. Manuel ________________________________________ Owingsville, Kentucky 
Boyd Marcum ________ ________________________________________ ________ Ravenna, Kentucky 
Linda N. Marshall ____________________________________________ Salyersville, Kentucky 
Tivis N. Marshall __________________ ________________ _____________ _____ Ashland, Kentucky 
June E. Martin ____________________________________ North Middletown, Kentucky 
William K. Matheny __ ______________________________________ ______ _ West Union, Ohio 
Charles E. May __________________________________________________ Paintsville, Kentucky 
Patricia E. May ______________________________________________________ Ashland, Kentucky 
Shirley L. May ____________________________ __________________ Mt. Sterling, Kentucky 
Dessie F. Meade ________________________________________________ Paintsville, Kentucky 
George F. Meehan ____________________________________________ St. Petersburg, Florida 
Ka y Mers _______________________________________________________________ ___ Pari s, Ken tu cky 
Sophomores 
Harriet L. Micou ____________ ____________________________________ Louisville, Kentucky 
Larry P. Midkiff ______________ __ _______ __ _____________________________________ Ironton, Ohio 
James K. Miller ____________________________________________________ __ Ashland, Kentucky 
Jerry L. Miller ______________________________________________________________ Oak Hill, Ohio 
Mellanie L. Mills __ __ ________________ ________________________________________ Milford, Ohio 
Betty H. Minix _________________ _______________________________ Prestonsburg, Kentucky 
Maurice M. Minix ____ ____________________________________________ Paintsville, Kentucky 
Edward A. Moon __________________ ______________ ________________ __ Ashland, Kentucky 
Everett A. Moon ____________________________ _________________ ___________ Ashland, Kentucky 
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Malinda S. Moore _____ _______________________ ___ ______________ ___ ___ Carlisle, Kentucky 
Roger Moore ________________________________________ _____________ _______ Myra, Kentucky 
Mavis Montgomery _______________________________ ____________ Jeffersonville, Kentucky 
Stanley B. Morgan ___________________________________________________ New Lebanon, Ohio 
Rudolph W. Mosier ________________________________________________ Louisville, Kentucky 
Gwendolyn Mullins _____________________________________ ___ Wheelwright, Kentucky 
Brenda G. Muncy ______________________________________________ Williamsport, Kentucky 
Howard A. Murphy ______________________________________________ __ Springfield, Ohio 
Patricia A. Murph y ________________________________________________ Wayland, Kentucky 
Sophomores 
Helen L. Myers _______________________________________________________ RusselvilIe, Ohio 
James L. N ammack ____________________________________ Silver Spring, Mary land 
Gordon N olen ____________________ ________________________________ __ Camp Dix, Kentucky 
John D. Oaks ____________________________________________________ Jeffersonville, Kentucky 
Delmer R. Ockey ________________________ ________________________ Little Sandy, Kentucky 
James B. Osborne ________________________________________________ Hindman, Kentucky 
Richard J. Osterruder ______________________ McKees Rocks, Pennsylvania 
Upton Pearce ________________________________________________________ Louisville, Kentucky 
John Pflieger ______________ ___________________________________ South Whitley, Indiana 
Marilyn L. Phelps ________ __ ____________________________________________________ Troy, Ohio 
Cecil S. Plumley ____________________ ____ Amherstdale, West Virginia 
Howard W. Polley ________________________________________________ ____ Winchester, Ohio 
Millard Pope _____________________________________________________ Pikeville, Kentucky 
William R. Porter ____________________________________ ______________ Morehead, Kentucky 
Frances L. Potter ________________________________ __________________ Flatwoods, Kentucky 
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Ira B. Potter ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~_~~~~_~~_~ __ ~ ~ __ ~~ __ ~_~ __ ~~_~~~~~~ Shelby Gap, Kentucky 
Sandra K. Prater ~~~~~_~~~~~~ ____ ~~~_~_~~~~~~~~~~~~ __ ~~~ ___ ~~_~~~ Salyersville, Kentucky 
Elva B. Pratt ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~_~~~ ~ ___ ~~~~~ ___ ~_~~~ __ ~~_~~~~~~~~~~_~~~ Walkerton, Indiana 
Judith A. Prichard ~~~_~~~_~_~~~~ __ ~~~~~_~~~_~ __ ~~~~~ __ ~~~~ __ ~~~~ Paintsville, Kentucky 
Robert L. Prichard ~_~~_~~_~ _____ ~~ _____ ~ __ ~~_~~_~~ ~~~_~ _____ ~~~~~~ Louisa, Kentucky 
Patricia J. Rath --~~~~~-~--~~ ____ ~__ ~ __ ~~_~ ___ ~_~~~ __ ~~~~_~~~_~~ ~~~~~~ Dayton, Kentucky 
Rebecca C. Rather ~ __ ~~ ___ ~ ___________ ~~ __ ~_~_~~~~~~~~~~ __ ~~_~~~ Morehead, Ken tucky 
Ron Ratli ff __ ~ __ ~~~~~ __ ~ __ ~ _______ ~_~~ _____ ~_~~ __ ~ ____ ~ __ ~ __ ~_~~_~~~_~~~~~~~~~ Fran k fort, 0 hi 0 
James S. Ray ~ __ ~~ __ ~~~~_~ ______ ~ __ ~~~ ______ ~ __ ~~_~ ___ ~ __ ~ _____ ~~_~~~ Tomahawk, Kentuck y 
Sophomores 
Do 11 y R ee d ~~~~~~~~~~~~_~ __ ~~~~~~_~ __ ~~_~~~_~ __ ~_~~~_~ ____ ~~ __ ~ __ ~_~ ___ ~ __ ~ Cl earfi el d, Ken tu ck y 
Helen Reffitt ~~~~~_~~~~~_~~_~~_~~~~~~~~~~~~ ____ ~~~_~~~~ __ ~_~~ __ ~_ Prestonsburg, Kentucky 
Byron W. Reichart _~_~ ~~ _____ ~ __ ~~~ ___ ~ __ ~ __ ~~ _______ ~ __ ~_____ New Castle, Indiana 
Ann Reith ~~~~~~~~~_~~_~~~~~~~~~ __ ~~_~ ___ ~__ ~_~~ ______ ~ __ ~_~ __ ~ ~ Mt. Sterling, Kentucky 
Rebecca Repass ~-~~-~~~~~_~~ ___ ~_~~~_~~_~ __ ~~_~ ___ ~_~~ _______ ~~ ____ ~~~~ ~~ Pulaski, Virginia 
Ronald W. Reule ~~~~~~~~--_~~~_~_~~ ___ ~~~~_~_~~_~ ___ ~~_~~_~ ___ ~~ Germantown, Kentucky 
Thomas L. Rhodes ____ ~~_~ __ ~~ __ ~~ ~ _____ ~___ ~~_~~ ___ ~~ ____ ~ ___ ~_~~ Ashland, Kentucky 
Charence R. Rice ~~_~ __ ~~~~~~ ___ ~ ~~ ______________ ~ __ ~~_~~____ Prestonsburg, K~ntucky 
Kerry C. Rice ~~~~~~ ___ ~_~~ ___ ~_~~ __ ~ _____ ~ _____ ~~~~ __ ~ _____ ~~_~~_~~~~~~~~ Denver, Kentucky 
Lawrence J. Richards _~~~~_~_~ __ ~~~~~ __ ~_~~_~~_~~~~~~~_~_~~~~ Owingsville, Kentucky 
Albert C. Richardson ~~_~~~~~ ___ ~ ___ ~_~ __ ~ __ ~_~~ _______ ~~ __ ~~ Mt. Sterling, Kentucky 
Gerald D. Roades ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~_~~_~~_~~_~ __ ~~_~~~_~~~ __ ~ __ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ Mt. Orab. Ohio 
John A. Roche ~~ _____ ~ __ ~~~~ __ ~ _________ ~~ __ ~_~_~_~_~~~_ Washington, Pennsylvania 
Thelma Roe ~~~ ~~~ __ ~ ____ ~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~ ____ ~ _________ ~ ___ ~~~_~~ __ ~~_~~~ Vanceburg, Kentucky 
Ronal d R olke ~~~~~~~~~~_~~~~~ _____ .~~~~ __ ~ ______ ~_~ __ ~_~~ __ ~~~~~_~~ __ ~~~~~~~~ Lovelan d, 0 hi 0 
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Doris L. Rose ____________________________________________________________ Ashland, Kentucky 
Elizabeth A. Rose ______________________________________________ Frenchburg, Kentucky 
James D. Rose _________________________________________________________ Ashland, Kentucky 
James E. Rose ____________________________________________________ Campton, Kentucky 
Lawrence E. Rosenzweig ____________________________________ __________ Hillsboro, Ohio 
Betty J. Rowe ________________________________________________ Prestonsburg, Kentucky 
Linda S. Salisbury ____________________________________________________ Salisbury, Kentucky 
Ronnie D. Salle ________________________________________________________________ Ironton, Ohio 
Loyola Salyer ____________________________________________________________ Ashland, Kentucky 
Ann L. Sandifer __________________________ __________________________ Mt. Olivet, Kentucky 
David J. Saxon ______ _______________________ ____ _______ __________________ __ Wings, Kentucky 
Charles E. Schweitzer ________________________________________________ Augusta, Kentucky 
Douglas Scott ________________________ ______________________________________ Belfry, Kentucky 
Gary G. Scott ____ ________________ ____________________________ ____________ Aberdeen, Ohio 
Victor T. Scott ____________________________________________________________ Mt. Orab, Ohio 
Sophomores 
Shirley A. Secrist _________ ___________________________________________________ Ripley, Ohio 
Marvin M. Seyfang ________________________________________ ____ ______________ Frankfort, Ohio 
Stuart R. Shaffer ________________________________________________ Louisville, Kentucky 
Robert Shapiro ____________________________________________________ Union, New Jersey 
Charles E. Shepperd ____________________________________________ Mt. Sterling, Kentucky 
Diana C. Shrout ________ ________________________________________ Sharpsburg, Kentucky 
Barbara C. Siener ________________________________________ North Vernon, Indiana 
John L. Skrapits ____ ,___________________ ________________________ New York, New York 
Judith P. Slaughter ____________ ____________________________ Pembroke, Massachusetts 
Benny J. Slone ________________ ________________________________ Wheelwright, Kentucky 
Delores A. Sluss ________________________________________________________ Warfield, Kentucky 
Joan P. Smart ________________________________________________________________ Paris, Kentucky 
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Bobby R. Smith .... ........ ....... .... . .............. Whitesburg, Kentucky 
Charles T. Smith ................................................... New York, New York 
Earl Smith ..... ......... ...... .......................... Hazard, Kentucky 
Etta M. Smith ............ ................. ............................ Canada, Kentucky 
Lozenna Smith .................... .............................. ........ Canada, Kentucky 
Martha C. Smith .................... .............. .. Horse Cave, Kentucky 
Judith C. Snedegar .................. ........................ Owingsville, Kentucky 
Peter J. Spadaro ....................................... Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 
Sandra K. Sparks .... .................................... ...... Salt Lick, Kentucky 
Janice S. Spears .... ..................... ............................ Seco, Kentucky 
Gloria J. Spencer ........ ............................................. Maytown , Kentucky 
Harry 1. Stafford .... ........................................... Camp Dix, Kentucky 
Glenna F. Stallard .. ......... ......... Jenkins, Kentucky 
Douglas G. Stamper .... ............... Caney, Kentucky 
James C. Stapleton ......... . ............... .......... Cromona, Kentucky 
Sophomores 
Gordon 1. Staten .................. ............................ Ashland, Kentucky 
Steve Stein .. ... ............ ....................... Long Island, New York 
B. Gayle Stephens ...................... ................... Sandy Hook, Kentucky 
Larry W. Stephenson ........................... Raceland, Kentucky 
Elwanda J. Stevens ........ ....... .............. Olive Hill, Kentu cky 
Virginia Stevens .................... .............................. Tollesboro, Kentucky 
Linda 1. Stocker ................ ................................... Covington, Ohio 
James H. Stone ................................... ............. Owingsville, Kentucky 
James H. Stone .................. ........... Peebles, Ohio 
Larry G. Stull ................. ........................ Mt. Sterling, Kentucky 
Donna 1. Surrey ...... ....................... ......... Newport, Kentucky 
William F. Swanick ................ ..... ............... Pitcher Hill, New York 
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Joan 1. Sykes ________ _____________________________ _ Melvin, Kentucky 
Elizabeth J . Tackett ____________ ___ _________ Pikeville, Kentucky 
Lynn D. Tackett ____________________________ Weeksbury, Kentucky 
Margaret A. Tackett ___ _____________________ Morehead, Kentu cky 
Robert 1. Tankersley ______________________ ___ ___ Dayton, Ohio 
Leo A. Thomas ______________________________________ Aberdeen, Ohio 
John S. Thompson ________________________ __ __ Loyall , Kentucky 
Bonnie S. Thornberry __________ ______________ __ Stone, Kentucky 
Janis M. Titus ____________________________________ McVeigh, Kentucky 
Demaree C. Todd ____________________ Flemingsburg, Kentucky 
Charles W. Traxel ________ __________________ Maysville, Kentucky 
'. Sophomores 
James D. Trimble ________________________________________________ Denniston, Kentucky 
John T. Tucker __ ___________________ ___________________________________ Louisville, Kentucky 
Polly H. Tucker ________________________________________________ Middlesboro, Kentucky 
Herb B. Uiberall _______________ _________ ____________________________ Bayside, New York 
Jamie K. Underwood ________________________________________ Frankfort, Kentucky 
Mary C. VanHoose ________________________________ ____________ Paintsville, Kentucky 
James G. Vergne ________________________________________________ ____ Garrison, Kentucky 
Lonnie C. Vice __________________________________________ __________ Sharpsburg, Kentucky 
Carl G. Wadsworth ____________________________ ________ ____________ Quincy, Kentucky 
David B. Walsh _____________________________ _______________ Pembroke, Massachusetts 
Carl T. Walter ________________________________________________ Hazel Green, Kentucky 
Bonetta S. Walters ____________________________________________ Salyersville, Kentucky 
Jerry S. W alters _________________________________________________ Lenore, West Virginia 
Arlene M. W alton ____________________________________ _______ ______ _________ Aberdeen, Ohio 
Roy Ware _____________________________ ________________ __ ____ . __ ~ Camargo, Kentucky 
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Marilyn S. Webb ____________________________ Wilmington , Ohio 
Ralph W. Weinstein ____________________ Cynthiana, Kentucky 
Carol Well s ____ ____________________________________ Beaumont , Texas 
Daniel L. Well s ____________________________ Ashland , Kentucky 
Eula K. Well s ---_________________________ Owingsvill e, Kentu cky 
Phillip A. Wells -_______________________ Mt. Sterling, Kentucky 
Robert M. Wells ______ __________ ________ ________ Manchester , Ohio 
Sue Wells ----------________ __ __________________ Morehead, Kentucky 
Terry West -------_____________________ Fayetteville, Penn sylvan ia 
Wallace Wheeler ____________________ __ __ Middletown, Kentucky 
Sophomores 
Larry K. Whitt ___ _________________________________________ Mt. Sterlin g, Kentuckv 
1 ackie R. Wicker ____________________________________________________ Lackey, Kentuck~ 
Renessa Wicker ____ ___ _____ _____________________________________________ Garrett , Kentuck :; 
Evidean Wil ey -___ _______ _____________________________________________ Frankfort, Kentucky 
Geneieve Williams ___ __ __ ___________________________________________ _____ __ Enon, Ohio 
Nathan W. Williams ________________________________________ Owingsvill e, Kentucky 
Vince Williams _ _ ______________________________________________ Paintsville, Kentucky 
Larry A. Wilson ____________ ______________________ __ Parkersburg, West Virginia 
Nicholas C. Wolf ___ ________________ ______________________ New Richmond, Ohio 
Yvonne Woodard ______________________________________ __ ____ South Shore, Kentucky 
1 ean A. Woods ____________________________________________ Ashland , Kentucky 
10hn R. Woody ________________________________ __ _________ _____________ Dayton , Ohio 
Wayne L. York _______ _____________________________ __________ Owingsville, Kentucky 
Doroth y M. Young _______ ___________________________________________ Warfield, Kentucky 











DAVID VAN METER 
Loretta J. Ackley _ _ ___________ ____ Tollesboro, Kentucky 
Lovell V. Adams _ ______________ __ __ _______ ________ ____ Garrison, Kentucky 
Lowell J. Adams ________ _ ___________________ Garrison, Kentucky 
Carrie L. Addington _______ ___________________ _________ Roscoe, Kentuck y 
Alice M. Adkins _____ ______________ _______ Morehead, Kentucky 
Bernie R. Affinito ____ _______________________ Monongahela, Pennsylvania 
Gary D. Akers ____________________ _ _________ _________ Banner, Kentucky 
Kathleen S. Allen _________ ______ ___ __ __ __ _____ Ironton, Ohio 
Nancy M. Allen ______________ _______ __ __________ ______ Jackson, Kentucky 
Sonia B. Allen __ __ ______________________________ Prestonsburg, Kentucky 
Thomas H. Almeida _. __ __________________ __ Wallingford, Connecticut 
Kenny C. Ambrose .. ______ __ _______________ Monroville, Pennsylvania 
Suzanne A. Amwake __ _______ _________ __ ______ ____ West Falls, N ew York 
Larry J. Applegate ____ ______________________________ Tollesboro, Kentucky 
Roberta A. Armstrong ___________________ _______ _ Bainbridge, Ohio 
Sandra C. Armstrong __ ______ _ Quincy, 
Glenda Arnett West Liberty, 
Mary L. Arnett __________ ______ _______ Morehead, 
Gayle Arnold ____ _________________ Mt. Sterling, 






Gray Arrasmith ____________________________ Maysville, Kentucky 
Roger Arthur ________________________ ___ __ __ ___ _____ ____ __ Russell, Kentucky 
Alice Asher _____ __ _________________ __ ___ ____________ ___ Letcher, Kentucky 
George W. Atwood __ ___ ______________ Falls Church , Virginia 
Charles C. Austin __ __ _____________________________ Carver, Massachusetts 
Freshmen 
Jerry C. Bachelier ________ ____ _____ _______ ___ AmeJia, Ohio 
Roger D. Bagshaw _________ ______ Henryville, Indiana 
Janice M. Baily ______ __ _____________ __ ______________ __ Ewing, Kentu cky 
Judy C. Baily ________ __ _ _______________ ____________ Sharpsburg, Kentucky 
Wade M. Baily ____ _ ___ ___ _ _________ Flat Gap, Kentucky 
Judy G. Baker ___ __ _______ __ __ Baxter, K entucky 
Richard A. Baker ________ ______ ___ Greenup, Kentuck y 
Fred B. Bamford ____________________ ________ __ __ ____ Brooklyn , New York 
Virgie L. Barker ______________________________________ Olive Hill, Kentucky 
Jennings B. Barnett _____ __ _______ ___ __ ____ Mt. Olivet, Kentuck y 
Stephen L. Barnett ________ __ ____ __________________ Lexington, Kentucky 
Robert J. Basener ____ _ Newtown Square, Pennsylvania 
Billy R . Bayes ___ ____ Farmers, Kentucky 
Kenneth J . Bechtloff ____________ __ __ ____ Louisville, Kentucky 
Milton R. Bell _____ Cynthiana , Kentucky 
Brenda K. Benge ____ ______________ ___ _____ __ Three Point, Kentucky 
Robert 1. Benner ________________ _________ _______ Littlestown, Pennsylvania 
Melvin J. Bergman __________________________ New York, New York 
Betty L. Berry ____________________________________ Catlettsburg, Kentucky 
Stephen E. Berryhill ______________________________________ Bellbrook, Ohio 
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.I olm C. Bihl ____ ____________________________________________ Alexandria, Kentucky 
Gary L. Billups ______ _______ ___________________________ ____ Wheelersburg, Ohio 
James R. Binion ______ __ _ ______ ________ ______ Morehead, Kentuck y 
Roger Bivens ______ _______________ Vanceburg, Kentucky 
John Black, .If. ______ _ __________ ________ Morehead, Kentucky 
Janice W. Blackburn ________________________________ Endicott, Kentucky 
.I uanita Blackburn _________________________ __________ Pikeville, Kentucky 
Joyce A. Blazer __ ______________________________________________ Greenfield, Ohio 
Martin D. Blum __ __ ___________________________________ Baldwin, New York 
David A. Boggs _____ ___________________________ __________ Olive Hill, Kentucky 
David A. Bolm ________ __ ______ _______ ____________________ Buffalo, New York 
Wilma .I. Bolton ______________________________ __________ Cawood, Kentucky 
Patricia A. Bond ____________________________________ New Castle, Indiana 
Bonnie Borie ________ ________ ___________________________ Louisville, Kentucky 
Lewis P. Borisch _________ _______________________________ Maysville, Kentucky 
Paul F . Bosco ________________________________________ ________ Bronx, New York 
Barbara A. Bossung ____________________________________ Louisville, Kentucky 
Mary R. Bowling ____________________________ Wallins Creek, Kentucky 
Linda F. Bradley ______________________________________________ Louisa, Kentucky 
Marvin Bradley __________________ ______________ __ ______ Mt. Olivet, Kentucky 
Freshmen 
Lyman Branham ____ __ ________________________________ Maytown, Kentucky 
William A. Bratt _____________________ ________ __ ____ Portsmouth, Ohio 
Basil G. Bright __ ____ __ _________________ _ ____ Eldorado, Ohio 
Lynn Brinsley ____________________________________________ Springfield. Ohio 
Al Brockwell ____________________________ _______ P rince George, Virginia 
James Brothers ___________________ ________ ___________ __ Maysville, Kentucky 
Carol A. Brown ________________________________________ Frankfort, Kentucky 
Inez Brown __ ______ _______________________________________ Smithboro, Kentucky 
Sharon G. Brown ___________________ __ ____________ Inez, Kentucky 
Thomas B. Brown ____________________________________________ __ Aberdeen, Ohio 
Wanda .J. Brumfield ____________________________ Delbarton , West Virginia 
John M. Buccino ____________________________________ Montclair, New Jersey 
Glennis Buckner _____________________ __ _________________ Morehead, Kentucky 
Thomas Buckner __ ________________________________________ ______ Paris, Kentucky 
Edward F. Buffum ___________________________________ Bethpage, New York 
Loretta A. Burg ________________ _________ ___________________ Strongsville, Ohio 
Danny H. Burke ____________________________________ Hicksville, New York 
Kenneth Burkhart ____________________________ Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 
Roland Burns __ __________ ______ __________ ___________________ __ Louisa, Kentucky 
Scott Bush _________ ___ ____________________________________ Zachariah , Kentucky 
Linda G. Bustetter ____ ___________ _________ __________________ Ashland, Kentucky 
Carlis Butcher ___________________________________________ Van Lear, Kentu cky 
Bob Butler __ ______ ___ _____________ _________ _______ ______ __ Clairton, Pennsylvania 
Carolyn S. Cable ____________________ ____________ Hatcher, West Virginia 
James W. Cable _________________ _______________________ ____ Campton , Kentu cky 
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Martha D. Callihan ____________________________________ Greenup, Kentucky 
William 1. Calvert ________________________________ Flemingsburg, Kentucky 
Joe E. Campbell ________________________________________ Cave City, Kentucky 
Robert J. Campbell ________ ___________ _____________________ Syosset, New York 
Jere 1. Cannon ____________________________________ Flemingsburg, Kentucky 
William A. Cannon ________________________________________ Ewing, Kentucky 
Kenneth O. Carpenter ____________________ Flemingsburg, Kentucky 
Ronald Cartee ____ ________________________________________ Greenup, Kentucky 
Patricia S. Cassity __________ __ ________________________ New Madison, Ohio 
Gale W. Castle ____________________________________ Lowmannville, Kentucky 
Hayes Castle ________________________________________________________ Sitka, Kentucky 
India C. Castner ______________________________________________ Holton, Indiana 
Carol J. Caudel ____________________________________ Frenchburg, Kentucky 
Edward W. Caudill ____________________________________ New Richmond, Ohio 
Inez Caudill ________________________________________________ Premium, Kentucky 
Ora S. Caudill ____________________________________________ Jeremiah, Kentucky 
Patsy R. Chandler ________________________________ Paintsville, Kentucky 
Charrie 1. Chattin ________________________________________ Ashland, Kentucky 
Sharon D. Chrisman ________ ________________________________ Hillsboro, Ohio 
Gary J. Christy ____________________________ ____________ Garrison, Kentucky 
Freshmen 
Kenneth D. Clarke __ . _________________________________ Salt Lick, Kentucky 
Doug Clements ____ __ __________________________________ Westbury, New York 
Minnie M. Clifford _______________________________ Denniston, Kentucky 
Karen R. Cline __________________________________________ Morehead, Kentucky 
Ted A. Cobaugh ____________________________________________ Middletown, Ohio 
Jim D. Coburn ________________________________________ ____ Ypsilanti, Michigan 
John C. Cocoman ________________ __ ______________________ Baldwin, New York 
James C. Codell _______________ _______________________ Winchester, Kentucky 
Joseph D. Coker, Jr. ____________________________ Falls Church, Virginia 
Judith 1. Cole ________________________________________________ Wilmington, Ohio 
Pattie J. Colley ____________________________________________ Garrison, Kentucky 
Linda K. Collier __________________________________ Salyersville, Kentucky 
Edwina Collins ____________________________ ________ Mt. Sterling, Kentucky 
Sharon J. Collins ________________________________ Blairs Mills, Kentucky 
Leslie B. Collinsworth ________________________ Hazel Green, Kentucky 
Reta J. Colwell ___ _____________________ ________ Wheelwright, Kentucky 
Calvin T. Combs ________________________________________________ Dayton, Ohio 
Loretta S. Combs ________________________________________ Jackson, Kentucky 
Roger D. Combs ____________________________________ Charlestown , Indiana 
Larry J. Conley ________________________________________________ Sciotoville, Ohio 
Shirley R. Conley ______________________________ West Liberty, Kentucky 
Wendell 1. Conley _______ _____________________________ Salyersville, Kentucky 
Carol S. Conn ____ __________________________________ ________ Morehead, Kentucky 
Claude W. Conner, Jr. ________________________ Middlesboro, Kentucky 
Earl S. Conner ____________________________________________ Waynesville, Ohio 
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Phyllis A. Cooper __________________________________ Charlestown, Indiana 
Carl M. Cordell ____________________________ ________________ Greenup, Kentucky 
Zuela Cornett ____________________________________________ Bardstown, Kentucky 
Peter R. Costa ___________ _____________________________ New York, New York 
Robert D. Couchman ________________________________________ Rosewood, Ohio 
Paul R. Coulombe ____________________________________________ Lewiston, Maine 
Joseph R. Coyne ________________________________________ Buffalo, New York 
Betty J. Craft ________________________________________ Frenchburg, Kentucky 
Don E. Crisp ________________________________________________ Ashland, Kentucky 
Virginia D. Criswell ________ ______________________________ Grayson, Kentucky 
Craig L. Critchfield _____________ ________________________ Waverly, Ohio 
Ernest S. Croot ____ _______________________ Basking Ridge, New Jersey 
William M. Crossan ____ ___ __________________ __________ Buffalo, New York 
Patsy Crouch ______________ _________________ ___ ________ ________ Bethel, Kentucky 
Sharon K. Crouch ______________ __________________ Catlettsburg, Kentucky 
Rose M. Crusie __ _________________ ____________________ South Salem, Ohio 
Leda L. Cumberworth _____ ____________ ___ ______________ Holton, Indiana 
Karen K. Curnutte ___________________ __ Catlettsburg, Kentucky 
William W. Currah ________________ ___________ Saltsburg, Pennsylvania 
Tommy Curry __________________________ _________ Turkey Creek, Kentucky 
,,' 
Harry R. Cyrus _____________________ _______________________ Louisa, Kentucky 
Donald R. Damron __ __ _______ _______________________ Grayson, Kentucky 
Diana L. Davis ____ ________________________________ __ Erlanger , Kentucky 
Donald L. Davis ________ _______ __________________ _____ ________ Load, Kentucky 
Kathryn M. Davis ________ _____________ Lexington, Kentucky 
Freshmen 
Paul H. Davis ___ _____________________________ ________ Lexington, Kentucky 
David A. Dawkins ____________________________ _____________ ___ Frankfort, Ohio 
D. Gwendoiyn Dean __________________________________________ Wise, Virginia 
Doris A. DeLong _____________________ ,__________ ________ Van Lear, Kentucky 
John C. Demaree ________________________________________ Frankfort, Kentucky 
Patricia J. DeMoss ____________ ____________ Stamping Ground, Kentucky 
Joseph Dente ___ __________________ _______________ Bound Brook, New Jersey 
Donald Diamond ____________________________ ________________ Midway, Kentucky 
Sharon K. Dickerson _________ ____________ _______________ Newport, Kentucky 
Larry R. Dickison ____________________________________ Olive Hill, Kentucky 
Joseph A. DiPietro ________________________________________ Crestline, Ohio 
Donald L. Doggett ___________________________________________ Bellbrook, Ohio 
Carolyn M. Donaldson _______ _____________________ Mt. Sterling, Kentucky 
Zola M. Dotson _________________________ _______________ Ransom, Kentucky 
Dennis Doyle _____________________ ,______________________ Cave City, Kentucky 
Linda C. Doyle _________________________________________ _______ Sardis, Kentucky 
Martha A. Drake ________________________________________ Bloomfield, Kentucky 
Barbara Draughn ________ _________ _______________________ Hindman, Kentucky 
Annabelle Drennen ________________________________ Mt. SterUng, Kentucky 
Nancy A. Driver _____________________________________ ___ Ashland, Kentucky 
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V~ctor R. DuBois ................................................ Blanchester, Ohio 
GIlbert F. Duncan ........................................ Louisville, Kentucky 
Patricia R. Dunham ........................................ Waynesville, Ohio 
Clarence Easterling ...................................... Grayson, Kentucky 
Bill Edmonds ................................................ Pikeville, Kentucky 
Evelyn Ellington ........................................ Salt Lick, Kentucky 
M. Ali Emami ............................................................ Shiraz, Iran 
Elaine Emmons ........................................ Sharpsburg, Kentucky 
Carole Evans ....... ........................ ...................... Sarah, Kentucky 
Elza Evans .................................................... Vanceburg, Kentucky 
Cozetta Everman ........................................ Olive Hill , Kentucky 
Marvin D. Fannin ................................ Sandy Hook, Kentucky 
Jiles A. Farley ............................................ Waynesville, Ohio 
Cleopies V. Farmer ...................................... Altavista, Virginia 
Mary A. Faulkner ............................................ Drift, Kentucky 
Dorothy M. Felty ......... _ .. _ .. __ .... __ . _______ ..... Grayson, Kentucky 
Argus P . Ferguson .. __ ...................................... Keaton, Kentucky 
Thomas G. Ferguson ................. ____ ............. Keaton, Kentucky 
Robert C. Fidler ............................ Downingtown, Pennsylvania 
Larry E. Fields ............................................ Corbin, Kentucky 
Venon C. Fields ................ ............................... Banks, Kentucky 
Mary S. Filer ...................... ..................... Lexington, Kentucky 
Vernon K. Fletcher ............................................ Inez, Kentucky 
Joe W. Foster ............................................ Greensburg, Kentucky 
Leroy A. Foster ............................................ Wilmington, Ohio 
Freshmen 
Michael A. Foster .................................... Vanceburg, Kentucky 
Claiborne N. Fox ........................................ Maysville, Kentucky 
James L. Franks .................................................. Ashville, Ohio 
Janice S. Fraysur .................................... Maysville, Kentucky 
Earsel L. Frazier ............................................ Allen, Kentucky 
Joseph C. Frazier ..................... __ ........... Olive Hill, Kentucky 
Patricia L. Fuller ........................................ Lewiston, N ew York 
Linda L. Gabbard . ........ __ ........ ____ ........ Beattyville, Kentucky 
Charles H. Gaillard ............................ Audubon , New Jersey 
Victor J. Gallenstein .................................. Maysville, Kentucky 
Sara E. Gambill ............................................ Blaine, Kentucky 
Robert J . Ganino .................................... Stamford, Connecticut 
Barbara A. Garrett .................................... Owlri'gsville, Kentucky 
Janice Gayheart ............................................ Langley, Kentucky 
Mary L. Gentry ........................................ Whitesburg, Kentucky 
Catherine E. Georges .................................... Wilmington, Ohio 
Ronald German ...................................................... Ripley, Ohio 
Beverly J. Gilbert .............................................. Greenville, Ohio 
William C. Gilbert ........................................ Maysville, Kentucky 
David E. Gillum ................................................ Burke, Kentucky 
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Leslie T. Ginger ________________________________________ Lexington, Kentucky 
Lynn N. Gloeckner ____________________________________ Louisville, Kentucky 
Tim B. Goforth ________________________________________________ Middletown, Ohio 
Nancye Goldy ____________________________ ____________ Sharpsburg, Kentucky 
Paul E. Gooding ____________________________________ Flemingsburg, Kentucky 
Elizabeth J . Goodwin ____________________________ ________ Dayton, Kentucky 
Joyce L. Gordon ____________________________________ __ Dry Ridge, Kentucky 
Gary R. Grace ________________________________________ Cumberland, Kentucky 
John Graham ________________________________________________ Buffalo, New York 
Harvey N. Grannis __________________________ ______ Flemingsburg, Kentucky 
Martha A. Gray ________________________________________ Louisville, Kentucky 
Gay Greene ________________________________________________ Ashland, Kentucky 
Glenna K. Greene ________________________________ ________ Morehead, Kentucky 
Charollet L. Gregory ________________________________ Morehead, Kentucky 
Dan Grice ____________________________________________________________ Greenfield, Ohio 
Carolyn Griffey ____________________________________ Owingsville, Kentucky 
Jean Griffith ____________________________________________ South Lebanon, Ohio 
Thomas E. Griffiths ____________ ____________________________ Utica, Michigan 
George P. Grmusha ________________________________ Tonawanda, New York 
Linda S. Gullett ___________________________________ ____ Rosefork, Kentucky 
Freshmen 
Marvela J . Haggard ____ ____________________________ Independence, Kentucky 
Jessie G. Hale _________ ___ ________________________ ____________ Jenkins, Kentucky 
Patty S. Hall ______________________________________________________ Virgie, Kentucky 
Phyllis L. Hall ______________________________________ Independence, Kentucky 
Ronnie F. Hall ____________________________________________ McDowell, Kentucky 
James W. Hamilton ____________________________________ Stanville, Kentucky 
Lois J . Hamilton ______________________________ ______ Camp Dix, Kentucky 
Barbara L. Hampton ______________________ ______________ Lothair, Kentucky 
Lois I. Hampton ________________________________ ______________ Virgie, Kentucky 
Tommie C. Hamrick ____________________________________ Tollesboro, Kentucky 
Hester R. Harding ________________________________ Mt. Olivet, Kentucky 
Saundra L. Harlow ________________________________________ Norton, Virginia 
Ed Harper ________________________________________ Pompano Beach, Florida 
Riley E. Harris ____________________________________________ Campton, Kentucky 
Patricia A. Hart __________________________________________________ Waverly, Ohio 
James A. Hartman ________________________________________ Uhrichsville, Ohio 
Doris A. Hay ________________________________________________ Pontiac, Michigan 
Robert G. Hay ________________________________________ Louisville, Kentucky 
Beverly A. Hayes ________________________________________ Hazard, Kentucky 
Ronald V. Hayes ________________________________________ Hazard, Kentucky 
Gerald W. Haynes ________________________________________ Sparta, Tennessee 
Angela F. Heitz ________________________________________ Louisville, Kentucky 
Michael T. Heller ________________________________________________ Milan, Indiana 
Arlen Helterbrand ______________________________________ New Castle, Indiana 
Ernest C. Henderson ________________________ Flemingsburg, Kentucky 
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Harolretta G. Henry .___________________________ Salyersville Kentucky 
Judith A. Hensley ___________________________________ _____ Harlan' Kentu cky 
John R. Herbert ___________________________ .________ __ Maysville' Kentucky 
Edith P. Heren ________ ___ _______ ______________________ Louisville' Kentucky 
Freddy W. Herrington _____________________________ ___ Cynthian~, Kentucky 
John W. Hewlett ________________________________________ Fallsburg, Kentucky 
Larry E. Highland _______________________________________ Tallmadge, Ohio 
Larry K. Hill ____________________________ ________________ ____ West Union, Ohio 
Richard J. Hill ____________________________________ __________ Jenkins, Kentucky 
Marcella Hilterbrand ________________________________ Olive Hill, Kentucky 
Mary L. Holland ___________________________________ .______ Combs, Kentucky 
Sammie L. Holtzclaw __________ ._____________ Jenkins, Kentucky 
Ronnie D. Hord _____________________ .__________________ Tollesboro, Kentucky 
William J. Hornbeck ____________ ____________________ Louisville, Kentucky 
Horace W. Horton ________________________________ Flemingsburg, Kentucky 
Omar C. Housh ______________________________________________ Maysville, Kentucky 
Jean Howard ______________________________________________ Raceland, Kentucky 
Robert J. Howe ____________________________________ New Richmond, Ohio 
Peter J. Howley ______________________________________ Summit, New Jersey 
Gary K. Hughes ________________________________________ Buffalo, New York 
Freshmen 
Brenda L. Hunnicut __________________________________ Delbarton, Kentucky 
Leonard C. Hunsinger _________ _______ ________ __ St. Petersburg, Florida 
Harry K. Hunt ________________________________________ South Shore, Kentucky 
James W. Hunt ____________________________________ South Shore, Kentucky 
Marie Hurt ____________________________________________________ Hazard, Kentucky 
Edward F. Hussey, Jr. ________________________ Duquesne, Pennsylvania 
Sam S. Huston __________________________________________ Ashland, Kentucky 
Sue G. Irvin ____________________________________________ Moorefield, Kentucky 
William G. Isaacs ____________________________________ Covington, Kentucky 
Eunice L. Ison ______________ __ ________________________________ Dorton, Kentucky 
Jennie A. Jackson ____________________________________ Greenup, Kentucky 
Ann E. J acobs ____________ ______________________________________ Dover, Kentucky 
Betty L. James ____________________________________ Prestonsburg, Kentucky 
Clyde 1. James ____________________________________________ Morehead, Kentucky 
Hartzel C. Jennings _________________________________ ___ ____ New Boston, Ohio 
Linda L. Jester __________________________ ______ Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 
Suzanne J ett ____________________________________________ Mt. Olivet, Kentucky 
Carl H. Johnson __________________________________ __________ Virgie, Kentucky 
Carolyn S. Johnson ________________________ Flemingsburg, Kentucky 
Donovan W. Johnson ________________________________ Ashland, Kentucky 
James R. Johnson ________________________________________ Blanchester, Ohio 
Jimmy 1. Johnson ________________________________________ Hillsboro, Kentucky 
John H. Johnson ________________________________________ Maysville, Kentucky 
Martha J. Johnson ____________________________________ Greenup, Kentucky 
Rebecca S. Johnson __________________________________ Raceland, Kentucky 
III 
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Janice A. Johnston __________ ________ __ _______ West Liberty, 
Ramona G. .I ones ___________ ________________________ Tollesboro, 
William J. .I ones ___ __ __________________ __ __ Lexington, 
Laura K. Jordan ______________ Catlettsburg, 






Peter A. KalJauskas ___________________ _____ New Britain, Connecticut 
Donna S. Karrick -__________ _____ __________ Salt Lick, Kentucky 
James M. Keach -------_________ ____________ ___ ______ Ashland, Kentucky 
Oma Keeton -----_______________________________ ___ _________ Crockett, Kentucky 
Phyllis A. Kegley --_____________ __ _______________ __ __ ___ Ault, Kentucky 
Mary F. Keibler ____________ _______________________ South Shore, Kentucky 
Jacqueline W. Keith ________ __ __ _______________ Lynch, Kentucky 
Jon A. Kelly ________________________ ____________________ Van Lear, Kentucky 
Rachel E. Kendrick ______________________ __ ______ Frenchburg, Kentucky 
James W. Kennan ________________________________________ Maysville, Kentucky 
Hershel Kidd ______ __________________________ ________________ Harold, Kentucky 
Gary R. Kidwell ____________________________________ Vanceburg, Kentucky 
John L. Kimble, Jr. ________________ ____ ____________ ____ Manchester, Ohio 
Rose King _____________________________________________ Wayne, Michigan 
Shannon Kiser ____ ________________________ ________ Smith Creek, Kentucky 
Joseph B. Knauer, Jr. ________________________ ______ Williamsburg, Ohio 
Mary A. Knight ____________________________________________ Jenkins, Kentucky 
Andrew J. Kron ________________________________ New Britain, Connecticut 
.I udith A. Kurtz ________________________________________ Maysville, Kentucky 
Carolyn .I. Lacy ________________________ ____________ Stacy Fork, Kentucky 
Freshmen 
Dennis C. Landsberg ________________________ Little Neck, New York 
.I ames W. Lawson ________________________________________ Hazard, Kentucky 
Lois L. Leavell ____________________________________________ Middletown, Ohio 
June W. Lebus ________________________________________ Cynthiana, Kentucky 
Paul D. Ledford ________ ________________________________________ Midland, Ohio 
Bessie Lee ____________________________________________ Flemingsburg, Kentucky 
Charles L. Lemaster ____________________________________________ Piketon, Ohio 
John A. Lemaster, Jr. ____________________________ Louisville, Kentucky 
Sybil J . LeMay ______________________________________________ Waynesville, Ohio 
Brenda G. Lester __________________________________________ Harman, Virginia 
Karen A. Lester __________________________________ Elbert, West Virginia 
.I ackie L. Lewis _______________________________________________ Hillsboro, Ohio 
Larry R. Lewis ________________________________________________ Carter, Kentucky 
Shirley A. Lewis ________________________________________ Vanceburg, Kentucky 
Billie J. Linkous ________________________________ Wheelwright, Kentucky 
Joyce C. Littleton ___________________________________________ _____ Felicity, Ohio 
Charles S. Lodkey ________________________________ Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 
Clarence L. Logan ____________________________________________ St. Marys, Ohio 
Larry W. Lucas ______________________________________ Brooksville, Kentucky 
Ruby C. Lucas __________________________________________ Louisville, Kentucky 
Richard S. Lyons ____________________________________________ Louisa, Kentucky 
Ronnie Lyons __________________________________________ ______ Olympia, Kentucky 
Donna J. McClain ________________________________ Ft. Thomas, Kentucky 
Joseph E. McClanahan ________________________ Worthington, Kentucky 
LonJ;).ie McComis ____________________________________ Catlettsburg, Kentucky 
Maureen J. McCormack ____________________________ ________ Rush, Kentucky 
Lucas McCoy _________________________________ _______________ McCarr, Kentucky 
Charles K. McCullough ______________________________ Ashland, Kentucky 
Earl D. McElfresh ______________ ______________________ Maysville, Kentucky 
Diana F. McFarland ________________________________ Salt Lick, Kentucky 
Elwood E. McFarland ____________________________ Olive Hill, Kentucky 
John R. McGinnis ____________________________________________ Soar, Kentucky 
Alfreda K. McGuire . ____________________________________ Ashland, Kentucky 
Michael F. McGuire __________________ __________ Winchester, Kentucky 
Virginia C. McKay ____________________________________ __ Albany, Kentucky 
Roberta F. McLin _______________ " ________________ Hazel Green, Kentucky 
Karen C. McPeek ______________________________________ Dorton, Kentucky 
Minnie Mabry ________________________________________ Olive Hill, Kentucky 
Dalton MacDonald ________________________________ New York, New York 
Roy W. MaChen ________________________________________________ Bay City, Texas 
Charles Mahony __________________________________________ Baldwin, New York 
Nora J . Malone ________________________________________ Maysville, Kentucky 
Dennis R. Mann ________________________________________ Greenup, Kentucky 
Aulden E. Manning ____________________________ Flemingsburg, Kentucky 
Carrie F. Manning ____________________________________ Hillsboro, Kentucky 
Freshmen 
Betty C. Martin __________________________________________ Raceland, Kentucky 
William P. Martin ______________________________________________ __ Mt. Orab, Ohio 
Bobby 1. Mason ____________________________________________ Trinity, Kentucky 
Elizabeth R. Mateer ________________________________ Maysville, Kentucky 
William May __ ______________________________________ Prestonsburg, Kentucky 
Larry O. Maynard ______________________________________ ______ Greenfield, Ohio 
Phyllis G. Maze ______________________________________ Salt Lick, Kentucky 
Jacquelyn Meighan ________________________________________ Grayson, Kentucky 
James E. Mellenkamp __________________________________ Dover, Kentucky 
Martin Meyer ____________________________________________ Brooksville, Kentucky 
Marion E. Miles ___________________________ , ________ Sandy Hook, Kentucky 
Barbara A. Miller __________________________________________ Preston, Kentucky 
Larry F. Miller ____________________________________________ Hazard, Kentucky 
Roger M. Montanaro ____________________________________ Syosset, New York 
J. Brent Montgomery ________________________________ Mt. Olivet, Kentucky 
Mary 1:,_ MontgQmery ________________________________________ Mt. Orab, Ohio 
Daniel M. -Moss __________________________________________________ Norwood, Ohio 
Billie Mullins ____________________________________________________ Hall, Kentucky 
Deanna D. Mullins __________________________ John's Run, Kentucky 
Dollie B. Mullins __________________________________ __ John's Run, ' Kentucky 
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Stephen D. Mullins __________________________________________ Jackson, Kentucky 
Lance w. Murphy ____ ____________________________ Coventry, Rhode Island 
Marjorie J. Murphy ____________________________ Mt. Sterling, Kentucky 
Phil Murphy ________________________________________ Mt. Sterling, Kentucky 
Sara Y. Murphy ____________________________________________ Ashland, Kentucky 
Terry Murphy ____________________________________________ Ashland, Kentucky 
Jimmy M. Murray ________________________________________ Morehead, Kentucky 
Doris M. Napier ________________________________ Pennington Gap, Virgini&., 
Karen Napier _______________________________________________ Hazard, Kentucky 
Velma K. Napier ________________________________________________ Bulan, Kentucky 
Alice H. Nelson _______________________________________ Piketon, Ohio 
George W. Newdigate __________________________________ Maysville, Kentucky 
Edna L. Newland ________________________________________ Charlestown, Indiana 
Bonnie S. Newsom ________________________________ Flemingsburg, Kentucky 
James D. Newman ________________________________________ Hi Hat, Kentucky 
Michael R. Newman ________________________________________ Frankfort, Ohio 
Vera L. Newman __________________________________________ __ McDermott, Ohio 
Vonnie L. Nilson ________________________________ McKeesport, Pennsylvania 
Alice F. Noble _______________________________________________________ Vest, Kentucky 
John J. Noone _____________________________________ Lackawanna, New York 
Freshmen 
Glenna R. O'Daniel _________________________________ ,__ Louisa, Kentucky 
Nancy S. Offill _______________________________________ Olive Hill, Kentucky 
Bernard P. O'Rourke ____________________________ Falls Church, Virginia 
Aloma S. Owsley ________________________________________ Pikeville, Kentucky 
Ronald G. Padgett ________________ ________________________________ Ripley, Ohio 
Vicki G. Parard ____________________________________________________ Ironton, Ohio 
Richard D. Pare ____________________________ New Britain, Connecticut 
Nancey A. Patrick ____________________________________ Morehead, Kentucky 
David R. Payton ________________________________________________ Leesburg, Ohio 
James W. Payton ______________________________________________ Leesburg, Ohio 
Glenna R. Pence ________________________________________________ Carter, Kentucky 
Dave R. Penick ________________________________________________ Qayton, Kentucky 
Jesse E. Pennington ________________________________________ Beetle, Kentucky 
M. Elizabeth Pennington ________________________ Morehead, Kentucky 
Manny F. Pereira ________________________________ Newark, New Jersey 
Wayne D. Perkins ____________________________________ Hillsboro, Kentucky 
Ruth C. Perry ____________________________________________ Morehead, Kentucky 
Sallie F . Perry ________________________________________________ Louisa, Kentucky 
Carol F. Petering __________________________________________ Morehead, Kentucky 
Fay Pettit _____ _______________________________________________ Morehead, Kentucky 
Victor N. Petty ____________________________________________ Owensboro, Kentucky 
Thomas W. PHaumer ____________________________________________ Peebles, Ohio 
Barnes R. Phelps ________________________________________________________ Troy, Ohio 
Betty J. Phelps ____________________________________________ Cromona, Kentucky 
Harry L. Phillips _______________________________________ Millstone, Kentucky 
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Richard T. Phillips ________________ ---_____________ Olive Hill, Kentucky 
William R. Phillips -----_______________________________ Campton Kentucky 
Janas F. Pieratt ----------______________________________________ Ezel: Kentucky 
Phyllis J. Pierce -----------_____________________________________ Hillsboro Ohio 
Anita K. Plummer -----___________________________________ Maysville, Ke~tucky 
Leola F. Poe ____________________________________________ Mt. Olivet, Kentucky 
Jane Pollard -------_____________________________________________ Bowersville, Ohio 
Norma C. Porter ________________________________ South Shore, Kentucky 
Ronald Porter ------______________________________________ Morehead, Kentucky 
Marling E. Potter ________________________________ West Liberty, Kentucky 
Carolyn R. Poynter ________________________________________ Raceland, Kentucky 
Kenneth D. Prater ----____________________________________ Portsmouth, Ohio 
Jack M. Prichard ________________________________________ Paintsville, Kentucky 
James J. Prichard -----___________________________________ Ashland, Kentucky 
Dolores 1. Puckett -- _______________________________ , __ Newport, Kentucky 
James D. Purdy __________________________________________________ Buford, Ohio 
Lorna 1. Ragan ____________________________________________________ Lagro, Indiana 
Walter H. Rainey ____________________________________________ Decatur, Georgia 
Ruth A. Ramey ____________________________________________ Grayson, Kentucky 
Linda C. Rankin ________________________________ Catlettsburg, Kentucky 
Freshmen 
Thomas P. Rannell~ ____________________________________ Blanchester, Ohio 
Gene A. Ranvier ________________________________ Falls Church, Virginia 
Edgel Ratliff ______ __________________________________________ Maytown, Kentucky 
Jerry V. Ratliff ________________________________________________ Stanville, Kentucky 
Kenneth R. Ratliff ________________________ ________________ Maytown, Kentucky 
Ralph G. Ratliff ____________________________________ Worthington, Kentucky 
William S. Ratliff ________________________________ South Shore, Kentucky 
Gary R. Razor ________________________________________ Flemingsburg, Kentucky 
Judith C. Reed ____________________________________________ Flat Gap, Kentucky 
Jon S. Rice ____________________________________________ ____ Tollesboro, Kentucky 
Forest R. Richards ________________________________________ Blanchester, Ohio 
James M. Richards ________________________________________ Greenup, Kentucky 
Roger C. Richardson __________________________ __________ Carter, Kentucky 
Larry N. Riddle ________________________________________ Morehead, Kentucky 
Marilyn 1. Rigoulot ____________________________ Long Island, New York 
Charlotte A. Risner ________________________________________ Phyllis, Kentucky 
Ellena R. Roberts __________________________________________ Combs, Kentucky 
Linda B. Roberts ________________________________ ________ Louisa, Kentucky 
Nancy K. Roberts ________________________________ Logan, West Virginia 
Walter S. Roberts ________________________________ Sharpsburg, Kentucky 
Herman F . Roe _______________________________________ , Olive Hill, Kentucky 
Joyce A. Rogers __________________________ ~ ________ Olive Hill, Kentucky 
Gerald 1. Rollins ________________________________ ____ Maysville, Kentucky 
Jeannie Rolph ___________________________________ Mt. Sterling, Kentucky 
Donna K. Root ____________________________________________ Maysville, Kentucky 
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Steve J . Rose ____________________________________________ Campton, Kentucky 
Donald C. Rosenzweig ____________________________________ Hillsboro, Ohio 
Emily Rowe __________ _____ _________________________________ Hendricks, Kentucky 
Patricia A. Rowe ________________________________________ Columbia, Kentucky 
Johnny L. Rucker ________________________________________ Hellier, Kentucky 
Rebecca J . Rucker ___________________________________________ Oak Hill , Ohio 
Garnette Rudd -___________________________________________ Lee City, Kentucky 
Donald Runyons _______________________________________ Warfield, Kentucky 
Cecil L. Rutherford ___________________________________ Harlan, Kentucky 
Albert L. Ryle _____________ ___________________________ Burlington, Kentucky 
Catherine Sagraves ____________________________ ________ Pikeville, Kentucky 
Shirley Sagrav.es ________________________ __ ______________________ Lynn, Kentucky 
Fred Salisbury ________________________________________________ Lucasville, Ohio 
Jean Sa1louti _____________________ __________________________ Sao Paulo, Brasil 
John Salyer ________________________ __________________________ Lexington, Kentucky 
Gary Sammons ______ ______________________ Beaver Falls, Pennsylvania 
Joyce Saxon ____________________________________________________ Wingo, Kentucky 
Charles Schickner ______________________________________________ Aberdeen, Ohio 
Teresa Schooler ____________________________________ Mt. Sterling, Kentucky 
Jerry Schunk ________________________________________________ __ Miamitown, Ohio 
Jerry W. Scott ________________________________________ West Carrollton, Ohio 
Frankie Sedarat ____ __ __________________ __ _____________ Tehran, Iran 
Garred See _____ ______________________________________________ Louisa, Kentucky 
Jennie Sewell _____________ ___ ___________ ____ -------------- Winchester, Kentucky 
Judith E. Shackelford ___________ , ________________ Crummies, Kentucky 
'., 
"'----------------------------------------- Freshmen 
Donald L. Shade ____________________________________________ Miamisburg, Ohio 
Larry Sharp ________________________ ____________ ________________ Miamisburg, Ohio 
Carol J. Shaw ________________________________ ____________________________ Otway, Ohio 
John E. Shelton ____________________________________________ Ashland, Kentucky 
Jerry T. Shrout ________________________________ ________ Salt Lick, Kentucky 
Wayne Simmons ____________________________________ Sandy Hook, Kentucky 
Robert T . Simon ____________________________ Brooklyn Park, Maryland 
Phyllis J. Simpson ____________________________ Independence, Kentucky 
Nancy A. Skaggs ________________________________________ Ashland, Kentucky 
Carole A. Skidmore ____________________________________ Stanton, Kentucky 
Sally A. Slack __________________________________________ Lexington, Kentucky 
Robert N. Slepian __________________________________________ Portsmouth, Ohio 
Gary Slone ____ ____ ____________________________________ Georgetown, Kentucky 
Joann Slone ___________________________________________ Pinsonfork , Kentucky 
Joyce A. Slone _____________________ ,__________________ Catlettsburg, Kentucky 
Caroline O. Smith ______________________________________ Cumberland, Kentucky 
Dwight C. Smith ________________________________________ Syracuse, New York 
Edith D. Smith ________________________________________ Vanceburg, Kentucky 
Edward G. Smith ____________________________________ Bethpage, New York 
Elizabeth M. Smith ________________________ Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 
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Mary L. Smith ____________________________________ West Liberty, Kentucky 
Michael B. Smith _______ .________________________________________ Fairborn, Ohio 
Mike N. Smith ________________________ ____________ ____________ Portsmouth, Ohio 
Ridgway Smith __________ ___ ___________________________________ Darmstadt, Germany 
Robert M. Smith ________________________________________ Wilmington, Delaware 
Russell R. Smith ____________ __ ______ ____________________________ Ashland, Kentucky 
Sandra G. Smith _______________________________________________________ Jnez, Kentucky 
Harry Smittle ____________________________ ___________ Sinking Spring, Ohio 
Sandra Smyth __ ___ __ ______________________ ________________ __ Milford, Ohio 
Joyce Snapp __________________________________________________ Maysville, Kentucky 
C. H. Snedgar __ ___________________________________ Russell, Kentucky 
James Snyder ________________ ____________________ _______ __________ ____ Beaver, Ohio 
Homer Sorrell ____________________ _______ ____________ _______ Middletown, Ohio 
Bill Sparks ________ __ ________________________________________________ Columbus, Ohio 
Carolyn Sparks ____________________________ ____ __ Olive Hill, Kentucky 
Carolyn Spurlock ____ ___________ ___ ______ ____________________ _ 
David Spurlock _________________ _ ____________ _ 
David Sroufe ________________________________ ___________ _ 
Roger Stallard ________________________________________ _ 
Susan Stallard _____________________ _____________________ _ 
Farler, Kentucky 
Columbus, Ohio 
Mt. Orab, Ohio 
Jenkins, Kentucky 
Tampa, Florida 
Carol S. Stanley ________ ___ 0 _ ____ _ _ _ ________ ___ _______ ____ ____ _ Melvin, Kentucky 
Sherry Stark ___________________________________ ___________ Dayton, Ohio 
Robert Starr ___________________________ ________________ New York, New York 
Jeanette Staton __ ________________________________________ Owingsville, Kentucky 
Robert Staton __________________________________________ Owingsville, Kentucky 
Freshmen 
Harold Steele __________________________________________________ Portsmouth, Ohio 
Janice Stegall ________________________________________________ Springfield, Ohio 
Judith Stephens ________ ___________________ _________ Independence, Kentucky 
Dennis Stevens _____________________ _______ ____ North Merrick, New York 
John W. Stewart ___________________________________ <-_____ __ M 0 reh ea d , Ken t u c k y 
Mary L. Stewart _____________________________ ___________________ Ironton, Ohio 
Wallace Stiltner ____ • _____________ ______________________ Frenchburg, Kentucky 
Charlie Stinson ____________________________________ Sandy Hook, Kentucky 
Elizabeth J. Story ________________________________ Flemingsburg, Kentucky 
Lee S tory __ _____________________________________________ Flemin gs burg, Kent u c k y 
Sue Stull ________________________________________________ Sharpsburg, Kentucky 
Gary Stumbo _____ ___ __________________________________________ Harold, Kentucky 
Nim Sturgill ____________________________________________ Paintsville, Kentucky 
Edward L. Sweeney ____________________________________ Frankfort, Kentucky 
Luther Swims ______________________________________________ Clarkston, Georgia 
Nancy Swope ______________________________________________________ __ Deerfield, Ohio 
Regina Swope ______________________________________________ Lexington, Kentucky 
Philip Sylvestro ________________________________ New Britain, Connecticut 
Pamila Synder ______________________________________________________ Dayton, Ohio 
Charles R. Tackett, Jr. ______________________________ Morehead, Kentucky 
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Judith A. Tackett _____________________ Paintsville, Kentucky 
Judy C. Tackett _____________________________ ____ Rutland, Ohio 
Loretta Tackett __________________________ Southgate, Michigan 
Linda L. Tanner _________________________ Florence, Kentucky 
Stanley H. Tauibee _________________ Campton, Kentucky 
Anna M. Taylor _____________________________ Russellville, Ohio 
Betty C. Taylor _______________ Flemingsburg, Kentucky 
Asa I. Teegarden ___________________ Mt. Sterling, Kentucky 
James G. Teegarden _____________________ Amelia, Ohio 
Raymond C. Theet _______________________ Buffalo, New York 
James E. Thomas ________________ North Vernon, Indiana 
Homer B. Thompson ____________________ Louisa, Kentucky 
Tommy Thompson ______________ Owingsville, Kentucky 
Blair W. Tillett ______ ________________ Maysville, Kentucky 
Darrell Tissot ______________________________ Mowrystown, Ohio 
Linda- J . Titus __________________________ McVeigh, Kentucky 
Henritta Tolliver ______________________ Cromona, Kentucky 
Teddy L. Trent ________________________ Clearfield, Kentucky 
Michael K. Triggs ___________ Beckley, West Virginia 
Carolyn Triplett _______________________________ Cincinnati, Ohio 
Donnie R. Tucker ____________________ Maysville, Kentucky 
Jessie A. Turner _____________ ______________ ____ Fairborn, Ohio 
Ronald M. Turner _______________ New York, New York 
Delores Tyler __________________________________ Smile, Kentucky 
II,' 
",-------------------- Freshmen 
Nancy Utterback ____________________________________________________ Piqua, Ohio 
David M. Vance ____________________________________________ Frankfort, Kentucky 
Robert M. VanCleve ____________________ ____________________ __ Hamilton, Ohio 
Janis E. Vanderpool ________________________________ South Shore, Kentucky 
Fredrick J. Vanderslice ____________________ Audubon, New Jersey 
David N. Van Meter ________________________________ Terrace Park, Ohio 
Daisy E. Vaughan ____________________________________ Leander, Kentucky 
Anna L. Veach ---_________________________________________ Greenup, Kentucky 
Berry W. Venables ______________________________________ Detroit, Michigan 
Dolores A. Verville ______________________________________ Maysville, Kentucky 
Asa M. Vest - ___ , ________________________ ____________ West Liberty, Kentucky 
Larry G: Vincent ________________________________________ Grayson, Kentucky 
Phillip V. Vogelpohl ________________________ Independence, Kentucky 
Bobby A. Wagel ________________________________________ Brooksville, Kentucky 
George D. Wallace ________________________________________ Russell, Kentucky 
Theodore J. Wallace ____________________ Highland Heights, Kentucky 
Patricia L. Walters ____ ____________________________ Lenore, West Virginia 
Betty L. Ward ______________________________________ Williamsport, Kentucky 
Linda L. Ward ________________________________________ Paintsville, Kentucky 
Russell Ward ____________________________________________ Paintsville, Kentucky 
Sandra S. Watts __________________________________________ Pine Top, Kentucky 
Vivian A. Watts ______________________________ Valley Station, Kentucky 
Myrtle R. Weaver ____________________ Plummers Landing, Kentucky 
Carlos Webb _______________________________________________ Inez, Kentucky 
Jerry L. Webb ________________________________________________ ______ Dayton, Ohio 
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Mary M. Webb ________________ Oil Springs, Kentucky 
Mary S. Webb ______________________ Langley, Kentucky 
Janet S. Webber __________________ Grayson, Kentucky 
Stephen B. Weiss ________________ Bayside, New York 
John Wells ________________________ Morehead, Kentucky 
Vera 1. Wenix ____________________ J enkins, Kentucky 
Allen D. Westerfield ______________________________ Owensboro, Kentucky 
Wes Whitacre ________________________________________________ Wilmington, Ohio 
Virg~nia 1. Whitaker ____________________________________ Hazard, Kentucky 
Dennis 1. White ________________________ South Amboy, New Jersey 
Edward M. White ______________________________________ Russell, Kentucky 
Judith K. White -----_________________________________________ McDermott, Ohio 
Sara B. White ________________________________________ Paintsville, Kentucky 
Eddie D. Whitley ______________________________________ Hillsboro, Kentucky 
Robert H. Whitlow __________________________________ Maysville, Kentucky 
Beulah E. Whitt __________________________________________ Redwine, Kentucky 
Clyde Whitt, J r. __________________________________ __ Wallingford, Kentucky 
Darwin P . Whitt ____________________________________ Mt. Sterling, Kentucky 
Sandra B. Whitt __________________________________________ Ashland, Kentucky 
Dennis R. Wick _________________________________________________ __ Dayton, Ohio 
Harold M. Wilburn __________________________________ Grayson, Kentucky 
Freshmen 
John W. Willeroy ______________________________________ Hillsboro, Kentucky 
Brenda Williams ______________________________________ Whitesburg, Kentucky 
David S. Williams ____________________________ Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 
John S. Williams ____________________________________________ Hazard, Kentucky 
Kay F. Williamson ________________________________ Wittensville, Kentucky 
Paul R. Williamson __________________________________ Catlettsburg, Kentucky 
Phyllis W. Williamson ______________________________ Varney, Kentucky 
John 1. Wills ____________________________________________ Morehead, Kentucky 
Glenn E. Wilson __________________________________ Nicholasville, Kentucky 
James C. Wilson ________________________________ Mt. Sterling, Kentucky 
Ina C. Wilson ________________________ ________________________ Quincy, Kentucky 
Twila J . Wilson ____________________________ Parkersburg, West Virginia 
George G. Witcher __________________________________________ Arcadia, Florida 
Michael Witt ____________________________________ __ New York, New York 
Sandra Wittke ________________________________________________ Racine, Wisconsin 
Linda R. Wolff ________________________________________________ Lynchburg, Ohio 
Kenneth C. Woodruff __________________________________________ Amelia, Ohio 
William R. Woody __________________________________________ Bellbrook, Ohio 
Ronald L. Worley __________________________________ Louisville, Kentucky 
Stephen A. Wortmann ________________________________ Merrick, New York 
Billie R. Wright ________________________________________ McRoberts, Kentucky 
Ruth A. Wright ____________________________________________ Printer, Kentucky 
Barbara S. Yates __________________________________________ Bardstown, Kentucky 
Peggy Young ____________________________________________________ Beauty, Kentucky 






Now, just WHAT is she going to do with that 
monkey and WHERE is she going to wear that 
hat!! ! 
Orientation Week 
Student Council President, Dick Robinson, meets freshman Jean Holton 
as she arrives on campus. Like other freshmen she had a busy schedule 
during orientation week. 
The campus campers gather to pose for the photographer during one of their 
few moments of leisure. 
September came and with it the start of college again. For 
Morehead it meant the enrollment of 1053 freshmen but to those 
freshmen, Morehead meant confusion and bewilderment. Unpack-
ing, new faces, too many instructions and numerous questions made 
up the freshman's first frenzied days, but as the days passed the 
directions became habit and once unfamiliar faces became best 
friends. 
Friendly faces to confused freshmen arriving on campus were 
the Campus Campers who were always there to give the first hearty 
smile and hello to the new-comers. Upon the arrival of the new 
freshmen these hard working upperclassmen carried their clothes 
and suitcases to a new home away from home_ 
Introduces Students ... 
President Adron Doran makes his welcoming address to 
the new freshmen, telling them that in corning to More-
head they have embarked upon the greatest opportunity 
of their Ii ves. 
The September crop of freshmen at Morehead was a large one 
following the trend of increased college enrollment. The growing 
enrollment caused crowded dorms, longer lines at the cafeteria 
and rush orders at the bookstore. The class 1965 was well on its 
way. 
Freshmen begin to gather for the first 
orientation meeting. 
Much of the credit for a successful orientation week can be 
given to the carefully planned program which helped the new stu-
dents get acquainted with the school. Activities included in the 
guidance program were tests, instructions, a round of receptions, 
meetings with advisors and the much dreaded registration. No 
new student had time to miss the old familiar -home ground with 
such a busy schedule. In a few short days the paths of the campus 
which seemed so puzzling at first became well traveled ones. 
Tests were a part of college even before classes began. 
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Dr. Lawrence Stewart advises two 
new freshmen on their proposed 
schedule for the fall semester. 
.. . to Rigors of Registration 
With the initial stages of orientation week over 
the new students found something else confronting them 
-registration. Because the freshmen were the largest 
class, they began the registration. One by one the 
freshmen passed through numerous lines. Upperclass. 
men were always available to give a helping hand to 
These freshmen found that changing their schedules be· 
comes habitual. 
forlorn freshmen. 
After several reVISIOns III schedules and in majors, 
the new students were soon on their way to being More-
head collegians. With tired feet and weary minds the 
freshmen went back to their dorms to rest up for the 
beginning of their college life. 
Freshmen await a final check of their schedule before entering the 
last line. 
Students are greeted at the freshman reception by Ann Sandifer, 
President and Mrs. Doran, Dean Wilson, Dean Saunders, and 
Dick Robinson. 
Senior Charles Richardson offers Freshman Lorann Verille a cup 
of punch at the freshman reception as Peggy Honker, Sue Gal-
breath and Kenny Prater look on. 
Samples of Social Life ... 
Registration ended with a sigh of relief by 
everyone and with its end came the freshman re-
ception which provided fun, laughter and refresh-
ments. The many strange faces soon became friend-
ly ones and the shy freshmen soon acquired es-
corts. Students began to talk of attending ball 
games, dances and concerts. The fall activities 
had begun with ease and the new freshmen began 
to make many new friends .. 
Senior Troy Wheeler wasted no time getting a dance with 
pretty Linda Tanner. 
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Johnny Link and Kenny Prater find out that college 
life is not all fun and laughter, as they spend a Mon-
day evening washing their clothes and studying. 
• • • Dormitory Life . .. 
And what was orientation week all about? 
Freshmen soon found out the following week as 
classes began. Upperclassmen received no spe-
cial privileges in classrooms, however, as there 
were plenty of notes to be taken by all students_ 
Activities for the school year did not all take 
place in classrooms. There were organizations to 
join, events to attend and many other outside ac-
tivities to keep the entire student body busy. 
The new look, at least as far as many More-
head students were concerned, was the traditional 
baggy sweatshirt. From any angle you look at it 
the name Morehead reflects the tradition of the past 
and the hopes of the future of the proud wearer. 
Carol is shown J:Jelow as she models her new sweatshirt. Be-
hind is registration and ahead are classes and someday 
graduation. 
$49.50! ! 
• • • 
When classes began the bookstore became overcrowded with fresh· 
men and upperclassmen alike. 
and FilULlly, Classes. 
Diann Davis, Linda Wolff, and Martha 
Drake-three pretty freshmen on their 
way to class. 
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As Fall arrived and the temperatures began to drop, the 
signs of the season came with: carcoats and crowds . hot-dogs 
. . . bermuda socks and bonfires. 
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The pep and spirit of the student body brought 
the hanging of an ove opponent. 
September Rouses . .. 
Morehead students' spirit came alive with the arrival of 
the first pep rally. As the students gathered for the bonfire 
and pep rally to support the team . it was lung practice, 
long and loud . . . enthusiasm and . . . a desire to win. 
Were they yelling or were they keeping warm? 
" Let 's go, Eagles!" 
School Spirit. 
Along with the bonfires, hot-dogs and crowds, came ballgames, 
bands, dances and more pep rallies. Everyone worked hard to prepare 
for the exciting weekends ahead. The football team spent long cold 
hours on the field to prepare for their weekend competition; the band 
worked every afternoon to prepare a professional halftime show; and 
the students and faculty worked to' make the pep rallies a success. 
The 120 piece marching band provided the mUSIC while the majorettes en-
tertained the students by twirling fire. 
Max Calhoun and Thelma Barker spend an 
evening at the Saturday record hop. 
The exciting runs of scatback Howard Murphy 
thrilled the partisan crowd. 
Brother Jerry Hartlage administered the remains and 
funeral of an Eagle opponent at a pep rally. 
Here lie the remains of . .. 131 







c. A. Noble 
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Sarulra Howell and Norman Pokley 
136 
Christie Lepper and Tony Cast 
137 
Temple Cope and Dick Robinson 
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JOHN ADAMS, Senior ; Political Sci-
ence and History; Vice President, Les 
Courants; Chairman, Forensic Union; 
Honors Program; Discussion Group; 
Debate Team. 
MAX CALHOUN, Senior; Physical 
Education and History; President, My~­
tic Club; Sigma Delta; Collegiate 
Knights; B.S.U.; Open Forum; Cross 
Country; Track; Intramurals. 
Who 
BARBARA ANGLIN, Senior; Area in 
Commerce; CWENS, Honors Program; 
Concert Choir; Secretary, B.S.U.; 
Program Chairman, Cosmopolitan Club ; 
Tqil Blazer; Program Chairman, Kap-
pa Mu; Mystic Club; Curriculum Com-
mittee. 
MARSHALL D. BANKS, Senior; Phys-
ical Education and Health; Campus 
Club; Cosmopolitan Club; Baptist Stu-
dent Union; Varsity Track Team. 
WHO'S WHO AMONG STUDENTS 'IN AMERICAN 
UNIVERSITIES AND COLLEGES is an honor bestowed 
upon outstanding college senjOrs. These students have- beell 
selected on tru.i basis of scholarship, participation and lead~ 
ership in academic and extracurricular activities, citizenship 
and service to the school, and promise future success. 
Here we preseltt the men and women of Morehead State 
College whoSe achievement!!i have tperited this 
VAUGHN CAUDILL, Senior; Com-
merce and Geography; Kappa Mu; Col-
legiate Knights; Gamma Theta Upsilon; 
Secretary, North Men's Hall Dormitory 
Council; Intramural Basketball and 
Bowling. 
-- -
LARRY CHUMLEY, Senior; Physics 
and Mathematics; Mystic Club; Sopho-
more Class Treasurer; Circle K, Board 
of Directors; Mu Phi, Vice President. 
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I 
PATRICIA CLAY, Senior; Elementary 
Education; Kappa Delta Pi; Mystic 
Club; Cheerleader; Homecoming Court. 
MARTHA FRYE, Senior; English and 
History; Y.W.C.A., Secretary; Library 
Science Club; Warner Fellowship; 
Kappa Delta Pi. 
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LYNN CRAWFORD, Senior; Speech 
and Dramatic Arts and English; 
CWENS, Secretary; Literary Arts Clu?, 
President; Morehead Players; ForenSIC 
Union; Cosmopolitan Club; Kappa Del-
ta Pi; Newman Club, President; Best 
Actress, 1960-61; Freshman Class P~esi­
dent; Debate; Oral InterpretatIOn; 
Speech Choir; Les Courants Award. 
WARREN A. GAST, Senior; Biology; 
Sophomore Class, Vice President; Cam-
pus Club; Cosmopolitan Club; Foot-
ball Team, Captain; Intramurals. 
ROBERT FRALEY, Senior; Area in 
Business Administration; Kappa Mu, 
President; Circle K, President; Student 
Council Vice President; Senior Class, 
Treasurer; Men's Honor Society, Treas-
urer; Collegiate Knights; Council 
of' Presidents; Honors Program; 
Wesley Club; Committee on Curricu-
lum and ' Instruction; Winner, Henry 
Clay Oratorical Contest. 
whb's 
EMMA LOU GULLETT, Senior; Area 
in Commerce; Honors Program; Kappa 
Mu, Vice President; Kappa Delta Pi; 
Committee on Curriculum and Instruc-
tion; CWENS, President; Junior Class, 
Treasurer. 
r 
JOE HINKLE, graduate; Principal-
ship; Campus Club; SNEA; Beta Chi 
Gamma_ 
Who 
GARNETTA MAGGARD, Senior; His-
tory; CWENS; Forensic Union; Liter-
',ry Arts_ 
KAY IRVIN, Senior; English; Student 
Council; Council of Presidents; Presi-
dent of Fields Hall Dormitory Council; 
CWENS, Vice President; Literary Arts 
Club Treasurer - SNEA; Kappa Delta 
Pi; , Choral Reading; Cosmopolitan 
Club; Morehead Players; WRA; Secre-
tary of Allie Young Dormitory CounciL 
SANDRA MILLER, Senior; Elementary 
Education; Baptist Student Union; 
Cosmopolitan Club; Raconteur Staff_ 
RICHARD KANDIK, Senior; Biology 
and History; Campus Club; Newman 
Club; Mystic Club; Baseball Team_ 
SANDRA J_ NYILAS, Senior; Business 
Administration; Kappa Mu, Treasurer; 
Mystic Club, Secretary; CWENS; Lit-




DUANA OLSON, Senior, Physical Edu-
cation and Biology; Diving Eagles, Sec-
retary; Morehead Players; WRA; Sig-
ma Delta; Homecoming Queen's Court; 
Vet's Club Queen's Court. 
NANCY ROBERTS, Senior; Heme 
Economics; Home Economics Club, 
President and Reporter; Wesley Club; 
WRA; Council of Presidents; Cosmo· 
politan Club, Secretary; CWENS; 
Chairman of Better Dress Week; Fields 
Hall Dormitory Council. 
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WANDA H. PEACE, Senior; Political 
Science and History; Homecoming 
Queen; Mountain Laurel Representa-
tive; Most Attractive; Cosmopolitan 
Club, Vice President; Honors Program; 
Sophomore Class, Secretary; Student 
Council, Secretary; Trail Blazer Staff. 
RICHARD L. ROBINSON, Senior; Bi-
ology and Physical Education; Sigma 
Delta; Cosmopolitan Club; Campus 
Club; Council of Presidents; Mystic 
Club; President of Sophomore and 
Junior Class; President, Student Coun-
cil; First Place Intramural Champion-
ship Trophy; Captain of Swim Team; 
Cross-Country; Student Affairs Commit-
tee; Intramural Sports. 
CHARLES RICHARDSON, Senior; 
Area in Social Science; Mystic Club; 
Warner Fellowship, Pres.; Les Cour-
ants; Men's Hon. Soc., Pres.; Kappa 
Delta Pi; Circle K; Stud. Council, V. 
P.; Jr. Class, V. P.; Cosmopolitan Club; 
Fashion Chmn., Better Dress Week; 
Team Statistician, Football, Basketball. 
THOMAS S. ROBINSON, Senior; In-
dustrial Arts and Physical Education; 
Campus Club; Cosmopolitan Club; 
Council of President; Most Attractive; 
Intramural Trophy; Raconteur Staff. 
ANITA ROSE, Senior; Biology and 
Commerce; CWENS; Kappa Mu_ 
BERNIECE ROGERS VIRGIN, Senior; 
Elementary Education; SNEA; Kappa 
Delta Pi; CWENS; Honors Program_ 
JAMES MARTIN SMILEY, Senior; 
Business Administration; North Men's 
Hall Dormitory Council, Treasurer and 
Vice Chairman; Open Forum Club, 
Treasurer; Kappa Mu; Alumni Schol-
arship_ 
TERRY WICKE;R, Senior; Mathematics 
and Accounting; Cosmopolitan Club; 
Mu Phi; Kappa Mu; Collegiate 
Knights; Men's Honor Society; Hon-
ors Program. 
BETTY MAYS TODD, Senior; Area in 
Home Economics; Home Economics 
Club, Historian; Mystic Club; Cheer-
leader; CWENS, Ri tual Chairman_ 
PATRICIA CAUDILL TUCKER, Sen-
ior; Area in Home Economics; Cheer-
leader; Mystic Club; Home Economics 
Club, President; Homecoming Court; 
Council of Presidents; CWENS; Hon-
ors Program; Student Council; Vet's 
Club Queen's Court. 
EDSON JAMES YETTER, Senior; 
Music and Commerce; Phi Mu Alpha, 
Secretary-Treasurer, Vice President; 
Les Courants; Cosmopolitan Club; 
SMENC 
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John E. Adams 
History and Political 
Science 
Wanda Day 
Social Science Area 
Anna Jean Gayhart 





Emma Lou Gullett 
Commerce Area 
Shirley Bishop 










History, English, Latin 
The honors program provides gifted students with 
the opportunity of experiencing higher intellectual chal-
lenges_ Students in the group are allowed to take any ad-
ditional classes which they desire and may work at an 
accelerated pace_ 
Students were chosen to participate in the honors pro-
gram by a faculty committee after consideration of high 
school transcripts, entrance examinations and academic 









Speech, Drama and 
Philosophy 
l Gary Hayes 
Pre-Medicine 
Wanda Peace 
History and Political 
Science 
J ames Thomas 
Pre-Medicine 
Georgia McIntyre 
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Homecoming Approaches 
As Homecoming approaches, the students' temperatures 
begin to rise to a fever pitch as they prepare for the big 
weekend ahead. 
The ever tiring task of designing and building floats begins 
many days ahead as the classes and organi21ations vie for first 
place in the float judging contest. The queen candidates are 
presented to the student body and each student chooses the 
beauty of his liking. The Fieldhouse is decorated by members 
of the Mystic Club and finally the big weekend arrives. 
Candidates for Homecoming Queen are presented to the student 
body by Student Council President Dick Robinson. 
Queen candidates Barbara Brown 
and Thelma Barker cast their vote 
for ... 
Members of the Warner Fellowship prepare what 
proves to be the winning float. 
Members of the Mystic Club spent many long 
hours decorating the Fieldhouse for the big 
dance. 
Float Judging Comes, and ... 
Warner Fellowship was awarded first place in the parade for the 
second straight year with their replica of Kentucky's Floral Clock. 
The Winners Are Announced. 
Student NEA constructed the float which won third place. Its 
theme was "Our Year To Sink Murray." 
The 120 piece marching band led the mam-
moth parade of student floats and the beautiful 
queen's float along its appointed route. During 
the parade the floats were judged for the originality 
of their theme, and also for neatness and attractive-
ness. 
Second place in the float contest went to the float built by 
~he Sop~omore Class. The theme of their float was "Morehead 
IS Tops. 
Homecoming Queen Sandra Howell grace-
fully rides the float especially prepared for 
her. 
• • • 
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Sandra Howell, popular Morehead State College Sophomore, 
reigned as Queen of the 1961-62 Homecoming_ A nineteen-year-
old, 5' -6", blue-eyed blond, she is a music major from Haleyville, 
Alabama. 
Her many activities include the concert band, college chorus 
and majorette. Her talent at sewing was displayed in the lovely 
gown which she fashioned and wore as Homecoming Queen. 
Sandra, who has a 3.7 standing, proved to be a beautiful, 
talented and intelligent Queen. 

Queen's 
Barbara Allen Thelma Barker 
Barbara Brown 
Sharon Bush 
t L ______________ ~~~_~ __ ,~~ __ .~_,~_=~~_~~~~ .• _~_~~~~ ____ . ___ ~~=_ ______________________________ _ 
Court 
Janice Coomer Sue Evans 
Christie Lepper 
Linda Marshall Bonnie Olson 
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Dr. and Mrs. Doran pose with Sandra 
Howell, Morehead's lovely Queen. 
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Game, Dance, End 
Homecoming means more than the excitement of football or the chilly rush 
of winter. 
Weeks before Homecoming Weekend ambitious students begin to trans-
form platforms of wood and chicken wire, tissue and tape, into those fantasies 
on wheels; beautiful floats. 
Howard Murphy breaks around right end III the exciting homecoming game 
against Murray. 
A tradition was begun in 1961-62 by the Col-
legiate Knights as a replica of Morehead's Eagle 
was on the field with the cheerleaders. 
Big Weekend. 
The game and dance climaxed the big weekend. During 
half-time activities the band entertained, the queen was pre-
sented and the weeks and days of student labor paid rich 
dividends in crowd applause and awards. The' dance fol-
lowed and HOMECOMING at Morehead was complete. 
Lee Castle 
Conductor and Star of the 
Jimmy Dorsey Orchestra. 
Letti Luce was the featured vocalist 
with the Dorsey Orchestra. 
The Jimmy Dorsey Orchestra, under the direction of Lee Castle, per-
formed at the Homecoming dance. 
Queen Sandra Howell and her escort Paul West 
seemed to enjoy the dance. 
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Wally Justice, Morehead State College twirler, added 
to the half time activities while the mass bands pro-
vided the music. 
Band Day 
Ashland High School majorettes led the chorus of several hundred high 
school twirlers. 
On Band Day some 25 high school bands from 
Kentucky, Ohio and West Virginia performed at the 
Morehead-East Tennessee game. 
Individual renditions were given by the bands dur-
ing pre-game ceremonies and a mass formation filled 
the field at half time. 
Morehead State College band director Fred Marzan directs the musi-
cians ... 
. . _ while the majorettes stepped high. 
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"8 . ee How 
Lionel (J. B. Hall) vicar of the parish discovers Miss Skillon 
(Sylvia Horton) his loyal church woman intoxicated and appeals 
to Ida (Marcey Caudill), the maid, for information about her 
condition. 
They Run" 
The Morehead Theatre opened its Fall season 
with Phillip King's "See How They Run." The 
three act farce provided the best in comedy and en-
tertainment for the 1961 season. Mary L. Smith 
directed the production and Jerry Bingham was 
technical director. 
The Russian Spy (Josh Lovelace) gives Lionel 
(J. B. Hall) a slight tap on the head with a 
poker so that he' can steal Lionel's clothes and es-
cape from the inspector. "Tavarish, I vanJ: your 
clothes." 
Penelope (Jonnie Conkel) and Clive 
(Don Combs) .attempt to hide Miss Skil-
Ion (Sylvia Horton) before Penelope's 
husband, the vicar, returns to the vicar-
age. 
Humphrey (Louis Cowen) arrives at 
the Vicarage and is warmly welcomed by 
Penelope (Jonnie Conkel). "Please take 
off your wraps, little man, and make 




Bat Cave, Carter Caves State Park. 
Santa Gertrudis cattle, the only true American breed of 
cattle, was seen at King Ranch in Lexington. 
Elk Lick Falls near Richmond, Kentucky. 
J(entucky Field Problems 
Kentucky Field Problems is a class organized to study the geographic 
formations of Kentucky and to gain a deeper insight into their causes. 
In studying the natural strata of the state the group took three week-
end field trips· to various parts of Kentucky. In their travels the class 
visited such historic sites as Cumberland Gap, Cumberland Falls, Lake 
Cumberland, Pine Mountain, Carter Caves, Fort Harrod, Breaks of the 
Sandy, Darby Dan Farms, King Ranch and the Bluegrass. 
Under the direction of John Gartin the class traveled more than 1200 
miles viewing four geographic regions. 
The class saw Kentucky Derby winner, Swaps, while visiting 
the Darby Dan Farms in Lexington. 
N ada Tunnel, an old logger tunnel , was seen 
between the Middle and North Fork of Red 
River. 
Annual Yearbook Seminar 
Over 150 high school students participated in the sec-
ond annual yearbook seminar. 
Yearbook staff members and sponsors from 30 high 
schools attended the seminar which featured discussions on 
"Financing and Planning a Yearbook," "Building a Better 
Yearbo<;>k," "Developing a Theme," "Special Promotions," 
and "Financing a Yearbook Without Advertising." 
Concluding the seminar was a panel discussion which 
featured experts in yearbook production. 
Gordon Caldwell of Taylor Pub-
lishing Company led a group dis-
cussion on staff organization. 
A panel of high school advisors related their experiences and gave 
advice on the production of a better yearbook. The panel mem-
bers were: Numia Lee Fouts, Russell; Katherine White, Louisa; 
Mary McClafferty, Paintsville, and Joan Anderson, Boone County. 
Perry Ashley, sponsor of the University of 
Kentucky yearbook, led a roundtable dis-
cussion on copy and cutlines. 
John Mullany, Pogue Portrait Studios, Cincinnati, 





Writer and Poet, Robert Hazel, presented his book to English Pro-
fessor Al Stewart. Hazel's book of origin1!1 poetry was the first publi-
cation of the Morehead State College Press. 
The fall Civic Celebrity Series brought 
Eddie Condon and his Jazz All Stars to 
the campus. 
Robert Page, Director of Choral Activities 
at Temple University, conducted the annual 
I 58 Choral Clinic. 
Cultural Activities 
An important segment of college life revolves 
around activities outside the classroom, library 
and laboratory. 
A varied program of concerts, lectures, stage 
productions, art exhibits, seminars, dances and 
parties provide an atmosphere conducive to cul-
tural growth. 
Jim Anderson, instructor of art, presented a one-man exhibit 
during the fall semester. 
Page directed the mass group of choral students in a vocal panorama. 
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Congressional Hearing 
The Honorable Carl D. Perkins, Kentucky Representative from 
the 7th Congressional District, brought four fellow Congressmen to 
the Morehead campus in February for a rare "grass roots" Con-
gressional hearing. . 
The five Congressmen heard testimony from people through-
out the 7th District on the need for extended programs in adult 
education. The testimony was used in support of House Bill 10143, 
the "Adult Education Act of 1962," which Perkins introduced in 
Congress. 
Among those people testifying were:, President Adron Doran; 
B. F_ Reed, Chairman of the Eastern Kentucky Regional Planning 
Commission and a member of the Morehead Board of Regents: 
Wendell Butler, State Superintendent of Public Instruction; and 
other leaders and lay people from Kentucky. 
Congressmen participating in the hearing were: Perkins: Car-
roll Kearns, Democrat from Pennsylvania; Roman Pucinski, Demo-
crat from Illinois; Dominick Daniels, Republican from New Jersey 
and Robert Griffin, Republican from Michigan. 
Testimony is being given during the day-long hearing which was 
held in the new classroom building. 
Congressman Roman Pucinski is shown here asking questions dur-
ing the unique hearing. 
President Adron Doran (left) is shown here with: B. F. Reed 
and Congressmen Carl Perkins, Roman Pucinski, Robert Griffin 
Carroll Kearns and Dominick Daniels. 
A large crowd was in attendance at the hearing as people from 




The student teacher's morning begins as he arrIves 
at the school. 
Student Teachers Activities 
Student teaching is taken by all teachers or prospective teachers during 
one of the semesters of the senior year in college. The semester, called 
the Professional Semester, is integrated so that the student's professional 
courses are directly related to his student teaching experience. 
Students alternate in four-week periods, doing student teaching for 
four weeks and going back to classes, observations, reading and writing of 
reports the next four weeks. 
Charles Richardson takes a moment for research 
before his morning of teaching. 
Student teachers, Charles Richardson, Irene Conley, Ted Taylor and 
Wanda Peace, meet in conference with school principal Mr. Boyd. 
Wanda Peace teaches a high school history class. 
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All Around the Stadium ... 
Head majorette, Janice Coomer, changes after twirling 
with fire batons during the half time program. 
The Eagle takes a break just before 
the half·time show begins. 
Who, me? 
The "Big Weapon" was presented by the Mystic Club 
to create more color and enthusiasm at the home football 
games. 
Butch Richardson displayed his talent on the trampoline during 
the half·time festivities. 
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In the imitation of the Today TV program 10sh Lovelace, Wanda Peace 
and 10hnny Hall served as commentators. 
Coming From Class-are Delores Saun-
ders and Bill Coutros. 
Better Dress Week 
Who's The Teacher? Giving reports are part 
of the classroom situation. Tom Robinson 
and Barbara Allen could very well be teach-
ing the ABC's of love. 
During the noon hour students served as informal 
models in the cafeteria. 
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Mike Brown and Thelma Barker talk over a 
class assignment. 
Lounging in comfort 
are Bonnie Olson and 
Karen Hutchinson. 
Each year the President's Council designates a week as BETTER DRESS 
WEEK. Annually Mrs. Adron Doran serves as director of the week's activities. Also 
each year the Today TV program is presented in an assembly program which 
features the students as informal and formal models. The students wear their own 
clothing and are certainly in fashion. 
The evening following the style show a candlelight dinner in the cafeteria was 
held, featuring Mrs. Adron Doran with organ melodies. 
This year's activities included a concert by James Beane and Robert Mumpher 
and an informal dance which closed the eventful week. 
Wanda and Tony pause for a mo-
ment before entering the church. 
Janice Coomer and Allen Smith were dressed 
in style at attend the candlelight dinner. 
Darlene Brady and her escort 
seem to be preparing the final 
touches for the Thanksgiving 
party. 
Jerry Woollard and Caro-
lyn Atkinson were quite 
fashion wise for their Sun-
day afternoon drive. 
Barbara Brown and Jim Edwards 
are prepared, rain or shine. 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~  
.~ 
James Ross Beane and Robert Mumper presented a 
piano and baritone concert. 
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The North Winds Blew . .. 
Nearby streams came alive with winter's first snow. 
Campus scenery was a beautiful sight as the 
cold snow graced the campus. 
MSC was certainly a "Winter Wonderland." 
Anyone for a snowball fight? 
The photographer found snowball fights wherever he 
went. 
Snow-bent trees added to the 
beauty of the campus_ 
.. . and Winter Came. 
r The Happy Season 
December brought the time of year when all the campus 
whispered an air of excitement and things to do. Parties, 
programs, and ideas flew. Groups sang carols and en· 
tertained children while students looked forward to home 
and vacation. The spirit was one of . . . 
Decoration . . . 
The President's home was gaily decorated for the 
Christmas season. 
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Christmas is here. 
Students at Breckinridge decorated their rooms to commemorate the com· 




Mrs. Adron Doran stands proudly beside her door 
decoration. 
Music . .. Students in the first grade at the Training school formed the human 
Christmas tree. 
and Gaiety. 
The snowman seems to be melting in her arms. 
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The Cleveland Playhouse 
During the 1961 season the Cleveland 
Playhouse toured through 45 of the states 
from coast to coast. The group has been 
lauded by the New York Times as being 
America's finest touring repertory theatre. 
Civic Celebrity Series 
The Cleveland Playhouse presented "Arms and the Man," starring Jo Ann Finnell, 
Llynn Sterer, and Richard Oberlin. 
Other members of the cast which performed in "Arms 
and the Man," were Michael McGuire and Sally 
Noble. 
Roscoe Drummond 
Roscoe Drummond, nationally known journalist and syndicated 
columnist, appeared at Morehead during the 1962 winter series. 
"Relate yesterday's facts to today's events to produce tomor-
row's meaning" is a quotation by Drummond that expresses his ap-
proach to reporting the news. 
Frequently referred to as "Mr. Washington Correspondent," 
Drummond had been noted for independent and objective report-
ing throughout his distinguished newspaper career. 
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Roscoe Drummond 
"~po Lctures Ln the Hallway" 
Lynn Crawford was narrator for the production with Louis Cowen, Gary Eldridge, 
Janet Stafford, Haden Hamm and Mary Van Hoose reading the roles in the 
production. 
Mary Van Hoose portrayed the roles of Mrs. Middleton, 
Ella, Alice Boyd, The Nurse, and Daisy Battles in "Pictures 
in the Hallway." 
The Morehead Theatre presented "Pic-
ture in the Hallway" by Jean O'Casey as its sec-
ond major production of the year. The play 
was staged on a bare stage with six actors 
reading the various roles. 
Gary Eldridge read the roles of Archie, Warder, Sec-
ond Man, Mr. Anthony, George Middleton, Surgeon, 
and Ayamonn in the production. 
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A Red Cross nurse took the blood of Marshall Bands while the Bloodmobile was on 
campus. 
Jim Norsworthy served as the only student Bookmobile driver in the state of 
Kentucky. 
Honors Program partICIpants initiated a seminar program 
during the 1961 school year. Members of the panel serv-
ing at the first seminar were: Rosemary Shook, Wanda 
Peace, John Adams, Joseph Stearns, Wanda Day and Anna 
Gayhart. 
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With the winter's actIvItIes 
came rain and snow. 
Whatya mean, no pulse? 
Brent Fry, Sponsor, Gary Bradford, Gerald Hay, Karen Curnutte, Jim Cox, 
Dave Saxon, Jonnie Conkel, and Dave Hutko. Victor Venetozzi absent from 
picture. 
Choral Reading . .. 
and 
Discussion Groups . .. 
John Adams, Gary Eldridge, Allen Bennett, Wade Bailey, Robert Slepian, Richard 
Counts, Larry Dickison and Brent Fry. 
The Debate Team ... 
Members of the Debate Team, Choral Reading and Dis-
cussion Groups have traveled in Texas, Illinois, Ohio and 
Pennsylvania. Approximately 2700 miles were traveled to 
meet teams and speakers from the Eastern, Southern and 
Central United States. 
Morehead State College was the host to the Kentucky 
Intercollegiate Oratorical Association and the Kentucky 
Intercollegiate Forensic Conference. Aside from partici-
pation in debate and discussion, individual events entered 
this year ,pere, Oratory, Oral Interpretation, Extemporan-
eous, After Dinner Speaking and Public Speaking ( a 
speech about a speech). 
Choral Reading was developed for the first time with 
a group of eighteen interested students who participated in 
a Christmas program and prepared speech solo perform-
ances_ 
First row: Janet Stafford, Monva Thorpe, Mavis Montgomery, Donna 
Alexander, Brent Fry, Alice Haney, Jean Ann Woods, Sallie Perry and 
Sandra Fulton. Second row: Sylvia Horton, Harlem Hamm, Kay 
Irvin, Don Combs, Shirley Robertson, Jim Cox and Sue Irvin. 
Are Active on Campus. 
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Winter's Indoor Activities. 
Soon Give Way to . . . 
I I 
172 
Spring, When Hearts 
Turn to Thoughts of . 







The Louisville Orchestra 
The Louisville Orchestra, under the direction of Rob-
ert Whitney, is a classic orchestra of 50 local musicians. 
Since its founding in 1937 the orchestra has gained local, 
national and international prominence through its varied 
activities. 
Since 1948 the orchestra has presented 137 world 
premiere performances and has recorded 98 commissioned 
works, enough to complete 42 LP records on the Louis-
ville Orchestra label. 
In 1957, on the occasion of their 20th anniversary, 
the Louisville Orchestra received a telegram from the 
President of the United States acclaiming it as having 
"won a wide and appreciative audience abroad through its 
performance of commissioned music written by new com-
posers of many countries. Its excellent musicianship and 
fine cooperation have added power and beauty to the 
Voice of America." 
Brigadoon 
The Morehead Theatre's spring produc. 
tion of Lerner and Loew's famous musical, 
"Brigadoon," broke all previous box office 
records for musicals on the campus. The play, 
based on an imaginary Scottish village, was 
directed by Mr. Donald Loughrie and was un· 
der the technical direction of Mr. Orley Holton. 
Jeff (J. B. Hall) discovers the body of Harry Beaton (Wallace Justice) as the search· 
ing party of townspeople, Charlie (John Pfleiger), and Tommy (Josh Lovelace) run 
into the Glenn. 
Fiona (Donna Lohmier) tells the young maidens of Brigadoon about the laddie she plans to 
Marry. Meg (Jonnie Conkel), Angus (John Jested, and Archie (Gary Link) listen as the young 
maidens dream of their laddies. 
Tommy Albright (Josh Lovelace) realizes that he 
doesn't love Jane (Lynn Crawford) when he hears 
the voices of the townspeople calling him back 
to "Brigadoon." 
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HPERA Division Presents Spring Program 
Butch Richardson and Bob Shapirio clown around. 
Each spring the Division of Health, Physical 
Education, Recreation and Athletics presents a pro-
gram of dances, trampoline performances and 
tumbling acts. 
The program is created and produced by mem-
bers of the HPERA Division and features the phys-
ical education students in their many accomplish-
ments. 
Hold it right there . . . 
Vaughn Caudill balances Sue Thompson. 
Athletic Recognition Dinner 
The Athletic Recognition Dinner is sponsored annual-
ly by Morehead State College and the Morehead State Col-
lege Alumni Association. 
Serving as Toastmaster was Jim Thacker, popular 
sportscaster of WSAZ and WSAZ-TV, Huntington, West 
Virginia. 
Honored speaker for the dinner was Bobby Morrow, 
all-time great sprinter of Abilene Christian College, Abi-
lene, Texas. Morrow was the winner of three gold medals 
in the 1956 Olympics at Melbourne, Australia. 
Each year the Morehead State College varsity coaches 
give season highlights and forecast the future for their 
respective teams. 
Bobby Morrow congratulated track coach Earl Bentley on his fine 
record with the M.S.C. track team. Team members Jim Scobee, Jim 
Whitley and Marshall Banks. 
Track Coach Earl Bentley talked with toastmaster Jim Thacker be-
fore the dinner. 
BOBBY MORROW 
Olympic Gold Medal Winner 
Dr. Zadia Herrold, Physical Education Division Chairman; Bobby 
Morrow and Bill Mack, discuss Morrow's Olympic records. 
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Ray Hornback tells seniors about Morehead. 
Director of School Services, Monroe Wicker, and Dean Roger Wilson 
welcome Menifee County Seniors. 
Senior Day 
Each spring the Morehead State College Di-
vision of School Services sponsors two senior days. 
At this time high school seniors from the area 
served by M.S.C. are the honored guests. 
The seniors are greeted by the college adminis-
trators, given information 'about the college, and 
taken on guided tours around the campus. 
The purpose of the annual senior days is to 
give the high school seniors an opportunity to see 
the advantages of continuing their education. 
Seniors register, receive information, and a Trail Blazer. 
Little 500 
The Little 500 is one of the highlights of the Spring 
Semester. It originated in the spring of 1959 under the 
sponsorship of the Campus Club. 
The race, consisting of forty laps around the college 
boulevard, has about forty or fifty participants each year. 
The attraction also offers a girls eight lap preliminary 
before the twenty· mile feature boys relay race. 
Prizes, trophies, checkered flags, pit stops, spin-outs, 
and many of the thrills of racing are present at each 
year's race. 
The First place men's team received prize money from Campus Club President 
Tony Cavallo. Left to right are Vaughn Caudill, Gene Archambeault, and Max 
Calhoun. Hugh Black, missing from picture. 
Just one more lap ... 
The First place girls were presented prize by race chairman 
Dick Robinson. Members of the team were Temple Cope, Bonnie 





Dr. Harlan Hatcher, President of the Univer-
sity of Michigan delivered the 38th annual com-
mencement address to 225 candidates for degrees. 
Dr. Hatcher has served as president of the 
University of Michigan for ten years and is a grad-
uate of the Morehead Normal School. 
He impressed upon the graduates that success 
can only be attained through continued educational 
growth and devotion to God. 
The graduates entertained the thoughts of Dr. Harlan Hatcher in 
anticipation-of receiving their degrees. 
The recelvmg of the Baccalaureate degree was the 
beginning of future successes. 
The graduating seniors took their places in the proces-
sional march for baccalaureate service, led by President 
Doran and Troy R. Eslinger. 
Congratulations 
Good Luck 
Graduate student Bill Day takes advantage of 
the nearby golf course. 
To many, summer school means hard work and 
long hours, while others may see it as a means of 
acquiring those extra credits needed for graduation. But 
summer school is more than work and credits; it is 
a time of meetIng new faces and learning new activities. 
The summer at Morehead is filled with workshops, edu-
cational institutes and fun-filled activities. 
Summer Activities Are Varied 
The campus comes alive each summer when the annual dance institute 
is held. 
Donald Young shows a part of his summer art exhibit. 
This is WMSC-570 on your dial-featuring North Men's Hall residents: Jack 
Wicker, Fred Wetzel, Joe Williams, Jane Wills and Jim Norsworthy as disc-
jockeys. 
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Art Education Workshop 
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The Art Workshop is held annually on the 
M.S.C. campus. It is planned to satisfy the art 
problems of elementary school teachers, high 
school teachers, art teachers, supervisors or any-
one interested in art teaching. 
Each year the Workshop is directed by a 
competent and experienced art educator who 
relates to the participants current trends and 
philosophies in art. 
Betty Marzan does a tin foil sculpture. 
Many new and motivating art experiences are learned in the summer workshop. 
Art projects for the 
elementary school. 
Flo Bottari, instructor of the Art Workshop, assists 
one of her students. 
Workshop participants examine examples of reforesta-
tion. 
The Morehead State College Resource and 
Conservation Workshop is held annually on c~m­
pus. Under the direction of Donald Martin, the 
major problems of Eastern Kentucky directly asso-
ciated with the use of natural resources and con-
servation are studied. 
The workshop is conducted through the joint 
facilities of the Agriculture, Biology, Education, 
Geography, and Geology Departments. 
Conservation Workshop 
The natural beauty of the state is studied at Broke-Leg Falls. 
A workshop discussion of conservation problems is held during 
one of the field trips. 
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Ada (Mavis Stacy) tells 
Mrs. Haggett (Linda Tack· 
ett) and Dr- Haggett (Joe 
Stearns) how she is going 
to take one of the valua· 
ble paintings for her own. 
The Late Christopher Bean 
"The Late Christopher Bean," Sidney 
Howard's famous comedy, opened the sum· 
mer season of the Morehead Theatre. 
The play was presented by members 
of the drama department and was staged 
by Mr. Donald Loughrie. Mr. Donald HoI· 
loway was technical director. 
Abby (Lynn Crawford) watches as Warren (Nathan Capehart) brings her trunk containing seven paint· 
ings worth thousands of dollars into the living room of Dr- Haggett (Joe Stearns) and Mrs. Haggett 
(Linda Tackett). 
Tallant (Josh Lovelace) asks Mr. Rosen 
(Louis Cowan) if he intends to join the 
ring of forgers and assist he and Dr. 
Haggett in getting the valuable paintings. 
Two members of the club renew memories of past 





Annually the Morehead Nor-
mal School Club meets on the 
Morehead State College campus. 
The school was established in 1887 
and was continued until 1922. 
Each year the graduates of MNS 
return to the home of their col-
lege memories. 
Remember when ... 
Mrs. Ruth Lappin -presented the Morehead Normal School Exhibit 
to members of the society. 
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Lying in the center of the picture are the remains of small cages 
for wild turkeys used by the Indians for their feathers. In the right 
background is a large stone-faced pyramid with a stairway. 
During the past three years vast field researches at Casas Grandes, 
Chihuahua, Mexico, have been carried out jointly by the Mexican 
government and the Dragoon Foundation of Dragoon, Arizona . The 
ruins are those of a prehistoric city inhabited by American Indians 
about seven hundred years ago and then suddenly abandoned. During 
the intervening centuries many of the structures collapsed and were 
covered over with earth and sand blown by desert winds. Although 
nearly one-half of the entire city still remains un excavated, sufficient 
information has now been obtained to permit study of this great cultural 
center of times long past. During past summers Dr. Henry Carey of the 
college sociology department has participated in this and other related 
field investigations on ancient and modern peoples and cultures of 
northwestern Mexico and the American southwest. 
Casas Grandes 
A fireplace in the remains 
of a room. The depression 
near the wall was for the 
fire, the circular one for 
holding upright the round-
bottomed, handmade, pot-
tery cooking vessels. 
Chihuahua, Mexico 
A deep well excavated 
during the 1961 season. 
An inclined stairway from 
lower floors permitted the 
Indians to descend to the 
water level some fifty feet 
below. 
A stone stairway leading toward a room used by the 
Indians to "purify" themselves by steam baths. 
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Remain.s of ~ ball court on the northern edge of 
the anCIent CIty where Indians played a game simi-
lar to our basketball. The court walls were former-
ly much higher than now. 
A part of the remains of the ancient living 
quarters were .slab covered conduits for 
carrying water underneath floors of many 
of the rooms. Dr. Carey stands at the edge 
of one of these. 
Writer' s Workshop 
The Writer's Workshop is held' 
annually on the M.S.C. campus. 
The workshop is designed for 
performing two important functions: 
(1) stimulation and direction for the 
writer, and (2) understanding of the 
written forms of the creative imag-
ination for the interested person. 
For the writer, and teacher of 
writing or literature, it provides two 
weeks of intensive activity under the 
direction of a staff of professional 
writers and teachers. 
Mr. Albert Stewart leads an Interested group of writers and teachers in a discussion of 
writing styles. 
The Dance Institute 
The annual Dance Institute at-
tracted people from all over the 
United States. 
This year's group was led by 
Shirley Durham of Louisville. Miss 
Durham led the institute in a study 
of folk and square dances through a 
two week period of fun and laugh-
ter. 
The institute has grown into one 




A serious moment .. _ 
Marshall [zen 
Marshall Izen, pianist and humorist, pleased the Button 
Auditorium audience with his varied program from 
Chop-Sticks to Schubert and Brahms_ Izen has been 
highly praised by New York, Chicago, Washington 
and Cleveland newspapers_ His unique musi-
cal and satiric talents first received 
recognition in several New York sup-
per clubs_ His many appearances on 
television have included the 
Ed Sullivan and Steve Al-
len shows. Mr. Izen 
studied music at 
the J uilliard 
School of 
Music. 
The Wat.ermelon Feast 
Each summer the college sponsors a water-
melon feast for the students and faculty members. 
At this year's feast 2,800 pounds of water-
melon were consumed in less than two hours. 
The feast is held on the lawn of Fields Hall 
and is looked forward to by all. 
along with a dramatic one. 
Darrell and Carol Carte take time out from their 
studies to enjoy the watermelon feast. 
Dean Wilson annually serves watermelon to the stu-
dents and faculty. 
Donald Holloway, dramatics instructor, uses educational television to demon-
strate the techniques of stage make-up. 
The American Book Company exhibited one of the many book displays in 
the Doran Student House. 
Commuters Justin Trout and Clyde Lafferty find a home while on campus. 
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Ladies Ln Retirement 
"Ladies in Retirement," by Den· 
ham and Percy was the second major 
production of the Morehead Theatre's 
summer season. Morelfead State Col· 
lege students took part in the produc· 
tion of the play which was directed 
by Donald Holloway. Donald Lough. 
rie was technical director of the pro· 
duction. 
Sister Theresa (Minerva Brown) tells Ellen (Betsy Higgins) that the police have 
come to her convent looking for Albert (Noal Oney). 
Louisa (Donna Alexander) and Emily (lonnie Con· 
kel) tell Sister Teresa (Minerva Bowen) about 
their trips to the seashore for shell and wood. Lucy 
(Mary Van Hoose) trys to get Sister Theresa to 
hurry so she won't get caught in the storm. 
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Albert (Noal Oney) and Lucy (Mary Van Hoose) 
attempt to unseal the letter which contains infor· 
mation about the murder of Miss Fiske. 
Annual Music Camp 
Morehead State College band director Fred Marzan directs the high school students in 
one of their daily practices. 
Each year during the month of 
August over 200 high school musi-
cians come to the Morehead campus. 
For one week the students live on 
campus and are given instructions in 
band, majorette and choral fields. 
The Morehead music camp has 
grown to be quite popular with the 
young musicians of the Morehead 
region. 
In an afternoon meeting Bill Svec takes a group to the stadium for practice. 









Cheerleaders Spark Athletic Events 
The leaders of the cheers. 
MARGARET DUNLAP 
Sponsor 
Charlene, Sue Linda, Christie, Thelma and Patty are the pretty 
boosters of Morehead football and basketball teams. 
Allen, a specialist on the trampoline, jumps high in the air. 
and Rallies. 
Front row: Butch Richardson, Jim Norsworthy, and Allen Gordon. Second row: 
Charlene Adkins, Christie Lepper, Patty Clay, Thelma Barker, Linda Marshall and 
Sue Evans. 
Up and over ... 










Offensive Guard Coach 
Bill Mack 
Defensive Back Coach 
Buford Crager 
End Coach 
J ames Billings 
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Navy ___ __ ___ _______ ______ ___________ _____________ ___ 0 
Middle Tennessee ____________________________ 19 
Tennessee Tech ________________________________ 20 
M urra y ____ __________________________________________ 35 
Marshall _______ __ _____________ ____ ____ ________ __ _ 0 
East Tennessee ___________ ______________ _________ 13 
Western ____ ________ ______ ____ _______________ _______ 7 











Hastings scores extra point to put 









Eagles Sink Memphis Navy 58-0 
The Eagles flew past Memphis Navy to post a solid 
58-0 victory in their first gridiron encounter of the season_ 
The Eagles led 37-0 at halftime and went on to easy 
victory with eight men scoring_ 
Eagles torpedo Navy with another T.D. 





Bud Ogden led by a host of blockers. 
Middle Tenn. Edges by Eagles 19-14 
Morehead dropped its first O.V.C. game 
to the Blue Raiders of Middle Tenn. The 
Eagles led for the first three quarters, but the 
Raiders rolled up three touchdowns in the 
fourth quarter. Middle Tenn. scored the de-
cisive touchdown with 24 seconds remaining 
in the game. 
Howard Murphy eludes pursuing tackle. 
Paul West (32) receives pass in the end-zone as Howard Murphy (33) 
blocks_ 
Paul West gains extra yardage for the 
Eagles. 



























Coach Penny gives instructions 
to Pete Swain. 
Team rejoices after Eagles score touchdown. 
Murray Spoils Homecoming 35-28 
Homecoming spirits were dampened as the Eagles 
fell to the Thoroughbreds of Murray 35-28. Morehead 
jumped to a 13-0 lead in the first quarter, but were 
down 14-13 at the half. 
With the score tied 28-28 in the fourth quarter the 
Thoroughbreds recovered a fumble in the Morehead 
end-zone to post a 35-28 victory. 
Murphy gains additional ground for Eagles. 
Wessel stopped after long gain. 
4th Quarter Surge by TPI 
Spills Eagles 20-16 
A tremendous fourth quarter surge by the Tenn. 
Tech Golden Eagles surprised the fighting Morehead 
eleven as they pushed across two T.D.'s against a 
stubborn defense. 
Morehead touchdowns were scored via the air as 
Mike Brown passed to Paul West. Jim Hastings added 
three more points with a third quarter field goal. 
Coach Penny shouts instructions 
from the bench. 
Campbell gains ground 
for Eagles. 
Morehead Battles to Muddy Tie 
at Marshall, 0-0 
The Hapless Eagles traveled to Marshall University 
in search of their second victory of the long season. Play. 
ing in a sea of mud Howard Murphy gained 65 yards to 
dominate the Eagles offensive attack. 
Outstanding defensive efforts were shown by Jim 
Keenan, Ernie DeCorley, Billy Mitchell and Tony Gast. 
Eagles lose ground. 
Paul West grabs muddy ball 





























East Tennessee Skims by 
Eagles 13-12. 
Sophomore Howard Murphy racked up 139 
yards on the ground for an average of 13 yards' per 
carry and scored two touchdowns, but the Eagles 
lost to East Tennessee 13-12 at Johnson City, 
Tennessee. Pete Swain also sparkled in defeat, as 
the senior halfback romped 73 yards in 8 carries. 
Eagles take the field. 
Howard Murphy finds open space and picks up yardage. 
Western's First Quarter Score 
Nips Morehead 7-0. 
Western State College homecoming fans 
saw the Hilltoppers carve out a first period 
T.D. and make it stick as they defeated M.S.C. 
7-0. 
Howard Murphy gained 68 of Morehead's 
76 yds. rushing in a hard-fought defensive 
battle. 
Eagles' defense holds again. 
Maroons Bump Morehead 13-0, 
Win "Hawg Rifle." 
M.S.C. lost the "Hawg Rifle," a relic symbolic 
of the ancient rivalry, in a hard.fought game at 
Morehead on November II. 
With ace quarterback Mike Bro,,:,"n injured, 
the Eagles were handicapped by inexperience. Jim 
Hastings gained 56 yds. for the Eagles while Frosh 
ends Richard Pare and Jack Smith showed great 
promise for the M.S.C. future. 
Eagles fumble . . . Eastern recovers. 
Luca& and Murphy cover pass receiver. 
Paul West stops Maroon re-
ceiver. 

























The Morehead State College Eagles finished the 1961-
62 season with a 14-8 over-all record and a 7-5 conference 
record. 
Coach Bobby Laughlin, in his ninth year at the More-
head helm, guided the Eagles to tie for the second place 
seat in the OVC conference. 
Laughlin and his hard working staff and team were 
beset by many disappointing moments during the 1961-62 
season. 
Coaching is not an easy task. It involves recruit-
ing, drilling, training, and instructing along with worry, 
anxiety, heartaches and gladness. To be successful a coach 
must be able to bring the talent he needs into the college 
and then develop that talent into a precision machine. 
The coach worries about the welfare, health and 
scholastic endeavors of his charges. He worries about 
schedules, transportation, diets, housing and the alumni. 
The mounting tension as a game gets close, the anxiety 
to come out on top, the heartache of losing and the gladness 
and feeling of satisfaction of winning are all part of coach-
ing. 
The 
First row: Steve Hamilton, Bobby Laughlin, Bert Greene, William Thompson, Roy Ware, Granville Williams and Rex Chaney. 










A 5' 11" product of Hindman High, Granville Williams 
IS one of the finest shooters ever turned out in basketball 
rich Eastern Kentucky. Williams, who follows in a fine 
tradition of outstanding Morehead guards, has amazed fans 
for three years with his deadly two·handed set shots and 
uncanny wrong·foot jumpers. 
Williams, whose roundball career at Morehead can 
be . described only in superlatives, was a first team all 
OVC performer for two consecutive seasons. Granny 
consistently led the Ohio Valley Conference in free throw 
percentage and average points scored during the season. 
A senior, claiming Dwarf, Kentucky, as his hometown, 
"Granny" has compiled a 20 point plus average in his 
three years as an Eagle. 
Williams most impressive performance of the season, 
and perhaps of his career, came against Miami University 
as he tallied 48 points on 22 of 33 field goals and 4 free 
throws. 






Honorable Mention All-American 




Where was the referee on this play? 
Ed Noe, a 6' 8" semor hailing from Mt. Clements, 
Michigan, is one of Coach Laughlin's most dependable 
charges. N oe adds tremendous rebound strength to the 
Morehead basketeers while he is quite accurate with his 
soft hook and one-handed jump shots. Big Ed led the 
team in rebounds his sophomore year and finished in sec-
ond place his junior year. A member of the All-OVC 
squad his junior year Ed has been outstanding as the 
Eagle pivot man for three years. 
Ed set an individual high rebounding record this year 
by pulling down 26 against Anderson College of Indiana. 












A towering 6' 9", 220 pounder junior, Norman Pokley 
IS t/:le Eagle's leading rebounder for the second straight 
year. 
Exhibiting tremendous strength, "Poke" is almost im-
possible to stop underneath the boards. His top in-
dividual performance came against Miami, as he snared 
26 rebounds and scored 22 points. 
A native of Warren, Michigan, Norm is expected to 
be a factor in Morehead's plans for next season. 





Norm ties up an East Tennessee player. 
William Thompson 
Thompson goes in for a layup against Mar-
shall University. 
A promising soph from Ash-
ville, Ohio, Bob Hoover served as an 
alternate starter on this year's Eagle 
Contingent. 
A 6' 4" dynamo with tremendous 
desire, Bob is a fine prospect for 
future hardwood action. Hoover's 21 
markers against Union represent his 





"Seeburg," as he is called by 
his teammates, is the third in line 
among the Thompson brothers to 
play for the Eagles. 
A regular for most of the 
season, the 5' 11" Stockdale, Ohio, 
junior hits a one·hand jumper 
with deadly accuracy. 
Thompson's top individual ef-
fort came against Western Ken-





A hustling 6' 5" junior from 
Amelia, Ohio, Tom Ellis has 
proved to be an outstanding lead-
er in the Eagles fast break. 
The possessor of tremendous 
speed and agility for a man of 
his size, Ellis can often be spotted 
as the first man down the floor on 
the fast break. 
A left-hander, Ellis fires a 
fine one-hander from the side and 
drives the base-line with equal suc-
cess. 
John Gibson 
John shoots one-hand jumper. 
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Tom Ellis 
J unior- Forward 
John Gibson 
J unior- Forward 
Tom Ellis 
Red Ellis fires for two points from underneath. 
John Gibson, a hustling forward, 
was used during the 1961-62 season 
in both starting and relief roles. 
The 6' 5" juniQr from Prestons-
burg, pitched in 14 markers against 
Villa Madonna for his season high. 
Gibson's tremendous rebounding 
ability makes him a valuable asset 
to the Eagle cause. 
Roy Ware 
Roy prepares to shoot a free throw. 
A former all·stater at Breathitt 
County, Cecil Clair played the guard posi-
tion in both starting and relief roles. 
His individual high for the season came 
against Middle Tennessee when he tossed 
in 11 points. 
A 6' 4" sophomore guard, Cecil uses 






A former stand-out guard at Camargo 
High, Roy Ware has turned into a valuable 
relief man for the Eagles. 
Ware's soft one-handers and deadly 
accuracy from the gratis line tag him as a . 
fine future prospect. 
A 19 point performance against 
Marshall represents Roy's top scoring en-
deavor for the 1961-62 season. 
Cecil Clair 
Cecil Clair eludes Eastern defender. 
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Tom Hamilton 
After a year's layoff, .6' 6" senior 
Tom Hamilton returned to the More-
head squad and proved himself a val-
uable relief man. 
A native of Charlestown, Indiana, 
Tom demonstrated his talents most 
adequately against Ohio University as 
he contributed 12 points to the Eagle's 
cause. 
Great jumping ability makes Tom 






The possessor of a deadly one-hander which 
he often fires on the run, junior guard Bert Greene 
is a former schoolboy all-stater from Olive Hill. 
Bert's high output for the season came in New 
Orleans against Loyola when he contributed 14 




A native of Sandy Hook, by way 
of Lindsey Wilson Junior College, Bob 
Rice saw only limited action in his 
first year as an Eagle. 
A 6' 5" junior, Bob utilizes his 
tremendous jumping ability and a soft 
one-hander to loom as an important 
asset to next year's Eagle crew. 
Bob Rice 
Junior-Forward 
Ellis jumps to block Murray forward. 
The Eagles' strong rebounders were up to grab the 
ball. 
Tom "Mouse" Hamilton fires a bounce pass. 
Cage 
Capers 
Noe goes high in the air for a rebound. 
















Own Team Totals 
Individual Highs 
Total Points (1 game) 
Field Goals (1 game) 
Free Throws (1 game) 















Own Team Highs (Offense) 
Berea-50 Field Goals 
Tenn. Tech-35 Free Throws 



































FTA-FTM Avg. Rebounds 
160-138 86.3 93 
97- 58 59.8 244 
114- 62 54.3 300 
35- 27 77.1 49 
52- 37 71.2 73 
42- 36 85.7 46 
8- 5 62.5 7 
37- 26 70.3 46 
21- 12 57.1 92 
9- 5 55.6 41 
15- 12 80.0 32 
7- 3 42.9 14 










































Field Goals-Berea 19 
































Anderson (Indiana) ________ __________ ______________ 74 
Miami (Florida) ___ _____ ___ ___ ________________ __ ___ 81 
Berea (Kentucky ) _______ __________ ______ __ ____ 57 
Ohio University ________________ 60 
*Tennessee Tech _______________ __________ ________ ___ ___ 63 
Villa Madonna ___ ______ _____ _______________________ ___ 85 
~-East Tennessee _____ ______ _____ ________ _____ ___________ 67 
*Tennessee Tech ________________________ _____ __ __ _______ 69 
*Western Kentucky _____________________ _____ __________ 80 
* M urra y __ ______ _________ ___ __________ __________________________ 72 













* O.V.c. Games 
21 4 
Union _______ __ ___ _ ____________ __ ______________ ____ 61 
*Eastern Kentucky _____________________________ ______ _ 93 
*East Tennessee ___ ______________ ____________________ ___ 67 
Ohio University ______ _______ ___ __ ______ ___ ____ _________ 87 
*Middle Tennessee ___ __________ _____________ __________ 72 
* M urr a y ________ ____ _____ __ __ __ _______________ _____________ __ ___ 66 
~·Western Kentucky _____________ ___ ____________________ 77 
Marshall University ____________ ___________ ______ ___ __ 75 
Loyola (Louisiana) __________________________________ .79 
Marshall University ______________ __ ______ ____________ 69 
*Eastern Kentucky ____________________ ________________ 68 
~ 
Front row: Dennis Doyle, Harold Sargeant, Robert Smith and Bob VanCleave. 
Second row: Larry Stevens, Rick Dubois, Dave VanMeter, Acie Vest and Jerry Shunk. 
Leading scorer of the Freshman team was 
Herold Sergeant who compiled a scoring 
average 'of 34 points per game to set a 
newall-time freshman scoring record. 
Freshman Basketball' 
SEASON RECORD 
Morehead 83 Cumberland Fr. 
Morehead 87 Xavier Fr. 
Morehead 79 Winchester A.A.V. 
Morehead 75 Villa Madonna Fr. 
MQrehead 73 Eastern Fr. 
Morehead 68 Lee's Jr. College 
Morehead 93 Winchester A.A.V. 
Morehead 86 Lexington W.M.C.A. 
Morehead 89 Villa Madonna Fr. 
Morehead 78 Xavier Fr. 
Morehead 89 Cumberland Fr. 
Morehead 83 V. of Cincinnati Fr. 
Morehead 85 Eastern Fr. 
Morehead 87 Winchester A.A.V. 
Morehead 70 Marshall Fr. 
*Morehead 2 Lee's Jr. College 



















Leading the team at the other guard 
position was Dennis Doyle an out-








Bob Morton strains every muscle to win the high hurdles. 
Jim Scobee broad jumps 
Track 
The Morehead State College thin clads 
finished the season with an outstanding 
7·2 won-lost record. 
The Eagles capped their record break-
ing season with a fourth place finish in 
the Ohio Valley Conference meet. 
In the OVC meet Richard Fletcher 
broke his own record of 193-6 in the java-
lin by sailing the missile 202-5, bettering 
his old mark by almost nine feet. Later in 
the meet Marshall Banks set a new mark 
in the 220 yard dash as he sped to a record 
time of 21.9. 
The following day Howard Murphy 
tied the OVC 100 yard dash record, with 
a time of :9.7. 
The most outstanding accomplishment 
of the M.S.C. thinclads came as they de-
feated Cincinnati University by an over-
whelming score of 97-34. 
Jim Whiteley finishes number one in the two mile 
run. 
SEASON RECORD 











__ _________ 103 
__ ______________ 95 
__ 93 
__ _______ _____ 87 
90 
__________ _ 61 
________________ 34 
----____ ____ 97 
Bellarmine ____________________ 25 
Winora ________ ___ ________________ 31 
Louisville _____ __________ 28 
Marshall ____________ 36 
Union ________ _____________________ 38 
Georgetown ________ __ 44 
Georgetown 41 
Kentucky State 70 
Central State __ _____ __________ 91 
Cincinnati U. __ 34 
- Outstanding Team Accomplishments-
The Mile Relay team broke the school 
record with a run of 3 :28. 
The Eagles 880 Relay team did not 
lose a meet the entire season. 
Mouse gives shot a mighty heave. 








First row: Eldon Secrest, Jack Rader, Bob Honstead, Lloyd McCleese, Larry Wright, Stan Morgan, Ray Allen, Bill Simms and Tom Ellis. Second row: 
Henry Schutte, Pete Gray, Milt Hamilton, Doug Stamper, Tom Callihan, Dave Welch, Leston Stewart, Ken Maggard, Danny Goble, Richard Green, and 
Coach Rex Chaney. 
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o. V.C. Eastern Division Co-Champions ' 
The Morehead baseball team experienced one of its most successful seasons 
during the 1961 campaign. The ~eam completed its season with a record of 12 
wins and 9 losses. 
The Eagles placed three of its outstanding players on the all-OVe Eastern 
Division team. Three other members of the squad received honorable mention on 
the ove team. 




Chosen to NCAA Helms All-





Team's Leading Hitter 
Second in the League 
in hitting. 
Second in the Nation 
in hitting. 
Morehead ________________________________ ____ 0 
Morehead ________________________________ 11 
Morehead ____________________________________ 2 
Morehead ____________________________________ 4 
Morehead __________________________________ 14 
Morehead ____________________________________ 9 
Morehead ____________________________________ 6 
* Morehead __________________________________ 2-6 
Morehead ____________________________________ 3 
Morehead ________________________ ____________ 9 
*Morehead __________________________________ 6-4 
Morehead __________________________________ 10 
·"Morehead ______________________________ 5-lI 
* Morehead __________________________________ 3-3 
* Morehead ________________________________ 17-4 
Morehead ____________________________________ 1 
Morehead ____________________________________ 5 
*Denotes OCV Game 
University of Kentucky ________________________________ 12 
Rio Grande __________________________________________ __ 3 
Jacksonville State __________________________________________ 3 
Howard ________ _____ ________ __________________________ ____________ 12 
Howard ____________________ __________________________________________ 9 
Kentucky State ________________________________________________ 5 
Marshall __________________________________________________________ 5 
Eastern Kentucky ________ ________________________________ 3-4 
Rio G rande ________ ____________________________________________ __ 4 
Marshall ________________________________________________________ __ 9 
East Tennessee ______________________ , __________________ _____ 8-3 
Cumberland ________ _____ , _____________________________________ . 6 
V ilIa Madonna ____ ___________________________________ 1-5 
East Tennessee ________________________________________ 9-2 
Eastern Kentucky ________________________________________ 6-2 
Ohio U niversity ________________________________________________ 8 
East Tennessee _______ _________________________________ ____ 10 




Second in League in RBI's 
Second in League in 
Total Hits. 
Leston Stewart- .350 
AII-OVC 
League Leader 
H.R. 5-R.B.1. 21 
Total Hits-28 219 
l 220 
Tennis 
The Eagle's tennis team completed 
their .1961 season with a fourth place 
finish in the Ohio Valley Conference. 
The standout performances of the 
team were turned in by Reeky Thomp. 
son and Jim Rose. These two men ad· 
vanced to the final round in the singles 
division of the OVC meet, to mark the 
first time that any Morehead netmen 
had competed in the finals. 
SEASON RECORD 
Morehead 5 Kentucky State -------- 1 
Morehead 0 University of Ky. ______ 9 
Morehead 0 Marshall ______________________ 9 
Morehead 9 Villa Madonna -------- 0 
Morehead 0 University of Ky. ______ 9 
Tom Ball 
Kneeling; Tom Brown, Henderson Thompson, and Frank Carver. 
Standing; Coach Lake Kelly, Don Whitt, Tommy Ball and Jim Rose. 
Jim Rose earns crack at ove title. 
Senior, Recky Thompson, advances to 
the ove finals. 
Coach Mike Dudley, Charlie Traxel, Pat Slagle, Steve Miller, and John Galloway. 
Charlie Traxel drives a long shot. 



















In its second year of intercol-
legiate play the Eagle's golf squad was 
quite successful with a 10-6 record. 
The young team was led by fresh-
man star Charlie Traxel. Also a top 
notch competitor was John Galloway 
who gained many points in team play. 
SEASON RECORD 
__ ....... 8 
.. _ ..... 14112 













._ .... _. 18 
York Community.......... 1 
Cumberland .................... 31f2 
U. of Kentucky ._ .......... 14 
Georgetown .................... 8V2 
Centre .............................. 8 
Eastern ............................ 31f2 
Berea .............................. 3 
Union ................................ 2 
Villa Madonna ................ * 
East Tennessee ................ 9 
Centre ............................ 12 
Campbellsville ................ 0 
Union ................................ 0 
Eastern ........................ 131f2 
Georgetown .................... 51f2 
Campbellsville ................ 0 
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Cross Country 
The Freshman dominated 
cross country squad of Coach Rex 
Chaney finished the season with a 
very impressive 6-3 record. 
The team was offered a bid 
to the NCAA cross country meet 
but was unable to attend since the 
squad was made up of all fresh-
men. 
Morehead's cross country fu-
ture has much to look forward to 
with such a talented yearling 
squad. 
Front row: Hayse Castle, Larry Schultz, and Joe Foster. Second row: Bill Edmonds, Acie Vest, 
Jimmy Johnson , Don Herbert and Coach Rex Chaney. 
Morehead 


















Kentucky State ___ ___ ______ 32 
Cumberland __________ 35 
Eastern ________ __ __________ ________ 32 
Cincinnati ______________________ 23 
Kentucky State ______________ 38 
U. of K. ___________________ ____ 22 
Eastern ________ ________ __________ 38 
Berea 39 
Villa Madonna __ 40 
Eagle trackmen finish one-two. 
Stars of the freshman dominated squad were Jim Johnson, 
Hayse Castle and Bill Edmonds. 
Swimming 
The Morehead State College 
tankers competed in their second 
year of intercollegiate swimming 
with a limited crew. 
Player coach Jim Pac k 
worked hard to develop a compe· 
tent team from only some 12 in· 
experienced members. 
Strong points for the More· 
head swimming future focus on 
sincere desire and a will to learn. 
On your mark, get ready ... 
Butch Richardson competes in the low-
board competition. 
Butch Richardson, Jerry Miller, Mike Cogulan, C. H. Schiningder, Tim Goforth, Fred Vander-
slice, Art Haney, Jim Pack, Richard Sher, Kenneth Burkhart, and Steve Bolinger. 
Richard Sher exhibits the butterfly. 
Jim Pack 
Student Coach 
Bob Leopold comes out the deep end after 
a long swim. 
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Bowling 
The National Intercollegiate Bowling Asso-
ciation was established during the 1961-62 school 
year. The main purpose of the association is to 
accelerate intercollegiate team bowling and 
eventually conduct a national team tournament 
of conference champions. 
Games are rolled on the home floor and 
telegraphed to the opposing schools. Morehead 
is the only college in Kentucky to participate in 
the telegraphic experiment. 
Members of the team are: Buddy Borisch, Larry 




The young soccer team is in its second 
year of intercollegiate competition. 
Soccer has become a very popular sport 
with Morehead students and shows promise of 
gaining greater interest in the future. 
Members of the squad for 1961-62 are: 
First row : Tom Simons, Al Simons, Bill Coutros, 
Pete Haller, Tom Brown. Second row: Roger 
Montanero, Ben Smith, Steve Stein, Bud Jones, 
Bob Smith, and Dick Kandik. 
Wrestling 
Under the leadership of Coach John Ander-
son Morehead has developed a team and has 
competed in its first intercollegiate -wrestling 
matches. 
Members of the young wrestling squad are: First 
row : Butch Bardash, Ed Buffin, Roger Montan-
nerro, John Roche, Ken Leupe, Steve Wortman. 
Second row : Coach John Anderson, Kenny King-
horn, Leroy Androcles, Bob Butler, Conrad Ester-
vich, Toby Goodpaster, Marty Blum, Charlie Ma-
hony and Dave Wasson. Not pictured are : Joe 
Dente, Bob HudonpuhI, Bob Shapiro and Ray 
O'Keefe. 
J ames Harman 
Director of Intramurals 
Dick Robinson 
Intramurals 
The Intramural Activities program is organized to promote recreational ac-
tivities for the student body. These individual and team sports are presented so 
that each student will have the opportunity to further develop and maintain those 
skills already learned, while they continue to learn new activities. 
It is through such a program that student leadership and co-operation are 
developed and promoted. The activities are so designed that they will foster a 





1961 Intramural Trophy Winners 
At the conclusion of the intramural year the individual having the greatest number of in-
tramural points will be determined the Morehead State College Intramurals' Champion, and 
will be awarded a trophy. . 
Those individuals having the second, third, and fourth highest points are also awarded 
trophies. 





Football . .. Golf . .. Swimming . .. 
1962 Football Champions 
Front row : Jack Rader, Jim Osborne, Dave Derrick, and Jim Scobee. Second row : Tom DeWeese, John McNabb, 
., Jim Gross, Bill Redmond, and Steve Crace. 
Golf Champion 
Dick Hamm 
and . .. 
Basketball . .. 
The Animals' speedy guard, Marshall 
Banks, eluded ex-Eagle forward Goose 
Cole for a two-point layup. 
It wasn't too rough under those boards! !! 
A tip-in by an Animal offensive man. 
Ex-Eagle great, Herbie Triplett, dribbles 
around Kent Fairchild for a two-pointer. 
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Volleyball . . . 
Bowling . . . 
Billiards . . . 
1961 Volleyball Champions 
Steve Stein, John Galloway, Pete Verhoven, Gary Kinman, Dick Robinson, Mickey Wells, Tom Robinson, 
Paul Williams. 
Practice with the cue·stick may mean a first place finish in the spring billiards . 
tournament. 
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Intramural bowlers John Skrapits, Larry Auerswald, 
Larry Wilson and Buddy Borisch watch Ed Debeane 
prepare to throw the game-winning STRIKE. 
and . .. 
Softball • • • 
It was rather hard to keep an eye on the 
ball at 6 A.M. 
"Come on, Dan, clout one . . 
1961 Softball Champions 
First row: John Jones, Rodney Hester, Steve Stein, Kent Rowland, Dick Robinson. 
Second row: Tom Robinson, Gary Kinman, Terry Scott and Paul Williams. 
Umpire Max Benton explains the rules of the championship playoff 
game to team captains Bob Ward and Dick Robinson. An interesting 
sidelight to the championship game is that it was played at 6 A.M. in 














Tom Robinson and Steve Barnett 
Sports Editors 
The Raconteur Staff Presents a Pictorial 
History From Enrollment to Graduation. 
A yearbook changes over a period of years. The first time you 
look at your 1962 RACONTEUR it represents the excitement of 
the past year's events. Several years from now you will derive 
amusement from the book, and twenty-five years from now the 
1962 RACONTEUR will bring nostalgia with it. 
As soon as the excitement of seeing what pages you are on and 
who got Favorite, Who's Who, and MISS RACONTEUR wear off, 
you will settle down to look back at the events of which you were 
a part and be a little sorry because you did not know more of 
your classmates or because you did not take part in some worthwhile 
activity. 
Ever since June, 1961, the staff of the RACONTEUR has been 
working to record the events you will want to remember in the 
years to com~. -Many people seem to think that a yearbook just 
happens to come out in May. It doesn't however; the editors, 
photographers, and staff assistants have worked many afternoons 
and nights to give to MSC students this 1962 RACONTEUR. 
This year your RACONTEUR has many new features. The 
forty year history of the college has been printed in the first sec-
tion; the color has been distributed throughout the book and used 
as divisional pages; the . organizations have been divided into sec-
tions including the publications, honoraries, governmental bodies, 
music, religious groups, and, academic and special interest groups; 
the club favorites have been placed on the page with the club; and 
finally, more pages have been added. 
Despite the many pitfalls, thwarting experiences, and the 
usual work of classes--we met our deadlines on time in order that 
you may receive your 1962 RACONTEUR in Mayas scheduled. 
We of the staff hope that it will give you the excitement, amuse-
ment, and nostalgia that a well organized yearbook is planned to do. 
Class Editors 
Lois Turner, Charlene Adkins, Kay Caudill, and Sandra Miller. 
Jerry Hartlage and Jane Kenrick, Organizations; 
Bill McMichael, Layouts. Absent, Judy Henke, Fac· 
ulty. 
Christie Lepper, Darlene Brady, Betty 
Berry, and Phyllis Cooper; typists. 
Kay Baker, Dick Haines, and 
Kay Jordan. Pat Dunham, 
Barbara Seiner. and Vicki Par-
rard, absent f~om picture. 
Assistant Class Editors; Judy Snedegar, Glenna Greene, 
Ruby Lucas, Sandra Whitt, and Sue Little. 
Jim Norsworthy, proofreader, Jean Ann 






Harry C. Mayhew 
Editor· in -Chief 
Keith Brooks 
Business Manager 
The TRAIL BLAZER is the of-
ficial. newspaper of Morehead State 
College published by the student body. 
Edited bi-weekly, THE TRAIL BLAZ-
ER is an eight column standard news-
paper and has been expanded from a. 
four to an eight page publication. 
The newspaper has a circulation of 
over 3,500 and is mailed to alumni 











Diana Davis, Feature Reporter; Phyllis Maze, Society Reporter; and 






Fine Arts Editor 
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Members of the Council of Presidentsb Tom Robinson, Millie Ryle, Harry Weber, 













The Council of Presidents 
The Council of Presidents includes all presidents of the various 
clubs, classes, and organizations on campus. The purpose of this 
organization is to develop a spirit of unity, to provide cooperative 
planning and scheduling of social and recreational activities, and 
to sponsor the Better Dress Week. A president is elected to serve 
as chairman for each meeting. The only permanent officer each 



































































Gamma Theta Epsilon 
Polly Tucker 
Thompson Hall 
Harry V. Weber 
Raconteur 
Betty Jean Wells 














Sigma Alpha Iota 
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Associate Dean Earlyne Saunders 
Sponsor 




The Student Council 
The Student Council is the student government or· 
ganization of Morehead State College. The officers are 
elected by the student body annually, and the various 
representatives are elected by their respective classes and 
dormitories. 
The purpose of the Student Council is to give stu· 

















First row: Polly Tucker, Kay Irvin, and Sharon 
Crouch. Second row: Pat O'Rourke, Keith 
















First row: Nancy Roberts, Karen Hutchinson, Kay Irvin, Geneva Meade, Di-
rector; Barbara Allen, and Delphalene Brewer. Second row: Judy Graham, 




The Dormitory Counselors are elected by 
the residents of the respective halls and are 
chosen as the governmental body of that hall. 
Their activities include assisting the freshmen 
to adjust to a new way of life, deliberating on 
discipline problems and aiding to improve dormi-
tory life. 
THOMPSON HALL 
First row: Peggy Honaker, Sarah James, and Harriet 
Macou. Second row: Betty Jean Rowe, Kay Prater, 
and Judy Snedegar. N eli Harding, Director; absent. 
ALLIE YOUNG HALL 
First row: Donna Alexander, Sue Galbreath, Mary 
Watson, Director; Sharon Bush, and June Martin. 
Second row: Mary Sue Barlow, Judy Corum, Dianna 
Barker, Ann Sandifer, and Deanna Barker. 
Monitors 
Dormitory Monitors are chosen by the Dormi-
tory Directors and serve to assist in maintaining 
residence hall standards. 
THOMPSON HALL 
First row: Lois Hampton and Polly Tucker. Second row: Peggy 
Young, Juanita Blackburn, and Onvis Smith, 
ALLIE YOUNG HALL 
First row: India Castuer, Carol Caudill, and Leda Cumberworth. 
Second row : Betty Craft, Ruth Weaver, Sue Davis and Mary Watson, 
Director. 
FIELDS HALL 
First row: Bette North, Donna Hughes, and Lois Moore. Second 
row: Sandra Nylias, Patricia Murphy, and Geneva Meade, Director. 
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NORTH MEN'S HALL 
Monitors 
First row: Dan Beasley, Edyal Bradley, .Jan Wills, 
Kerby Hoffman, Ronald Lea. Second row: Ronald 
Jennings, Tom Robinson, Dick Collins, Troy Wheeler, 
Jack Rader, Jim Tolliver, and Joe Hinkle. 
EAST MEN'S HALL 
Monitors 
First row: Mike Svec, Jim Hudson, Clarence Rice, 
Stuart Shaffer. Second row: George Hazelwood, 
Bobby Crager, Ben Ellis, and George Luckey, Di· 
rector. 
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EAST MEN'S ANNEX 
Monitors 
First row: Don Brewster, Terry Scott, Jack R. Wil· 
Iiams, Gerald Rhodes. Second row: Gary North, 
Director; Olen Del Jackson, Tom De Weiss, and 
Jim Gross. 
EAST MEN'S ANNEX 
Counselors 
First row: Dennis Wick, Gary Kinman, 
Ted Byman, John Buccino, Harold Mc-
Namara. Second row: Morris Sparks, Larry 
Maynard, Kenny Canter, Pat O'Rourke, 
and Don Brown. 
NORTH MEN'S HALL 
Counselors 
First row: Ray Allen, Charles Crouch, 
Ronnie Lykins, Vaughn Caudill, Leo Brad-
ley. Second row: Bob Barrett, Jim Sco-
bee, Keith Brooks, Ed Debeane, James 
Smilley, and Steve Barnett. 
STUDENT HOUSE 
Monitors 
Bill Mack, Director; Troy Wheeler, Joe 












The Marching Band 
under the direction of Fred Marzan has been acclaimed as one 
of the most outstanding bands in the south. 
Fred Marzan 
Director 
The marching band began something new in 1961 as it formed a massive 







The Symphony Band 
Fred Marzan, Conductor 
Flutes : Hammil. Richard Tackett, Wanda 
Capehart, Nathan Bailey, .loan Thorla, Dianne 
Haggard, Marvella Hemminger, Gene Kurth, Evelyn 
Moore, Judy Goldsmith, Clifford Vanderpool, Janice 
Skaggs, Nancy Hall, Rodney 
Coomer, Janice Lyons, James Euphonium: 
White, Juanita Moon, Allen 
Moon, Alvin Clements, Lew 
Zaydel, John Copenhaver, James 
Oboe: Dente, Joe 
Fullington, Tom 
Stocker, Linda Filer, Mary 
Spadero, Pete 
Repass, Rebecca Forster, Homer 
Cannup, Charles 
Hunt, Jim Day, George 
Mosier, Rudy James, Gary 
E b Clarinet: Murphy, Yvonne 
Miles, Marion 
Perry, Marvin Porter, Carole Stephens, Judith Percussion: 
Thomas, Hermione Kivchak, Steve 
Bb Clarinet: Woody, John Lodkey, Charles 




Budd, Raymond Bell, Milton 
Scherer, Joe Diballa, Paul Baldwin, Boone 
Scalise, John Feather, Carol 
Weinstein, Ralph Lykins, Barbara Double Bass: Barone. Bill Ratliff, Charles 
Caliguiri, Clyde Svec, Bill Svec, Mike 
Bass Clarinet: Alto Saxophone : Bloethe, John Trumpet: 
Hughes, Donna Nilsen, Vonnie Koskoski, David 
Horst, Nancy Goodwin, Elizabeth 
Eb Comet: 
Barker, Ronnie 
Heisey, Sarah Yetter, Carole Patrick, James 
Perry, Sally Irvin, Sue Johnson, Donovan Shelton, Eddie 
Holtzclaw, Sammie 
Alto Clarinet: Cornet : Trombone: 
Lewis, Rebekah Tenor Saxophone: Pasquerella, Frank Besmer, Monty 
Davidson, Dianne Beaven, Kerma Lee Burton, Gary Dallas, Joe Root, Donna Billups, Gary AmbrQse, Kenny Browning, Gene Kesler, Edward Bechtloff, Kenneth Kerr, Linda Morgan, James Eb Contrabass Clarinet: Edwards, Alan Lavy, Dennis Ball, Ronald 
Braham, J. P. Rucker, Rebecca Affinito, Bernard 
Marrs, Steve Thomson, Walter 
Osterrider, Dick Richards, Mike 
Bb Contrabass Clarinet: 
Baritone Saxophone : Weinstein, Mary 
Selch, James 
Nickolich, Mike Whitt, Lary Smith, Mike Lambert, Fiona . Strilka, Bob Kurtz, Judy 
Bassoon: Salyers, Thomas 
Cowen, Lou Bass Saxophone: 
Runyons, Pete Tuba: 
Davis, John Leftwich, Ardy 
Schweitzer, Jim Kelley, Forrest 
Howell, Sandra Duncan, Gilbert Holowitz, Thomas Sneed, Dale Reece, Roger 
Kelly, John Butler, Bob 
Soprano Saxophone: Flugelhom: Simpson, Phyllis Elam, Carl 
Turner, John Shook, John Vanderslice, Fred Sherman, Wendell 
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The Concert Choir is composed of forty students 
selected by audition from the student body. Although the 
majority of the members are music majors, students from 
practically all divisions of the college have belonged to 
the organization. The Choir's activities include annual 
tours to Kentucky high schools and churches, singing for 
the annual high school choral clinic in the fall, and partici-
pation in the performance of opera, oratorio, and musical 
comedy. 
S.M.E.N.C. 
The Morehead State 
College chapter of the 
Student Music Educators' 
National Conference was 
organized to promote the 
cause of music education 
and to provide better op-
portunities for its mem-
bers to beco~e acquainted 
with the music profes-
SIOn_ Students who are 
interested in music and 
the fine arts are also In-
vited to membership In 
S_M.KRC 
College Chorus 
First row: R. Weinstein, E. Kurth, V. Boncarosky, R. Mosier, E. Benack, B. Baldwin. Second row: V. Nielson. 
C. Ellington, C. Canupp, .\II. Turman, .T . Moore, S. Marrs. Third row: A. Leftwich, J. Turner, G. Hemminger, B. 
Butler, T. Fullington, C. Caligiuri. 
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Diagonal, top to bottom : F. Kelly, J. Dallas, C. Ratliff, E. Keslar, L. Cowan, J. Shook, R. 
Hammil, G. Bnrton, P. Diballa, S. Kvichak, W. Barone, T. Budd, J. Scherer, S. Marrs, and 
C. Caligiuri. Figure, top to bottom: A. Moon, A. Moon, L. Clements, R. Ball, F. Pasquerella, 
P. Spadaro, T. Holowitz, W. Svec, R. Osterreider, J. Bloethe, C. Canupp, M. Svec, N. Cape· 
hart, R. Hall, E. Yetter, C. GaUher, R. Barker, J. Pfliefger, R. Reece, J. Wonn, and J. Copen· 
haver. 
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Phi Mu Alpha 
Theta Pi Chapter of Phi Mu 
Alpha Sinfonia was chartered on 
May 24, 1959. The faculty advisor 
of Theta Pi and Province Gover-
nor of Province 25 is Dr. J. E. 
Duncan. Members are selected on 
the basis of interest in music, 
leadership, scholarship, achieve-





Sigma Alpha Iota 
The Gamma Upsilon Chapter 
of Sigma Alpha Iota, national 
music fraternity for women, was 
installed October 23, 1960. Mrs. 
Ruth Gould, second national vice 
president was the installing officer. 
Girls were pledged according 
to scholarship, musical audition 
and general character. 
Rebekah Lewis 
Club Favorite 
First row: Carole Yetter. Second row: Esther Benack, Kerma Beaven, and Linda Gallaher. 
Third row: Vera Boncarosky, Donna Hughes, and Myra Turman. ' Fourth row: Rebekah Lewis, 
Donna Lohmier, and Oval Hall. Fifth row : Bobbie Webb. 
Patronesses: First row: Earlyne Saunders, and Violet Severy. Second 
row. Stellarose Stewart and Mer! Allen. Not present: Mignon Doran, 







First row: Mary Sue Barlow, Judy Corum, Donna Alexander, June Martin, Mrs. Adron Doran, sponsor; Judy Snedegar, Sue Galbreath, Deanna Barker, and 
Christie Lepper. Second row: Anna Jean Gayhart, Frances Helpenstine, Rosemary Shook, Pat Tucker, Anita Rose, Fern Puckett, Judy Prichard, 
Diann Barker, Sandra Nyilas, Patty Burton, Nancy Roberts, Georgia McIntyre, Virginia Mabry, Mary Feeback, Barbara Sivis, Carolyn Clay, and 
Mary Lee Ricketts. Third row: Mary Helen Birch, Martha Lewis, Judy Henke, Wanda Conn, Barbara Anglin, Beverly Chapman, Iris Sowards, Pat Bart-
lett, Kay Irvin, Lynn Crawford, Laridean Kohls, Vera Boncarosky, Marietta Sturgell, Kay Wheeler, Malinda Moore, Jane Kenrick, and Delores Rawlings, 
Upsilon Chapter of CWENS, formerly Crown and Sceptre, is a National Sophomore Women's Honorary. Its goals are to 
serve the Alma Mater, to serve as an incentive to freshman achievement, to serve sophomore women, to build group spirit within 
the chapter and to provide training for leadership. 
Membership is by invitation only. It is open to any freshman girl who has a 3.0 standing, a member of three clubs and shows 
characteristics of leadership, scholarship and fellowship. 
Crown and Sceptre became Upsilon Chapter of Cwens when initiated by 















. Gordon Staton 
Sigma Delta 
Sponsors 
Margaret Dunlap Dr. Chad Stewart 
Sigma Delta is an honorary frater-
nity for physical education majors who are 
dedicated to furthering the cause of Health, 
Physical Education and Recreation. Mem-
bers must have completed six hours in 
physical education and have a 3.0 aca-
demic standing in the field. 
Membership is gained only through 
invitation. 
Ann Schaffner 
















Men's Honor Society 
The Junior-Senior Men's Honor Society was organized to 
recognize those junior and senior men who have excelled in scholar-
ship, leadership, and service at Morehead State College. Selection 
of students is based on a 3.0 academic standing or better and 
qualifying faculty vote. 
Epsilon Theta Chapter 
I(appa Delta Pi 
Kappa Delta Pi is an honor society in educa-
tion whose purpose is to encourage high profession-
al, intellectual, and personal standards, and to 
recognize outstanding contributions to education. 
It invites to its membership persons who are 
in the upper one-fifth of their class and who have 
exhibited commendable personal qualiti~s. Kappa 
Delta Pi also endeavors to maintain a high degree 





First row: Patti Bolin, Alma Bush. Second row: Thelma Caudill, Patty Clay, Dorothy Conley, Buford Crager. Third row: Lynn Crawford, Dr. Edmond 
Cross, Sandra Elam, Thelma Evans, Martha Frye, Octavia Graves. Fourth ro w: Dr. Nelson Grote, Emma Lou Gullett, Dr. Palmer Hall, George Hazelwood, 
Reva Henry, Calia Hicks, Donald Holloway, Kay Irvin, Helen Johnson, Harry Mayhew, Dudley Melton. Fifth row: Charles Newman, Jim Norsworthy, 
Virginia Rice, Charles Richardson, Barbara Sivis, Carolyn Watson, Mary Birch, Bobby Webb, Harry Weber, Betty Jean Wells, and Hazel Whitaker. 
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Religious 
"Pointing to God" 
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Baptist Student Union 
First row: Beverly Hayes, Rose Farley, Daisy Lancaster, Delphalene Brewer, Forrest Kelly, Mike Sloane, Director; Millie Ryle, Ann Hale, faculty advisor; 
Len Obergfell, Deanna Barker, Carolyn Clay, Wanda Day, and Rachel Kendrick. Second row: Pat Cochran, Rua Caudill, Janice Houck, Pam Herron, 
Alice Asher, Albert Ryle, Cecil Farley, Terry Lightfoot, David Harmon, John Demaree, Bill Westerfield, Billy Bellew, LeeRoy Massey, Bonnie Thorn· 
berry, Sandra Miller, Cleo pies Farmer, Linda Tanner, and Sue Whitaker. Third row: Tom Erwin, Ted Wallace, Lula Rowe, Sue Caudill, Monva Thorpe, 
Carol Evans, Kay Mers, Donna Hughes, Bobbie Webb, Mellanie Mills, Jackie Meighan, Cozetta Everman, Diann Barker, Lee Hampton, Ruby Lucas, 
Darrell Stephenson, and Ron Barker. 
The Baptist Student Union, sponsored by the Kentucky Baptist Convention, is 
placed on the college campuses of Kentucky to promote r~ligious growth and spiritual 
development in the lives of college students. It develops leadership while demon-
strating the importance of unified fellowship through an atmosphere of unparalleled 
friendship. , 
The development achieved by the BSU is created through an active church life 














Carol Ann Georges 
Reporter 
First row: Brother Gabriel, Betty Kay Georges, Cathrine Segraves, Richard Coon, Ray Fenny, Judy Laver, Carol Ann Georges, Annabelle Drennen 
and Father Schirmer. Second row: James Mellankamp, Joe Di Pietro, John Johnson, Tom Rhodes, Pat Brady, Charlene Mitchell, Edie Newland, Alex· 
andria MacDonald, John Herbert, William Herbert, Jimmy Jo Condon, Blair Tillett, and Chuck Huber. 
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First row: Father Schirmer, Lorann Verille, Nora Malone, Lynn Crawford, Ann Roulston, John Kokorchen, 
Edward Smith, Asa Teegardell, Carol Petering and Joyce Snapp. Second row: John Tierney, Mike Mc· 
Guire, Sandy Williams, Buzzy Smith, Thomas Griffiths, John Graham, Fred Burns, Bob Butler, Dave 
Hutko, Jerry Hartlage, Fred McCullough, Terry Murphy and Johnny Link. 
D.S.F. 
Disciple Student Fellowship 
was organized by the members 
of the First Christian Church. 
This organization supplies pro· 
grams to fit the spiritual and so-
cial needs of the college students. 
It offers opportunities to partici-
pate in all church functions. The 
DSF is student directed and is 
maintained because of interest. 
Newman 
Representatives 
The purpose of the Newman 
Club is to provide for continued 
growth in the Catholic faith and 
in the religious, social, and intel-
lectual life of the secular campus. 
First row: Mary Sue Filer, Jack Blankenship, Priscilla Ann Rose- Secretary, John Davis---Vice President, 
Barbara Sivis- President, and Alma Browning. Se eond row: Barbara Garrett, Charlotte Justice, Linda 
Gullett, Roberta McLin, William L. Hass, Charlotte Ellington, Patty McKenney and Julie Kinney. 
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First row: Billye Joe Hall, Marcella Caudill, Barbara Caudill, LaVern Lindon, Mary Lindon, Nelda Vest, Gwenda Wright, and Dr. Hollie Sharpe. Sec· 
ond row: Temple Cope, Grace Hall, Phyllis Maze, Martha Frye, Howard Briggs, Charles Crouch, Marcella Porter, Patsy &Jrrell, Shelvy Craft, and 




The Warner Fellowship is a student organization, affiliated directly with the Church of God, for the purpose of 
strengthening the relationship between the student and his spiritual life. The Warner Fellowship was organized in 
1955 and meets weekly either on the campus or at the nearby First Church of God. 
The organization strives to make the total personality of the student a wholesome organism. The devotional 
life of the student is emphasized. 
Patsy Sorrell 
Club Favorite 
Warner Fellowship President Winston Hamilton presides over 
the regular weekly meeting. 
D 
First row: Martha JaQuay, Delores Rawlings, Nadine Naugle, Kay Baker, Sara Beth White, Judy Prichard, Patsy Chandler, Shirley Seagraves, Jane 
Pollard, and Sylvia Horton. Second row: Morine Howard, Judy Satrk, Nancy Roberts, Marietta Sturgell, Martha Lewis, Janice Spears, Ann Reith, 
Carolyn McKay, Patricia Bartlett, Judy Henke, and Clara Chandler. Third row: Michael Keach, Dick Haines, Donald Holloway, Paul Kroth, Don Combs, 
John Pfeiger, Roy Throckmorton, and Charles May. 
Wesley Fellowship 
Knowing that college students are searching for a deep, fulfilling Christian experience, the Wesley Fellowship 
endeavors to provide this enriching spiritual growth. The program explores many facets of worship, education and 
fellowship. The Fellowship is a local organization of the National Methodist Student Movement, and serves as a 
link between the college campus and the Methodist Church. The doors are open to all. 
Wesley Members took a moment to relax while attending 
the National Methodist Student Movement Conference on 









First row, lor: Rachel Kendrick, Tom Young, Sara DeHart, Larry Dales, Sherry Tarter, Bill Fraley, Naomi Claypool and Billy Westerfield. Second row, l·r: 
Bonnie Collins, Judy White, Cozetta Everman, Pat Bartlet, Betty Jo Phelps, Phyllis Holbrook and Merry Franklin. Third row, l·r: Von Bush, Don 
Herbert, Jack Lavender, Ann Browning, Elizabeth Smith, Jerome Miller and Gary Fitzwater. 
Beaux Arts Club is a group of art-minded students who organized in the fall of 1935 to stimulate an interest 
in the fine arts and crafts and also to foster a congenial atmosphere for engaging in art activities. Members are en-
couraged to participate in art competitions, demonstrations and art activities on campus. 




First row: Bonnie Templeman, Stuart Kaminsky, Sandra Elam, Frances Helphinstine, Bob Woodard, Ronald Bivens, Maurice Esham, Eunice Ison, and 
Bertie Wallen. Second row: Lloyd Story, James Mann, John Tierney, Harry Plummer, Joel Slaughter, Kenneth Staton, Keith Brooks, Norman Pokley, 
Ronald Jennings, Darrell Stephenson, Clifton Hieronymus, Dick Dorton, John Donat, Winston Hamilton, and Charles Crouch. 
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Beta Chi Gamma 
Beta Chi Gamma is composed of students in biology and chemistry. Meetings are held bi-monthly at which pro-
grams of general interest are given. Additional projects pertaining to biology and chemistry are carried on by 
various groups within the organization. 
Club members Don Hill, Bob Woodard and 
Winston Hamilton work in the biology laboratory. 
Yvonne Woodard 
Club Favorite 
First row: Donna Hughes, John Demaree, Nancy Roberts, Josh Lovelace, Mrs. Adron Doran, Mrs. Rex Chaney, Jim Morgan, Karen Hutchinson and John 
Link. Second row: Cleo Farmer, Frank Sedrati, Reza Afsterian, Ronnie Barker, Dick Robinson, Charles Richardson, Tom Robinson, Harry Weber, Terry 
Wicker, Joel Slaughter, Jim Norsworthy, Charles Lodkey, Jean Sallouti, Ali " Emani, Shelvy Craft. Third row: Jennie Jackson, Georgia McIntyre, Christie Lep· 
per, Sue Bodenheimer, Barbara Anglin, Wanda Peace, Laura Crawford, Alex MacDonald, Kay Irvin, Barbara Allen, Judy Slaughter, Ann Sandifer, Nermin 
Suerden, Dialln Barker, and Sandra Miller. 
Cosmopolitan Club 
The Cosmopolitan Club is the campus international relations organization. Its' purpose is to formulate a bond of 
union, develop mutual interests, and create an enduring friendship, and cultivate good will among students of different 
races and nationalities. 
All students of foreign countries or of minority groups on campus are automatically members of the club. 
American students are received by.invitation only, and are based on scholarship, leadership, character, and achieve-
ment. 
Club President Josh Lovelace. and Jim Norsworthy talk with two foreign 
represent~tives, Nermin Suerden, from Turkey, and Sonia Barreiro, 
from MeXICO. Club sponsor, Mrs. Adron Doran, talks with Jean Sal-
louti, a student from South America. 
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The Campus Club, organized in 1933, has one of the oldest traditions of organizations on the Morehead State 
College Campus. The club is composed of upperclassmen who have been selected on the basis of leadership, 
character, scholarship, and achievement. 
Marshall Banks 














































Steve Barnett Max Calhoun Bob Fraley Stu Kaminsky Ben Metcalfe 
Jim Pack Milt Roeth Eldon Secrest Ken Staton Paul West Troy Wheeler 
First row: Vaughn Caudill, Pete Verhoven, Jim Cox, Tony Sapp, Tom O'Rourke, and Ken Shultz. Second 







The Collegiate Eagle was begun by the Collegiate Knights and 
initiated with the intention of beginning a tradition on the campus. 
The Collegiate Knights was founded as a social organization with its 
purpose being to provide a better social environment for the student body. 
The club also endeavors to encourage the student body to appreciate campus 





First row: Bill Smith, Jan Wills, Robert 
Gregg, Alison Lake, Jerry Miller, and Ed 
Harper. Second row: Lynn Laevel, Christie 
Lepper, Robert Tankersley, and William Cal-
vert. Third row: Mr. Lake, sponsor, Tom Tip-
ton, John Salyers, David McHold, Bonnie Ol-
son, Cecil Farley and Larry Fields. 
The Diving Eagles 
Below: A school of fish photographed at Crystal 
River, Florida, by club members. 
The Diving Eagles is the skin diving and SCUBA organization on the M.S.C. campus. Its pur· 
pose is to work with the techniques of skin diving and water safety. As a result the club members 
have a source of recreational activity and render to the college and the Morehead area a service in 
underwater rescue and recovery. 
Members practice with their snorkels. 
Bill Smith looks for underwater caves at Crystal River, Florida. 
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First row: Brent Frye, Sponsor; Karen Curnutte, Joseph Stearns, Wade Bailey, Larry Dickison, 
Robert Slepian, and Lynn Crawford. Second row: Kay Irvin, Donna Alexander, David Hutko, 
Jack Williams, Gary Bradford, Ronald Barker, Thomas DeWeis, Allen Bennett, lack Wicker, 
Dick Counts, Jimmy Cox, Sandra Smith, and J ean Ann Woods. 
Les 
Courants 
The Les Courants is a 
club of male upperclassmen 
organized in the spirit of 
fraternity and fellowship. 
Membership IS limited to 
twenty and is by invitation 
on the basis of interest and 
abilities in Fine Arts. 
Forensic 
Union 
The Forensic Un ion 
strives to promote speech ac-
tivity through active partici-
pation on campus, in the 
community, and with other 
educational institutions; and 
to develop individual ability 
and capacity for oral com-
munication in a democratic 
society. 
First row: Gary Burton, Peter Spadaro, John Adams, George Kerr, James Norsworthy, lames Noyes, Louis Cowen, 
and Charles Wetzel. Second row: Dr. Wilhelm Exelbirt, Sponsor; Josh Lovelace, Ronald Barker, Forrest Kelley, 
Charles Richardson, Rodney Hall, John Pflieger, Edson Yetter, and Joe Scherer. Members not pictured: Steve Marrs, 
.J ames Morgan, and William Svec. 
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First row: Cecil Farley, Cecil Hewlett, Edyal Bradley, Kirby Hoffman, Teddy Taylor, Peggy McNew. 
Thomas O'Rourke, Charles Bailey, and Bob Lucas. Second row: Larry Auerswald, Jack Webb, Vaughn Cau-
dill, J ack Williams, Ray Grider, William Bolinger, Sid Walters, Hugh Cole, Jim Tolliver, Douglas Dees, 
Nelson Doyle, Glenn Roberson, Bob Tankersley, Don Behm, Dale Caudill, and John Gartin; Sponsor. 
Industrial 
Arts 
The Industrial Arts Club is 
an organization to create and pro-
mote interest in industrial arts. 
Another of its primary objectives 
is to provide for a better social 
atmosphere and promote fellow-
ship with the Industrial Arts De-




GTU is a professional geogra· 
phy fraternity. Its purposes are to 
further professional interest in 
geography, to strengthen student 
and profession training, to ad-
vance the status of geography as 
a cultural and practical discipline 
for study and investigation, and 
to create and administer funds for 
graduate study and research. 
Membership is open to any 
student who is regularly enrolled 
in the college and has completed 
six hours of geography with above 
average grades. 
First row: Leonard Mitchell, Clyde Hackler, Dale Dehart, Rod Hester, Kirby Hoffman, Robert Neu, Nor-
man Roberts, Jan Wills, and Jack Cline. Second row: Dwain Hart, Don Henry, David Lane, John Van-
Hoose, Allen Bennett, Earl Holbrooks, Dave Holton, Perry Walls, and Ted Byman. 
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First row: Daisy Lancaster, Clara Chandler, Joyce Gordon, Patty Blankenship, Gloria Taylor, Linda Salisbury, Charrie Chattin, Delphalene Brewer, 
Dot Young, Catherine Sagraves, and Gwenda Wright. Second row: Judith Prichard, Sue Conn, Diane Criswell, Nancy Horst, Leda Cumberworth, 
Barbara Garrett, Linda Titus, Betty Lou Ward, Patricia Tucker, Alice Faye Noble, Phyllis Maze, and Zola Dotson. Third row: Nelda Vest, Lorann 
Verville, Delores Rawlings, Janis Titus, Lula Rowe, Judith Cannon, Barbara Allen, Marjorie Murphy, Francis Potter, Janet Combs, Angela Heitz, Betty 
Rowe, Alice Montjoy, Mollie Campbell, Pearl Sue Lucas, Mellanie Mills, Kay Wheeler, Janet Webber, Patricia Burton, Linda Jester, Patsy Chandler , 
Fern Puckett, Nancy Roberts, Judith Reed, and Rua Caudill. Fourth row: Beverly Hayes, Patricia McKinney, Shelba Pack, Lozenna Smith, Freda 
Catron, Judith Stark, Ann Sandifer, Sandra Armstrong, Patricia Back, Iris Sowards, Sue Burchett, Mary Helen Birch, Glenna O'Daniel, and Leola Poe. 
Home Economics Club 
The Home Economics Club, established in 1938, was organized to provide a common interest for home eco-
nomics majors and minors on this campus and to establish an affiliation with the Kentucky Home Economics As-
sociation and the American Home Economics Club. 
Each year the organization raises funds for two scholarships of $100 each to be awarded to high school seniors 
who need opportunities for college preparation in the home economics field. 
First row: Ann Sandifer-vice president; Iris Sowards- president; and Mollie 
Campbell-treasurer. Second row: Patti Bolin-sponsor; Nancy Roberts-
advisory member; Daisy Lancaster-reporter; Fern Puckett-secretary; Mary 




First row: Virginia Mabry, Betty Pack, Anita Rose, Eva Kelly, Sandra Nyilas, Ralph Carder, Allan Smith, Janice Coomer, Alex Conyers, Sponsor; 
Peggy Honaker, Sharon Hatfield and Mary Goldy. Second row: James Edwards, Troy Wheeler, Robert Fraley, Kenneth Hamilton, James Scobee, 
Vaughn Caudill, Jack Stevens, Kenneth Shultz, Jim Hammond, and Warner Manning. Third row: Joan Sperry, Patricia Thompson, Carol Carte, 




Kappa Mu was organized in 1938. Membership is composed of majors and minors in commerce who maintain 
a seholastic standing of better than "C," with a superior standing in commerce. The purpose of the club is to develop 
interest in commercial activities and at the same time promote a better understanding between students and faculty 
through an interesting and instructive social program. Meetings are bi-monthly. 
Anita Rose 
Club Favorite 
Members of the club sold Student Directories which were espe-
cially prepared by Kappa Mu_ 
Installation of club officers 
at the spring banquet. 
Library Science 
The Library Science Club was 
organized to further the profes-
sional knowledge of its members, 
to promote fellowship, and to en-
courage qualified students to enter 
the field of library science. 
First row : Morine Howard, Gladys Stacey, Shelvy Craft, Barbara Sivis, lanet Tackett, Rachel Whitney, and 
Carolyn Griffey. Second row : Clarica Williams, Sponsor; Karen Lester, Cora Combs, Bonnie Shapland, 
Don Combs, Sandra Hall, Martha Frye, and Sylvia Horton. 
First row: John Kokorchen, Charles May, Marietta Sturgell, Nathan Capehart, Albert Stewart, Sponsor; 
Kay Irvin, Jack Wicker, and James Norsworthy. Second row: Joe Scherer, Sylvia Horton, Lois Moore, Mary 
Feeback, Karen Hutchinson, Clara Calhoun, Donna Alexander, Mary Barlow, Rosemary Shook, Wilma Craw-
ford, Betty Marshall, Jonnie Conkel, and Anna Jean Gayhart. Third row: Ed Debeane, Elena Robertson, 
Wanda Conn, Monva Thorpe, Deanna Barker, Pat Brady, Nancy Golde, Bobbie Webb, Shirley Robertson, 
Carol Feather, Eula Wells, Lynn Crawford, Geneva Branson, Diann Barker, and Frank Neher. 
Literary Arts 
The chief purpose of the 
Literary Arts is to further interest 
in languages and literature by 
providing for extracurricular ac-
tivities through lectures, films, 
programs, and informal discus-
sions. It is designed primarily 
for majors and minors in the 
literary arts but is open to all 






Mu Phi Club is a 
Mathematics and Physics 
organization. Its pur-
poses are to stimulate so-
cial and professional 
growth, to encourage 
unity, goodwill and fel-
lowship within the De-
partment of Mathematics 
and Physics. 
An average scholastic 
standing of 2.0 and a 
major or minor in these 
areas with at least ten 
hours work completed in 
the field are the require-
ments for membership. 
First row: Shirley Bishop, Benjamin Lynd, Roy Lester, Virginia Mabry, Morris Sparks, Patricia Thompson, Larry 
Chumley, Paul Overstreet, Patricia May, and Frances Helphinstine. Second row : James Noyes, Connie Johnson, 
Ronald Pierce, James Mann, Robert Cooper, Dale Dummitt, George Kerr, Wendall Kennan, Lawrence Rosenzweig, 
Frank Craig, Homer Castle, Carl Elam, Charles Newman, Richard Coon, Bill Barbour, and Paul Keesee. 
Circle K 
Circle K is a student 
organization of Kiwanis. 
Its membership includes 
students of good charac-
ter, leadership and schol-
arship. The club is a serv-
ice organization seeking 
to develop activities that 
would be of value to the 
school and the student 
body. 
First row: Robert Fraley, David McHold, Dudley Ellis, Charles Richardson, Steve Barnett, and Kent Rowland. 
Second row: Gary Mills, James Davis, Roy Cline, Larry Chumley, James Edwards, Terry Scott, Winston Hamilton, 
James Norsworthy, and Dr. Crayton Jackson, Sponsor. 
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First row: William Bellew, Stuart Kaminsky, Sandra Elam, John Tierney, Cliff Hieronymus, Dick Dorton, Toney Phillips, Sponsor; and Ann Barker. 
Second row: Maurice Esham, Harry Plummer, Terry Scott, Kenny Staton, K eith Brooks, Norman Pokley, Ronald Jennings, Darrell Stephenson, David Me· 
Hold, Bob Woodard, and John Donat. Third row: Joel Slaughter, James Thomas, Donald Hacker, and Charles Newman. 
Mu Sigma Chi 
The Mu Sigma Chi is the local student affiliate chapter of the American Chemical Society. 
Anyone having completed successfully one semester of chemistry is eligible for membership. 
Darrell Stephenson spent extra time in the 
chemistry laboratory. 
] enn y Sewell 
Club Favorite 
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First row: Marcy Caudill; Wally Justice, Bill Joe Layne, Mary Lou Smith, Jerry Bangham, Jonnie Conkel, Harlan Hamm, and Bob Slepian.. Second row: 
Sylvia Horton, Lynn Crawford, Tom Smith, J. B. Hall, Allen Bennett, Tom DeWeese, Don Combs, Joe Stearns. Josh Lovelace, John Johnson, Ishmael 








Make-up by educational television is demon-
strated by Donald Holloway_ 
"See How They Run" 
"Brigadoon" 
"Pictures in the Hallway" "The Late Christopher Bean" 
The Morehead Players is the official theatre club of 
Morehead State College. The Division of Fine Arts is the 
producing agent for the theatre group which is composed 
of those persons who have expressed their interest through 
service to the Morehead Theatre Productions. 
The purpose of the organization is to stimulate active 
interest in the living theatre through participation as actors, 
technicians and audience. 
The theatre serves as a training ground, not only for 
Speech and Drama majors, but for all the students who 
may have theatrical interests. Members of the Morehead 
Players are expected to partIcIpate III the productions of 
the Morehead Theatre_ The many productions of the More-
head Theatre give acting and technical experience to the 
participants so that they will be better qualified to teach 
drama in schools, direct community theatre projects, and 
to guide those few students who have aspirations to work 
in the commercial theatre_ 
The theatre group is also designed to develop poise 
and confidence which will enable the student to meet his 
responsibilities with competence regardless of what pro-
fession he may enter-
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JUNIORS AND SENIORS 
First row: John Galloway, Troy W\leeler, Patty Clay, Jim Craycraft, Jack Williams, and Ralph Carder. Second row: Shirley Robertson, Jackie Caudill; 
Thelma Barker, Nadine Naugle, Charlene Adkins, Carol Feather, Helen Grierson, and Sue Evans. Third row: Sandra Nyilas, John Kakorchen, Jerry 





Patty Clay, John Galloway, Patty Burton, Sandra Nyilas, Max Calhoun, 
and Thelma Barker. 
Sharon Bush 
Club Favorite 
The Mystic Club was founded in 1945 in memory of 
Coach Len Miller -whose influence was far-reaching m mam-
taining high standards on the athletic field. 
The purposes of the Mystic Club are 
· .. To honor men and women who show outstanding ac-
complishment in the field of athletics. 
· .. To recognize athletes who demonstrate outstanding abili-
ty in the contllstS. 
• .. To supervise the election of cheerleaders and assume re-
FRESHMEN 
First row: Donna Root, Alice Nel-
son, Pamela Heren, Martha Drake, 
Diana Davis, Charrie Chattin, Viv-
ian Watts, Linda Kerr, Tom Erwin, 
and Susan Webb. Second row: 
Sybil LeMay, Linda Wolff, Pat 
Dunham, India Castner, Leda Cum-
berworth, Yvonne Murphy, Bar-
bara Hampton, Beverly Hayes and 
Elena Robinson. Third row: Ina 
Carol Wilson, Alice Asher, Edith 
Smith, Betty Barrett, Ruby Lucas, 
Linda Rankin, Kaye Jordon, Betty 
Berry, Sharon Crouch, Phyllis 
Maze. Fourth row : Haroletta 
Henry, Doris Hay, Cozetta Ever-
man, Pat Murphy, Carol Evans, 
Bernice Mullins, Deanna Mullins, 
Linda Rogers, and Bea Allen. 
Fifth row : Sam Humphrey, Ed 
Hussey, Mike McGuire, Susan Jett, 
Chip Smith, Joyce Snapp, Ed 
Sweeney, Linda Tanner, Dave 
Vance, and Lorann Verville. Sixth 
row: Sue Caudill, Sue Watts, Mary 
Stewart, Vickie Parrard, Mel Berg-
man, Nancy Patrick, Marjorie 
Murphy, Jennie Sewell, and Jimmy 
Codell. 
sponsibility of all pep rallies. 
SOPHOMORES 
First row: Sharon Bush, June Mar-
tin, Sue Galbbreath, Deanna Bar-
ker, Jerry Miller, Judy Corum, 
Ronnie Lykens, Bob Slepian, Ann 
Forbes, and Jean Walji. Second 
row: Butch Richardson, Ronnie 
Sally, Patty Burton, Gary Brad-
ford, Sue Little, Johnny Drake, 
Tom Buckner, Clara B. Calhoun, 
and Jack Lando. Third row: Mil-
lard Pope, Christie Lepper, Tom 
McGlone, Peggy Honaker, Judy 
Snedegar, Linda Marshall, Cliff 
Barger, Richard Dome, and Vaughn 
Carter. Fourth row: Gwendolyn 
Mullins, Ann Pemperton, Sponsor; 
and 5ue Stanley. 
. . . To discourage the wearing of high school letters and any 
unearned MSC letters. 
During the academic year the Mystic Club aids in decorat-
ing the Field House for the Homecoming Dance and presents 
a loving cup to the Homecoming Queen. The club also furnishes 
ushers for all athletic events.. The <'Little Olympics" is held in 
the spring and is sponsored by the club. 
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First row: Judy White, Sue Galbreath, June Martin, Martha Lewis, Mary Sue Goldy, and Sharon Bush. Second row: Dick Coon, Linda Salisbury, 
Leo Bradley, Peggy Honaker, Josh Lovelace, Charles Apel, sponsor; Bob Barrett, Polly Tucker, James Smiley, Ann Hawkins, Tom O'Rourke. Third 
row: Bill Bellew, Jimmy Norsworthy, John Drake, Ed Sweeney, Mike McGuire, Gus Roberson, Ronald Jennings, Stuart Shaffer, Dave Vance, Clarence 
Rice, Dick Collins, Jimmy Cracraft, Larry Botts, Don Henry, Billy Porter, and Charles David Crouch. Fourth row: Linda Rye, Judy Snedegar, 
Marjorie Barrett, Sharon Bailey, Nancy Goldy, Kay Prater, Charlene Adkins, Wanda Conn, Barbara Miller, Etna Ann Cannon and Christie Lepper. 
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Open Forum 
The Open Forum was organized at the request of students as a means of discussing campus problems and prob-
lems of a general nature throughout the state and nation. The group meets twice monthly and usually has a guest 
speaker with a discussion following. 
Charlene Adkins 
Club Favorite 
Open Forum members fun and frolic 
at the annual picnic at Carter Caves 
State Park. 
-
First row: Catherine Georges, Virginia Mabry, Carol Ann Georges, Peggy Honaker, Betty Pack, Donna Alexander, Barbara Siener, and Mary Goldy. 
Second row: Bonetta Walters, Sue Tackett, Etna Cannon, Nadine Naugle, Vivian Caudill, Polly Tucker, Carole Carte, Lynda Rye, Patsy Kincer, Pa· 
tricia Thompson, Janice Harris, and Rosewood Davis. Third row: Bob Slepian, Alma Bush, June Martin, Harold Gibbs, Mike Newman, Charles Melton, 
Tom Young, Bill Haines, Ronnie Ratliff, Darrell Carte, Jim Tolliver, Victor Cole, Jack Williams, Jack Ellis, lloyd Story, Jack Webb, Louis Coffee, 
Ronald Lykins, Mary Feeback, Karl Jean Bays, and Myra McIntosh. Fourth row: Judy Corum, Ann Reith, Sandra Fulton, Nancy Goldy, Jane Graham, 
Kay Irvin, Edie Newland, Ruth Weaver, Susan Yates, Malinda Moore, Judy Henke, Judy Cole, Martha Smith, and Wanda Conn. 
SNEA 
The Student National Educational Association is the professional association for college and university students 
preparing to teach. The SNEA program is a part of the program of the National Education Association. 
OFFICERS 
First row: James McGuire, Mrs. Oc· 
tavia Graves, Sponsor; and Charles 
Newman. Second row: Kay Prater, 
Rachel Whitney, and Janice Spears. 
The SNEA float won third place in 




First row: Pete Wheeler, Jim Caudel. Troy Wheeler, Dr. Zadia Herrold, Niles Walton, Joe Stearns, Ben Smith, O. H. Foster. Second row: Watts Floyd, 
George Clark, Bobby Crager, Arlen Barker, Lou Zucco, Carl Sewell, Jim Griffin, Gaston Brown, George Witcher, Bill Ross, Bob Wagel, Larry Highland. 
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Veteran's Club 
The Veterans Club was oragnized for a threefold purpose: To keep members informed on veterans affairs; To 
contribute to the extracurricular program of the college; To assist students with mutual interests and common back. 
ground to gather for fellowship. 
The club is active in presenting the colors at all athletic events and marching in the homecoming parade. 
Sue Clark 
Veterans Club Queen 
The color guard marched for the football 
games and the homecoming parade. 
I 
I 
Bob Shapiro, Arlen Barker, Jim Griffin, Pete Wheeler, Ben Smith, Troy Wheeler, Bob Kelley, Niles Walton and George 
Witcher. 
Lowell V. Thompson, ADC, United States Navy, presented M·l rifles to 
club president Niles Walton as Troy Wheeler, vice president, and 





First row: Joan Sykes, Sandra Wittke, Christie Lepper, Carol Porter, Twila Wilson, Bonnie Olson, Shirley Griffith, Sharon Dickerson, Nancy Swope, 
Kay Williamson, Elaine Vaughn, Carrie Addington, Phyllis Kegley, Gwendolyn Mullins, and Malinda Moore. Second row: Ann Cottrell, Kathryn Davis, 
Annabell Drennen, Phyllis Williamson, Anna Jean Gayhart, Gail Finney, Jane Graham, Judy Price, Pat Murphy, Jesse Turner, Brenda Swingley, Kay 
Prater, and Sue Stanley. Third row: Sue Thompson, Barbara Seiner, Donna Hettinger, Sue Davidson, Phyllis Holbrook, Deanie Kohls, Julie Kinney, 
Mary Campbell, Helen Myers, Glenda Mullins, Billie Wright, Linda Hall, and Sonja Barriero. Fourth row: Betty Craft, Charlene Aitkins, Marjorie 
Kegley, Sue Evans, Letitia Knoeller, Wilma Wright, Mary Lindon, Lois Bentley, LaVern Lindon, Bonnie Shapland, Temple Cope, and Karen Hutchinson. 
Fifth row: Ann Pemberton, Anna Henry, Nancy Vance, Delores Puckett, Jacquelyn Meighan, Sandra Smith, Carol Hall, Betsy Evans, Barbara Brown, 
Kay Brown, Alex MacDonald, and Mildred Ryle. 
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W.R.A. 
The Women's Recreational Association is an organization for all college women interested in sports, The organi-




Nancy Vance, Betty Adams, Ann Pemberton, Karen 
Hutchinson, and Temple Cope. 
Temple tries to make set 
shot over Nancy's head. 
-
First row: Kathleen Cool, Frances Helphenstine, Mary Ricketts, Karen Lester, Patsy Sorrell, Temple Cope, Sharon Bush, Virginia Mabry, Delphalene 
Brewer, and Mrs. Geneva Meade. Second row: Brenda Swingley, Alma Browning, Jane Story, Nelda Vest, Bonetta Walters, Martha Frye, Patsy Kincer, 
Nadine Naugle, Shirley Bishop, Phyllis Hall, Jane Graham, Pearl Lucas, Nancy Goldy, Patty McKinney, Janice Harris, Geneva Branson, Lula Rowe, 
Joan Sperry, Gwenda Wright, Nola Allen, Elaine Emmons, Marjorie Kegley, Daisy Lancaster, and Gloria Taylor. 
YWCA 
The Young Women's Christian Association, a popular organization on the campus, sponsors a program that is 
both religious and social. 
While the primary purp~se of the organization is to foster the religious life of ·the women students, it also strives 
to offer a well balanced social program. 
The YWCA presents a $100 scholarship to a deserving girl with a high scholastic standing and who is willing to 
be an active member of the organization. 
OFFICERS 
First row: Mrs. Geneva Meade, and Temple Cope. 
Second row: Martha Frye, Brenda Swingley, Joan 




Allen's I G A F oodliner 










Home of Fine Foods 
ourteous and Efficient Service" 
Air Conditioned for your Comfort 














Home and Auto 
Invites you to see their 
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Safe Deposit Boxes 
Banking by Mail 






The Citizen's .Bank 
Member of Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation 
"Grow With US" 
MAIN STREET, MOREHEAD, KY. 

















You Too Can 
On Flowers for 
Your Next Dance 
at 
Morehead Floral 











1330 on Your Dial 
With 
"Pace Setter News" 
WILLIAM M. WHITAKER 
General Manager 
The Bruce Motel 
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"You're sure to find it at ... " 
Martin's Department Stores, Inc. 
MOREHEAD 




"l would like to make a small deposit!" 







Wilson Ave. Morehead 
Enjoy 
Our Night 












302 Trumbo Ave. Morehead 
299 
The Furniture Mart 






"Flowers for All Occasions" 







Hwy. 60 and 32 East 
Morehead, Kentucky 
W. Main Street 
Morehead 
Motor Sales 
"Quality Used Cars" 
Tommy Combs--Proprietor 
Phone STate 4-4937 U. S. 60 East 
Morehead 
Caudill Service Center and Restaurant 
301 
Phone ST 4-5472 
"Home of the College Boy" 



















800 W. Main Street 
McBrayer-Pierce 
Self-Service Variety Stores 
Morehead, Ky. Vanceburg, Ky. 
Olive Hill, Ky. 





"See Vi Before You Buy" 




350 Main Street ST 4-5414 
303 
Lee Clay Products Company 
CLEARFIELD KENTUCKY 
304 






"For First Run Movies" 
Russ Brown, Manager 















MOREHEAD STATE COLLEGE 
Dr. Harold E. Holbrook, D.M.D. 





lerry's Drive-In Restaurant 
Snacks 






Main Street Morehead, Ky. 
Imperial Cleaners 
"We Pick-Up and Deliver" 
STate 4-5170 Railroad Street 
Morehead, Ky. 
Ray's Supermarket 
"Prices Are Born Here and 
Raised Elsewhere" 
West Main Street Morehead, Ky. 
STate 4-4751 
See the new 1962 Chevrolet at _ .. 
Midland Trail Garage 
24-Hour Wrecker Service 
Chevrolet Sales and Service 
Main Street Morehead, Ky. 
. Roark's Sport Shop 




"Hopes that you have enjoyed 
his services." 
Congratulations to the 
SENIORS 
Hunting Equipment ... 
Fishing Tackle . . . 
Sporting Goods . . . 
"For the Finest Movies Ever" 
Morehead Drive-in Theatre 
U. S. 60 East on 32. Morehead, Kentucky 
"The Home of Delicious Food" 
The Greyhound Restaurant 
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Roche, J 0 1111 Allen ------------ -------_____ 99 
Roe, Hcrman Ford ----------------- ___ 115 
Roe, Thelma ----------------- -------________ 99 
Rogers, Joyce Ann _ _ ___ __ 115 
Rolke, Ronald -- --------------- ------ ___ ___ ___ 99 
Rollins, Gerald Lee ----------------- __ _ 115 
Rolph, Jeannie __ ____ __ ----_____ 115 
Root, Donna Kay _________ _ ___ _ 115 
Rose, Alma Faye ____ ___ ________ ______ __ 62 
Rose, Dixie Anita ___ __________ __ __ ____ _ 62 
Rose, Dori s Linda ____ __ 100 
Rose, Elizabeth Ann __ __ ___ 100 
Rose, Elmon E. __ _ 63 
Rose, J ames Davis ___ _ ___ 100 
Rose, James Edward -____________ ___ 100 
Rose, Pri scilla Ann ____ 81 
Rose, Robert L. ___ __ __ .82 
Rose, Steve John __ .. __ 116 
Rosenzweig, Donald Carl ________ 116 
Rosenzweig, Lawrence E. ___ _____ 100 
Ross, Billy B. _____________ ____ ___ ______ ____ 82 
Roulston, Ann _____ __ __ _ __ 82 
Rowe, Betty J ean ____ ______ __ ___ ___ ______ 100 
Rowe, Emily __________ __ ___ ___ __ ___ _________ 116 
Rowe, Lula ___ ___ ____ ______________________ __ 63 
Rowe, Patricia Ann __ _________ __ ____ __ 116 
Rowland, Kent _____________ ______ _____ '63 
Rucker, Johnny Lee ______ __ __ ______ __ 116 
Rucker, Rebecca Jane __ _______ ____ _ 116 
Ru cker, Ronald G. ____ __ _ ___ 82 
Rudd, Garnette ________ _ ____ 116 
Rudd, Janet Sue ____ __________ ____ ____ __ ___ 82 
Rudd, William D. _____ ___ ________ ___ __ 82 
Runyons, Donald __________ _________ ____ 116 
Russell, Carol ______ ______ __ ______________ 82 
Rutherford , Cecil Leroy ____________ 116 
Rye, Linda A. ________________ __ ________ __ ___ 63 
Ryle, Albert Lee ___ ___ __________________ 116 
Ryle, Mildred Sue ____ __________ ___ ____ 82 
s 
Sagraves, Catherine ___ ___ __ _______ ____ 116 
Sagraves, Shirley ____________ ____ ___ ___ 116 
Salisbury, Fred _____ ___ _____ ___ ___ ________ 116 
Salisbury, James D. ____ ___ ___________ _ .43 
Salisbury, Linda Sue _______________ 100 
Salle, Ronnie D. ____ ____ __ __ ____ ___ __ 100 
Sallouti, J ean ____________________________ 116 
Salyer, John __ _ ____________ 116 
Salyer, Loyola __ ______ ________ __ ______ __ __ 100 
Salyer, Thomas Glenn ____ __________ __ 63 
Sammons, Gary ___ ____ __ ___________ ____ __ __ 116 
Sandifer, Ann Lavaugn __ ___ _______ 100 
Sapp, Anthony Lee ______ __ ______ __ ___ 82 
Saunders, Delores Ann ____ _________ 82 
Saunders, Paul ___ __ _____ __ 82 
Saxon, David Joe ____ __________________ 100 
Saxon, Joyce __ _______ __ _______ __ ____ __ __ 116 
Scalise, John Anthony _____________ 82 
Schafer, Steve _______________________ ____ _ 82 
Schaffner, Ann Doreen ____ _____ ___ _ 82 
Schaffner, Jon _____ _________________ _______ __ 82 
Scherer, Joseph A. ____ __ 63 
Schickner, Charles ____ ____________ ___ 116 
Schooler, Teresa ___________________ ___ 116 
Schunk, J erry ___________________________ 116 
Schutte, Walter Henry _________ ____ 63 
Schweitzer, Charles E. _________ __ ___ __ 100 
Scobee, Jim ____ . ________________ __ ____ ___ __ __ _ 63 
Scott, Douglas ____ __ ___ _____ ___ _________ __ 100 
Scott, Gary Gene ____________________ __ 100 
N Picklesimer, John Walter __________ __ 61 
Picklesimer, Mary Ann .. ______ ____ 61 
Risner, Charlotte Anne __________ __ 115 
Roades, Gerald D. ___ .. __________________ 99 
Sco t t, J erry W. _______________ _________ 116 
Scott, Victor Terry __________ ______ __ __ 100 
N ammack, James L. __ _____ _________ __ __ 98 Pieratt, .J ames Firl ___ __ __ ____ ___ ______ 115 Roberson, Alma L. ____ ...... ________ 62 Secrest, Eldon ___ ____ __ _____________________ 63 
Napier, Doris M. ___________ __________ ___ 114 Pierce, Linda Gay ____ __ __ ______ __ _____ __ _ 61 Roberson , Glenn West __ _____ __ _____ __ 81 Secrist, Shirley Ann ________ ____ ___ _ 100 
Napier, Karen __ __ _____ ___ __ ____ ___ _______ 114 
Napier, Velma K. ____ _________ _______ ___ _ 114 
Naugle, Carolyn Nadine ___ .. ____ __ _ 80 
Neher, Frank H. ____ ____ ___________ ____ .80 
Pierce, Phyllis Jane __ __________________ 115 
Pierce, Ronald Eugene ________________ 61 
Plumley, Cecil Sudrick _____________ 98 
Plummer, Anita Kaye _______ _____ ____ 115 
Roberts, Ellena Rhea ____ ____ __ ____ __ 115 
Roberts, Jim A. _______________ .. _____ __ ___ 81 
Roberts, Jon R. ______________________ ______ 62 
Roberts, Linda Blaine .... ___________ _ 115 
Sedarat, Frankie ____________ ___ _____ ____ 116 
See, Garred _________________________ __ _____ 116 
Setser, Jo Ann _____________ _________ ______ 82 
Sewell, Jennie ___ .. ______ .. _____________ __ 116 
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Seyfan!! , Marvin Mack ____________ 100 
Shackelford , Judith E. _____________ 116 
Spurlock , Ruie Lee ______ __ __________ 83 
Srou fe, Da vid ___ ___ ____ _ __ ____ ____ ___ 1l7 
Th omas, Herm ione Virginia _____ 6.S 
Thomas, J ames Ellis ___ _____ ___ _____ 1l8 
Walt er, Carl Thomas --- _____ ________ 102 
Walters, Bonetta Sue _________ ____ __ _ 102 
Shade, Donald Leroy ____ _ 116 
Shaffer, Stuart R. ___ ___ __ ____________ 100 
Sh a pi ro, Ro bert _______ ___ ____ ____________ __ 100 
Stacy, Gladys S. __ _______ ___ __ __ __ ___ _______ 64 
Stafford , Harry L. __ ______________ ____ 101 
Staffo rd, Iris Janet _______ __ _____ ______ 64 
Th omas, Leo An th ony ___ ____ _________ 102 
Thomas, Ivli tchell H. ______ __ : __ ________ 84 
Thompso n, Beverl y C. ___ ____________ 84 
Walt ers, Jacqueline Rose ______ ___ ___ 85 
Walt ers, J erry S. ---------------_________ 102 
Walters, Patricia Louise ___ ____ ___ 118 
Shapland , Bon nie D. ___ ____ __ ___ ______ :63 
Sharp, Larry ___________________ ___________ 1](; 
Shaw, Carol J ea n ________________________ 1l6 
Stallard , Glenna Faye ___ __________ ___ 101 
Stallard , Roger ___ ___ _____ ___ ___ __ ___ ____ 1l7 
Sta II ard, Susan -______ __ _____ ____________ 117 
Thompson, Homer Byron ________ 118 
Thom pson, John Spencer _______ _ 102 
Thompson, Patricia Elaine ________ 65 
Walters, Sid __ ___ _____________ ___ ___ ___ __ ___ 85 
Walton, Arlene M. _____ __ ________ __ ___ 102 
Walton, Niles _________ __ _____ ____ _____ 66 
Shelton , J ohn Edward _____________ ___ 1l6 
Shepperd , Charles E. ___ ____ __ _____ __ 100 
Shook, John Thomas ____ _____ __________ 82 
Stamper, Douglas G. ________ ___ _____ 101 
Stanl ey, Carol Sue _____ ___ ___ ___ __ ____ 117 
Stapl eton, ]ames C. _____ ___________ __ 101 
Thompson, Robb Wallace __ _______ 84 
Thompson, Son ja Sue ___ _______________ 84 
Thompson, Tomm y __ __ ___ __________ ___ 118 
Ward , Betty Lou -------___ _______ _______ 118 
Ward, Linda Lee -_________ ____ _________ _ 1l8 
Ward, Russell __________ 1l8 
Shook, Rosemary Brown _________ __ 82 
Shrout, Diana Cla ire ____ ____________ 100 
Stark, Judith Ellen __ ___ ______________ __ 83 
Stark , Sherry __ ________ _______ __ __ __ __ ___ 117 
Thompson, Willi am Delono ____ _ 84 
Thornberry, Bonnie Sue __ __________ 102 
Ware, Roy ------ · --______ ___ ______ __ ___ ____ 102 
Watt s, Sandra Sue -________ _________ __ 1l8 
Shrou t, J erry Thomas _______________ _ 1l6 
Shultz, Kenn eth L. ____________ _____ ______ 82 
Shumaker, Donald Frank _______ ____ 82 
Siener, Barbara C. ____ __J 00 
Simmons, Wayne _____ _ __ 11(; 
Simon, Alvi n ______ __ _ _ ____ 83 
Simon, Robert Thomas ______ _____ _ 1l6 
Simpson, Phyllis .10 __ __ __ __________ ____ 1l6 
Sivis, Barbara Sue ____ ____________________ 83 
Skaggs, Denni s ___________ _ ___ 83 
Skaggs, Nancy Anne _________ __ _____ 1l6 
Skidmore, Carole Ann ___ ___________ __ 1l6 
Skrapits, .John Louis __ _____ _________ 100 
Slack, Sally Ann --- _______ __ _______ _____ 116 
Slater, Wallace ------- _______________ ___ ___ 63 
Slaughter, Joel C. _____ __________ _____ 63 
Slaughter, Judith Phillips _____ __ _ 100 
Slepian, Robert Neal _____ ____ _____ __ 1l6 
Slone, Benny J ames ---________ _____ 100 
Slone, Gary -------------__________ ________ _ 1l6 
Slone, J oa n n ---___ ____ ____ __ _____ _______ ll 6 
S lone, J oyce Ann ----- -- __ ____ ___ _____ · ___ ll 6 
Slone, Jud y F. __________________ __ ___ __ 83 
Slu ss, Delores Ann ___ ____ ___ _________ 100 
Smart, J oa n P. ----____________ 100 
Smathers, Dean T. _____ ______ _______ ___ 83 
Smiley, J ames M. ____ __ ___ ________ __ ____ 63 
Sm ith , Allan B. ______________ _____ __ __ __ __ 63 
Smith, Bobby Ralph --_____ ______ ___ 101 
Sm ith , Carolin e Onvis ___ __________ ___ 111i 
Smi th , Charles Thomas ___ ___ _____ _ 101 
Smith, Dwi ght . Campbell ______ __ 116 
Smith , Earl - ---------___ __ ____ ______ ____ 101 
Smith, Edith Darlene ________________ 116 
Smith, Edward George __________ __ 116 
Smith, Eliza beth M. ______________ __ 116 
Smith , Etta Marie -------___ __ ____ ___ _ 101 
Smith, Lena Denham ___________ ____ ____ 64 
Smi th , Lozenna ---------------- _______ ___ __ 101 
Smith , Martha C. ---________ __ _________ __ 101 
Smith, Mary Lois ----------______ _____ ___ 117 
Smi th , Michal B. -_______________ ___ ___ 117 
Smith, Mike N. ---------__________________ 117 
Smith, Narcissuss Durea __________ __ 83 
Smith, Ridgway ---_______________________ 117 
Smith, Robert McClain ___ ___ __ ____ 117 
Smith, Russell R. ---_________________ __ 117 
Smith, Sandra Gale ___________________ 117 
Smith , Thomas D. ---- ____________________ 83 
Smith, Ocial S. ---------_____________ __ ___ 64 
Smittle, Harry ---_______________________ 117 
Smoot, Charl es Boyd ________ ___ ________ 64 
Smyth, Sand ra --- ______ __ ___ __ ____________ 117 
Sna pp, J oyce -------------- _________ ____ ___ 117 
Snedegar, C. H. -___ ____ ___ ____________ _ 117 
Snedegar, Judith C. __________________ __ 101 
Snel ling, Brenda Jo ___ _________ ______ __ 64 
Snyder, James ---____ _____ ______ ____________ 117 
Snyder, Pamila ----------_____ ___________ 117 
Sorrell, Barbara Patsy ___ 64 
Sorrell , Homer -----____ ____ ______ __ _____ 117 
Sowards, Iri s ___________________ __ ______ ____ 83 
Spadaro, Peter John -_____ ____ ______ 101 
Sparks, Bill ------- ___ __ ________ ______ ____ 117 
Spa rks, Carolyn __ ______ ___ --____________ 117 
Sparks, Sandra Kay ___________ . ____ ___ _ 101 
Sparks, Willard M. ---__ __ ____________ 64 
Spears, Janice S. ____ ____________________ 101 
Spencer, Bonnie H. ------____________ __ 83 
Spencer, Gloria J ean ________________ 101 
Sperry, J oan- Kay ----_________ ____ _____ __ 83 
Spicer, Ralph - ________________ ____ ______ ___ 83 
Spurlock, Carolyn ______ ___________ __ ___ 117 
Spurlock, pavid -__ ______________________ 117 
Starr, Robert ________________ __________ ___ 117 
Staten, Gardon Lee __ _________ ____ _____ 101 
Sta ton, J eanette ______ __ ________________ 117 
Staton, Kenn eth N. _______ ______ ______ 83 
Staton, Robert ____ ___________________ ____ 1l7 
Staton, Sue M. ---__________________ ______ 83 
Stearn s, Joseph __ ___ __ _____ • ___ __ 64 
Steele, Harold _____ __ ______ 117 
Stegall , Janice __ __ __ __________ _______ _____ 117 
Stein, Steve __ _____ ___________ ____ _______ __ 101 
Stepenson, Darrell Raymond ____ 64 
Stephens, Jack B. ___ _____ _______________ 83 
Stephens, Judith -_________ __ ___ ____ _____ 117 
Stephens, B. Gayle ____ __ 101 
Stephenson, Larry Wayne ________ 101 
Stevens, Denni s ____ ____ _________ ____ ____ 117 
Stevens, Elwanda Joyce ________ __ __ 101 
Stevens, Virginia _______________ _________ 101 
Stewart, Billy ____ ___ ______ ___ 83 
Stewart, J ohn W. ______ ______ __________ __ 117 
Stewart, Mary L. __________ _____ _________ 117 
Stidom, Buddie ______ __ __ __________________ 83 
Sti ltner, Wallace ______ __ ___ _______________ 1l7 
Stin so n, Charlie _______________ ___________ 117 
Stocker, Linda Lou ______________ ___ ___ 101 
Stone, J ames Harvey ___ _____________ lOi 
Stone, James Henry ______ __ ________ __ 101 
Story, Eli zebeth J ane ___ ___ ________ __ 117 
Story, Lee _______________ ___ ______ ______ ____ 1l7 
Story, Lloyd Jr. _______ _________ ______ _ 64 
Stull , Larry Gene _____ ___ ____________ __ 101 
Stull , Sue _____________________________ ___ 1l7 
Stumbo, Gary _________ ____________ __ __ _____ 117 
Sturgell, Marietta ____ ______ _____________ 83 
Sturgill, Nim -- _______________ __ __ __ __ __ _ 1l7 
Suerdem, Nermin _______________________ __ 64 
Surrey, Donna Lee ___ ____ ___________ __ 101 
Svec, Michael J. -________________________ 83 
Svec, William J., J r. ___ ___ _____________ .43 
Swain, Tommy M. _______________________ 65 
Swainick, William F. ________________ 101 
Swearingen, Linda Lou _______________ 84 
Sweeney, Edward L. ______________ __ 117 
Swims, Luther -_____________ __ ____ ________ 1l7 
Swingley, Brenda --______________________ 65 
Swope, Nancy _____ __________ 117 
Swope, Regina __ _______ __ _________________ 1l7 
Sykes, Joan L. -____ ______ __ _______________ 102 
Sylvestro, Philip ----___ ______________ __ 117 
T 
Tackett, Charles Robert, Jr. ___ ___ 117 
Tackett, Elizabeth Joyce _____ _ 102 
Tackett, J anet Sue ___________ ______ ___ 65 
Tackett, Judith Ann ________________ 118 
Tackett, Judy Carol _____ __ ________ _____ 1l8 
Tackett, Loretta __ ______ __ ______________ 118 
Tackett, Lynn D. ___ _____ ____ ___ _______ __ 102 
Tackett, Margaret Ann __ ____ ____ __ 102 
Tackett, Roger Lee _______________ ____ 65 
Tackett, Thomas James _________ ___ 65 
Tanner, Linda Lou ______ : ________ _____ 118 
Tankersley, Robert L. ________________ 102 
Tarter, Sharon Ernestine _______ __ 84 
Tauibee, Stanley H. ____ ___ _____ ____ __ 118 
Taylor, Anna Maude ________________ 1l8 
Taylor, Betty Christine ___________ _ 118 
Taylor, Gloria Marie __ _______________ 65 
Taylor, Teddy G. ______________________ __ 65 
Teegarden, Asa Irvin ________________ 118 
Teegarden, J ames Glenn ________ 118 
Theet, Raymond Charles __________ 118 
Thomas, Billy R. ________________________ 65 
Thorpe, Monva ______ __ __ __ __________ ____ __ 65 
Ti erney, John Thomas ___ _____________ 65 
Tillett, Blair W. E. ______________ 118 
Ti sso t, Darrell ____ _________ 1l8 
Titus, Jani s Marie ____ __ __ ___________ 102 
Titus, Linda J ean _______ __ __ ____ _____ 1l8 
Todd, Betty M. __ ____ _______________ 66 
Todd, Demaree C. ______ _______ __ ___ ____ 102 
Tolli ver, Henri tta __ _______ __ ____ ______ ___ 1l8 
Tolli ver, Jam es Ed ward ___________ 61i 
Traxel, Charles W. __ ______________ ______ 102 
Trent, Theodore Lee __ __ __ ______ ___ 1l8 
Triggs, Mi chael Kent __ ____________ 118 
Trimble, J ames D. __ __________________ 102 
Tripl ett, Carolyn _______ ____ ____ _____ __ __ 1l8 
Tripl ett , Gene ___ ____ ____________ 84 
Truitt , Albert B. _________ ___________ 66 
Trusty, Jud y Ann ______________________ 84 
Tucker, David Daniel __________ ________ 66 
Tucker, Donnie Ray ________________ 1l8 
T ucker, John Thomas ___ ___________ 102 
Tucker, Patricia Ca udill __ __ _______ 66 
Tucker, Polly Hogue ___ ___ __ ________ 102 
Turman, Myra J eanne ___ ____________ 84 
Turner, J essie Avra ___________ ___ __ 1l8 
Turner, John Edward ___ _____ _______ 84 
Turner, Lois C. ___________ __ __ ____________ 84 
Turner, Ronald Marc ____ ______ ____ __ 118 
Tuttle, Billy W. ________________ ___ __ ___ 84 
T yler, Delores __ _____ _________________ 118 
u 
U1berall, Herb B. ____ ______ _______ 102 
Underwood, Jamie Kay ___ _______ __ 102 
Utterback , Nancy ___ ___________ __ __ ______ 1l8 
v 
Valz, Tom Dale __ __ _________________ 84 
Vance, David Matney _____ _________ 118 
Vance, Nancy Helen __ _______________ 84 
VanCleve, Robert Michael _____ ___ 118 
Vanderpool , Janis Ellen ____________ 118 
Vanderslice, Frederick J. ________ 1l8 
VanHoose, John S. ____________ . _____ ___ 84 
VanHoose, Mary Carol ____________ 102 
VanHoose, Sandra Lee __ ____ __________ 84 
VanMeter, David Nicholas ______ __ 118 
Vaughan, Daisy Elaine ____ ________ 118 
Veach, Anna Louise _______ _______ __ 1l8 
Venables, Berry W. __ _____________ __ _ 1l8 
Ven ters, N agatha _______________________ 66 
Vergne, James G. __ __________ __________ __ 102 
Verville, Dolores Ann ____ __________ __ 118 
Vest, Asa Mervel ___ _ _1l8 
Vest, Nelda Gay ___ __________ _____ _____ ___ 84 
Vi ce, Lonnie Clark ______ _____ ___ __ __ 102 
Vincent, Larry G. ____________ __ ______ 118 
Virgin , Berniece Rogers ___________ 66 
Virgin, Colin Douglas ___ 84 
Vogelpohl, Phillip V. ____ 118 
w 
Wad sworth , Carl G. _________ __ _______ __ 102 
Wagel, Bobby Allen ___ _______ _____ __ 1l8 
Waggoner, Larry D. __ _________________ _ 66 
Walker, Myrtle Ann ________ __ ______ ___ 84 
Wallace, George Dotson ___ ______ ___ 118 
Wallace, Theodore John _____ ____ _ 1l8 
Wallin, Bertie Ann _______________ __ __ 85 
W alls, Perry R. ________ _____ ___________ ___ .43 
Walsh, David Bradford ____________ 102 
Watt s, Vivian Ann __ __ --______ _____ __ 118 
Weaver, Myrtl e Ruth ___ ____ _________ 118 
Webb, Bobbie Frances __________ _____ 85 
Webb, Carl os ----- ____ ____ __ ____________ 118 
Webb, Herm an Jack __ ____ _____ ______ __ 85 
Webb, Jerry L. ____ ______ ______________ __ 118 
Webb, Ma ril yn Sue -------- __ ____ __ __ 103 
Webb, Mary Maxine -______ ____ ___ __ 1l9 
Webb, Mary Susan ---____ ____ ____ ___ 1l9 
Webber, Janet Sue _______ ___ ____ ____ __ 119 
Weber, Harry V. -------___________ _____ __ .43 
Weckel, Faye T. _________ __ _______ _______ 66 
Wein stein, Mary W. ____________ _____ __ GG 
Weinstein, Ralph William __ ___ ___ 103 
Weir, Franklin H. __ _________ ___ ____ ___ _ 66 
Weiss , Stephen B. -----________ __ _____ 1l9 
Well s, Carol --------- ________ 103 
Well s, Daniel L. ------ -------________ 103 
Well s, Eula K. -------------- ________ __ 103 
Wells, John -- ______ ___ _______ 119 
Well s, Lloyd D. __ __ ___ __ _____ _________ 85 
Well s, Phillip A. ------------____________ 103 
Well s, Robert M. ---- ___ _______ __ ______ 103 
Well s, Sue --------- -------_________ ____ 103 
Wenix, Vera Lee --------------. _________ 1l9 
West, David W. __ ____ _______ __ _________ 85 
West, J. Paul _____ ____ _____ __ ________ ___ ___ _ 85 
West, Terry Arnold ----___________ _ 103 
Westerfield, Allen D. ___ _____ ______ 119 
Westerfield , Bill y _______ ______ __ __ _____ (iii 
Wetzel, Charles F. ___________ ___ _________ 85 
Wheeler, Kay F. _________ ____ _______ _____ 85 
Wheeler, P almer ---------- -- ---___ ___ ____ ___ 66 
Wheeler, Troy W. ____ ______ __ __ ______ ___ 66 
Wheeler, Wallace -----------___ __ ___ __ _ 103 
Whi tacre, Wes -----------_______ ____ ____ __ 1l9 
Whitaker, Sue Ann ____________ __ _____ 85 
Whitaker, Virginia Lee --______ __ __ 119 
White, Dennis Lawrence ____ ___ ___ 1l9 
White, Edward Mitchell ______ __ 1l9 
White, J ohn E. ---- -- ------------________ __ 67 
White, Juanita H. _______ ______ ___ __ _____ 85 
White, Judith K. -------------___________ 1l9 
White, Sara Beth -- -- ---_______________ 119 
White, Thomas Charles --_________ ___ 67 
Whitehouse, Robin J. --____ _____ ____ 67 
Whitley, Eddie Dean ---____________ 1l9 
Whitlow, Robert H. ------------ _____ ___ 119 
Whitney, Rachel T. ___ ___ _______ __ ____ (l7 
Whitt, Barbara J. _____________________ __ 85 
Whitt, Beul ah E. ---- -__ ____________ ___ 1l9 
Whitt, Clyd e J r. --- --- ------ --- ________ _ 1l9 
Whitt, Darwin Paul -- __ ______ ___ ___ __ 1l9 
Whitt, Durwood V. _ _ __ ____ __ __ ___ 67 
Whitt, Larry Kell y --- _______ _______ .103 
Whitt , Ma rth a .J. ___________ ________ __ ____ 85 
Whitt , Sandra B. --- --------______ _____ 119 
Wick, Dennis Robert -__________ _____ 1l9 
Wicker, J ack ie R. ----__ _____ ____ _____ 103 
Wi cker, Renessa ------------__ _____ ___ __ 103 
Wicker, Terry ____ ______ ___________ ___ ____ 67 
Wilburn , Harold Michael __ __ _ 119 
Wiley, Evid ean ----------__ __ _______ 103 
Willero y, J ohn William _________ ___ 119 
WilIams, Brenda ------- --___ __ __ ________ 119 
Williams, David S. ---------______ __ _____ 1l9 
Williams, Geneieve -----------_________ 103 
Williams, Gyles _ ___ ____ _______________ _ 85 
Williams, J ack R. _______________ __ _____ 67 
Williams, J ohn S. ----------______ ____ __ 119 
Williams, Lee Anne ---________________ 67 
Williams, Nathan W. --- ___________ __ 103 
Williams, Ted M. -----.------_______ __ 67 
Williams, Vince -------------___ _____ ___ 103 
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Williams, Walter E. ___ ___________ __ ___ 85 
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Williamson, Paul R. ________________ 119 
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A Year to Remember 
'1-~_----------------------------4:. As another yearbook passes into the hands of the student body, 
we would like to take a few moments to look in retrospect. 
1----------------------------.-_ The 1962 RACONTEUR was designed primarily as a record of 
student life. In it we tried to include not only extracurricular activities, 
but also many of those well-remembered and often; unforgettable mem-
ories of the year. 
I------------------------------j~. But as in any book of this size some events will be missed and some 
errors will be made, and if anyone is offended we offer this as an apology. 
r;- ---------------------------~:- The job was not easy and we would like to thank our hard working 
staff for the many hours spent in helping with the 1962 RACONTEUR_ 
1-----------------------------.. -. Special thanks should go to Shal'on McClanahan who gave so free-
ly of her time in serving as Associate Editor. 
1-----------------------------04:_ We also appreciate the work done by our photographer, Jim Edwards. 
Jim was responsible for taking nearly all of the activity pictures. 
I---------------------------__ ~~.We would also like to thank our advisor, Ray Hornback, for the 
assistance which he gave us in completing a bigger and better annual 
for 1962_ 
1-----------------------------04~. We would like to give Tom Young our special thanks for the art 
work which he prepared for the divisional pages. 
1------------------------------4:_ And to the student body to whom this book is presented we offer 
a special thanks, and a sincere desire for your appreciation. 
--- Harry V. Weber 
Editor-in-C hie! 
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